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5 wif Why dont we go on the record?
a Okay. So the time is 10:16. Thisis a transcribed interview of Mr. William

5 Stepien conducted by the House Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack

6 onthe United States Capitol pursuant to House Resolution 503.

7 And at this time, I'd ask the witness, Mr. Stepien, to please stateyour full name

8 and spell your last name for the record.

9 Mr. Stepien. William Stepien. Last name S-t-e-p-i-e-n.

10 MrJE And, counsel, if you don't mind introducing yourself as well.

1 Mr. Marino. Kevin H. Marino, M-a-r-+--0, Marino, Tortorella & Boyle,for the

12 witness

13 vieJI. Thankyou, Mr. Marino.

1a Thank you, Mr. Stepien.

15 So this is going to be a staff-led interview. It's a transcribed interview, not a

16 formal deposition, but I'm going to be the one wha is primarilydoing the questioning.

v My romeis,rm a senior investigative counsel for the
18 committee. Tomy right isIE, oso investigative counsel for the committee.

19 Tohisright isINE,who's staff member of the committee. To my left isIll

20 [EEE chief investigative counsel for the select committee. And behind us, you may

21 beable to see herJN,ho is a senior investigative counsel with the

2 committee as well

2 On the Webex platform that we're using here to conduct this interview there's a

24 numberof other staff members, as well as the official reporters who are going to be

25 transcribing both what we say and what you say. And although there are multiple
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1 reporters that are listed, they're going to have one continuous transcript, and they may

2 switchonoroff

3 And | would also note for the record that there are members who have joined us

4 this morning and others who may be joining us later. Currently, we have Mrs. Elaine:

Luria, select committee member, and Ms. Zoe Lofgren, also a member of the committee.

s And as | mentioned before we went on the record, | will let you know, as soon as |

7 know this, any other members that come on, just so you're aware of that. | won't

8 identify when members leave, though, so just when they're coming on. ~ So let us know if

9 youhaveany questionsabout that.

10 As mentioned, there i an official reporterwhois transcribing the record here

11 today. Andsotothat end, just ask that you let us finish our questions before you start

12 answering, and we'll dothe same for you. Wel let you finish your answers before we

13 move on to our next question.

1a And just because it is being taken down, nonverbal responses like head nods or

15 “uhehuh" stuff like that, i not really helpful or the record. ~Soif that happens, t's

16 perfectly normal, it happens in everyday language, but | may ask you justo confirm with

17 ayesornoor to clarify your answer.

1 We do ask that you provide complete answers based on your best recollection of

19 events. And we understand that some of this happenedover ayear ago. Soif there is

20 something that you don't recall, that's fine, just let us know and state tha.

2 And if my question is not clear, which there is a good chance it might not be all the

22 time, please feel free to ask for any clarification. Id be happy to rephrase that. It's

23 better that you understand my question than try to answer something that you don't

24 quite understand.

2 Although this interview is not under oath, it’s not a deposition, | do want to
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1 remind you that you are speaking to an offical proceeding in Congress, and you're talking
2 to all staff members and Members of Congress. It is unlawful to deliberately provide

3 false information to the committe.
a Do you understand all the stuff that we've been through so far?

5 Mr. Stepien. | do.

. J Okay. And as! mentioned before, if you need any time to consult
7 with Mr. Marino, or if you need a break for any reason, including lunch, just let us know.

8 That's completely fine.

9 I think for the times you need to consult with Mr. Marino, what we'll do is we'll go

10 off camera, mute -- you guysdothe same thing -- but handle that however you would like

1 andwhenever youd ke.
12 Do you have any questions before we begin?

1 Mr.steplen. 1donot.
1 Mr. Marino. Nordol.
15 EXAMINATION
16 ovvieIE:
7 Q Very good.
18 So you produced some documents to us according to the request that we sent to

19 you, both directly to you and throughyour counsel, Mr. Marino, once he was retained.
20 Are you aware of any other documents that are responsive to our requests?

2 A lam not.

2 Q Okay. And as we go through today, we're going to ask you about some of
23 the documents you provided as well some other documents that we've had, and we'll

24 give you an opportunity to look at that, of course, before we ask anyquestions.
25 If there is anythingthatcomes up, and you think of anythingduring the
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1 deposition — or, excuse me, the transcribed interview, excuse me — that kind of refreshes

2 your memory about what might be out there, that's perfectly fine, ~ And | would just ask

3 that you note that, and then | can follow up, or somebody can followupwith Mr. Marino,

4 aboutany additional steps that may be warranted.

5 So with that, if you don't mind ust briefly summarizing your professional

6 background, leadingup to the first Trump campaign in 2016.

7 A Sure. Priortothefirst Trump campaign in 2016, | was a I had launched a

8 political consulting firm, New Jersey-based, had mostly New Jersey clients, in the years

9 2014,'15, and for much of 2016 prior to joining the Trump campaign. 1believe | joined

10 the Trump campaign in late August, offically, of 2016.

n Prior to my own consulting firm launched in 2014, | worked for Chris Christie. |

12 managed Chris Christies fist campaign in 2009. | managed his second campaign for

13 governorin2013. And in between | worked in the governor's office in Trenton as his

14 deputy chief of staff.

15 Prior to 2009, such is the lfeof a political operative, | bounced around quite a bit

16 from campaign to campaign.

FY The 2008 cycle, I'm going in reverse order here, | worked for the Presidential

18 campaignof John McCain. |was his national field director from about the springtime of

19 200800

1) Prior to mystintwith Senator McCain, | worked on the Presidential campaign of

21 Rudy Giuliani. That encompassed 2007 and just a litle bit of 2008. That campaign

22 endedin January.

2 1n 2005 and 2006 | worked at the Republican National Committee.

2 Prior to that, | worked on the Presidential campaign in 2004 of President George

25 W.Bush. Iwashis New Hampshire State political director.
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1 Prior to that, New Jersey-based stuff. Irana State Assembly campaign in 2003.

2 workedina State Senate district office in 2002. | worked for a New Jersey-based

3 political consultant, DuHaime Communications, in 2001.

a And my first job out of college was serving as mostly the driver for a U.S. Senate

s campaign, a candidate named Bob Franks.

s Q Okay. Alot of campaign andmessaging experience in there.

7 50 when you oined the 2016 Trump campaign, what was your role?

5 A Iwas the national field director.

° Q What does that mean, just generally?

10 A Well, generally, it means, making sure that the voter contact operation in

11 the States, the door knocks, the phone calls were being made; voter contact was being

12 conducted, measuring, tracking, making sure that the work was being done and reported.

13 It was very much a numbers-based job. Tracking what States were hitting their

14 marks, what States weren't. Do we need to move resources from State to State to make

15 sure we are hitting our marks. Very much a numbersbased role.

16 And that was largely be a - that was a similar role with the Trump campaign in

17 2086.

18 Q Okay. Didyou have alot of candidate contact in your role in the 2016

19 campaign, meaningwith Mr. Trump?

1) A Verylitte.

2 Q After the campaign, what did you do?

2 A After the campaign, | accepted a job as the White House politcal director.

2 Q What did that mean? What was your day-to-day?

2 A Day-to-day was largely spent monitoring the political landscape around the

25 country, monitoring polling data, seeing how - you know, informing the President on
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1 matters of intersection of policy and politics, making sure he was delivered poll numbers

2 and analysis, keeping up-to-date on the 2018 midterm elections as they drew nearer,

3 providing input as to his politicalcalendar and travel schedule. That was largely the

4 role.

5 Q How long did you do that?

6 A That was the role, I'm sorry.

7 Q Okay. How long did you do that?

8 A Thefirst day was Inauguration Day 2017, and my last day was December

9 of2018. can't remember the exact date.

10 Q What did you do whenyouleft?

1 A When|left, I launched a political consulting firm with my business partner

12 Justin Clark, National Public Affairs, and we got to work building the company together.

13 Q Mr. Clark, heis an attorney. Isthat right?

14 A Comect.

15 Q Okay. And he isthe same person who became counsel on the campaign

16 ultimatelyinthe2020 run?

7 A Comect.

18 Q When did you become campaign manager for Mr. Trump's 2020 reelection?

19 A Miduly 2020.

0 Q Did you have a role with the campaign before that? Were you consulting

21 forthem, for example?

2 A twas. Ithinkmy official title was senior political adviser. ~ President's

23 Trump reelection campaign was one of the clients of National Public Affairs.

2 Q Andwhat was the natureof that consulting work for them? Andhowdid it

25 change once you became campaign manager?
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1 A The nature of my role before becoming campaign manager was largely to

2 oversee an operation within the campaign that focused on outreach to States, State

3 Republican parties, State Republican organizations, in preparation for the delegate

4 selection process of the Republican National Convention.

5 After | became campaign manager, my role completely changed and | assumed a

6 much wider portfolio.

7 Q Okay. And let's talk about that.

8 What was the day-to-day? Obviously, every day is different, | imagine, in running

9 acampaign. You're putting out multiple fires anddealingwith issues that come up.

10 But what was the general day-to-day that you had as campaign manager?

u A linherited a campaign that was ~ the day | was hired was, | believe,

12 President Trump's low point in the 2020daily average polling against President Biden. It

13 wasa campaign ata low point in the polls. Itwas structurally and fiscally deficient.

14 There was a great deal wrong with the campaign in bothof those areas. So most

15 of my day was spent fixing what — and | think | took overwith 115 days left in the

16 campaign. Most of my time was spent fixing the things that could be fixed with

17 115 days leftinthe campaign.

18 There were certain things that were | mean, remember, the President's

19 reelection campaign launched on Inauguration Day 2017. So this was a campaign that

20 was running for three and a half years by the time | tookover as campaign manager.

2 With 115 days left and three and a half years behind the campaign, there are only

22 certain things that you could fix. So resolved to fix the things | thought | could fx that

23 meant the most at that time.

2 And to me in that role was the campaign budget, making sure the campaign had a

25 hard,firm controloverthedollars it had and the dollars it was spending. Spent
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1 reorganizing the campaign and making sure that internally we were operating at max
2 efficiency.

3 And itwas also you know,| said, | care alot about numbers - it was also spent
4 reorganizing the campaign's data. You know, I'm a numbers guy, so | brought in more

$ numbers people.

. We added pollsters to the campaign. | added a data cients, at least one data
7 scientist to the campaign. And began speaking and communicating and enhancing their

8 role with the campaign, because | wanted a very, very clear view as to where the

9 «campaign stood on any particular day pertaining to numbers.

10 Q  lappreciate that. And | do want to go back and unpacka little bit of it.

un It sounded like the budget was a big issue when you took over the campaign.
12 And | think you mentioned you're aware of kind of the money that you had and the

13 money itwas spending.
1 How was the budgeting related, i at al, to the messaging and the data, the
15 numbers that you're looking at?

16 A Could you repeat that question?

w Q Yeah. How did the budgeting, the stuff that you were focused on fixing,
18 howdid that relate to the need for data scientists and the messaging that was coming out

19 of the campaign,if at all?

» Mr.Mating, tet mejust. [Ill'ma ttle unciear as to what you're asking.
21 wr. Yeah.

2 ov vr I
23 Q  Letme just start over. And maybe I'll just do this a different way. And I'll

24 start with actually the second part of that.

25 When you're talking about getting a clear view of the numbers and the data and
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1 bringing in data scientists and pollsters, could you be a ltl bit more specific about what

2 youweretrying togeta picture of?

3 A Sure. Any well not any, but most campaigns’ largest line item on their

4 budgetis media and moneys they re spending on it, largely,for a Presidential campaign,

sw

s I wanted to make sure that we were spending the campaign's dollars, which were

7 inshorter supply than think most people realized, but soon realized, | wanted to make

8 sure we were spending the campaign's dollars efficiently and wisely and in the places that

9 made the most senseforareas of greatest need.

10 And I also wanted to make sure that we were understanding,as those dollars

11 were spent, were they positively impacting the campaign? And additional polisters,

12 additional data scientists were all part of that analysis.

3 Q And what does success look ike? | mean, when you're talking about data

14 and making sure you're in the right place, what do you look for in the numbers?

15 A Well, obviously, we're looking at more than just top ine Trump versus Biden

16 numbers nationally. Obviously, those aren't really applicable in a Presidential campaign.

FY Looking at certain States, certain media markets. Looking at the before and after

18 ofthe TV buy, the before and after of the TV buy.

19 Looking at certain cross sections of different demographic types. If you released

20 atelevision ad that intended to speak to a suburban woman, you'd want to be digging

21 into the numbers a certain amount of time after that ad hadrun to seeifyou had

22 moved improved, rather your standing amon the intended population.

2 And the infusion of the data scientists and thepollsters that | brought in were a

24 key partofthat.

2 1 just didn't think the campaign was making data-driven decisions, you know, at
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1 least to my liking, prior to me taking over as manager, hence, those additions that| had

2 made.

3 Q 1s part of that engagement with the campaign itself - so, in other words, you

4 sendout, or the campaign sends out a message or an ad or something like that, and then

5 people contact the campaign, volunteer, whatever it might be, contribute - s that part of

6 the success that the data scientists and all of the pollsters and the folkson the campaign

7 are looking at?

5 A Iwas focused mostly on the TV side of the operation. | mean, there was an

9 entire digital team, | mean, honestly, a whole floorof a digital team that was large in size

10 andlarge in influenceon the campaign.

1 I really didn't dabble too much into those affairs. | understanda Vad. |

12 understand how it's made. | understand how it's shipped, and | can see it onTVwhen it

13 airs. 1know a whole otless about a digital ad, how it's made, how it’s marketed, how

14 its placed.

15 The campaign that| inherited had a lot of faith and trust in ts digital operation.

16 My predecessor, Brad Parscale, was well knownfor that being his expertise. It certainly

17 was not mine.

1 The campaign had a — you know, it was three and a half years underway by the

19 time took over. | let that operation run and focused on the TV side.

2 Q Did Mr. Parscale, did he keep a role in the digitalafteryoutookover, or is he

21 out completely?
2 A No, he did, and that was partofthe reason why | honestly, didn't do much

23 with the digital operation. There were a couple senior-level staffers that had a large

24 role in that operation, Brad being one of those people.

2 He very much wanted to stay involved in the campaign. | think it was important
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1 tohim personally. | think it was important to him optically that he stay involved. ~ So

2 he stayed involved in a serious way, overseeing the team that he had largely built.

3 Q Whois running that teamaside from Mr. Parscale?

a A Gary Coby.

s Q Washe the lead?

6 A Yes

7 Q Okay. Likeif you guys are having kind ofa leaders meeting within the

8 campaign, who is the person there that's representing the digital side?

9 A Gary Coby.

10 Q Allright. What about the more traditional messaging ike you just

11 mentioned, TV, radio, whatever that might look like?

2 A Yeah, there were a team of advertisers that | largely inherited. You know,

13 there was an affection and a ike for the product that they were - that the team, the TV

14 team, the work they had done on the 2016 campaign and the work they had done to that

15 pointin2020.

16 1 brought ina different voice or two to that operation to kind of test the

17 campaign's ~ how do we fit into the campaign? But largelystuckwith the operation

18 that inherited on the TV side.

19 Q And who was leading that? Who was the person?

1) A Jamestown Associates was the campaign's advertising agency and consulting

2a fim

2 Q  Whataboutin house? I've heard the name Tim Murtaugh. Was he on

23 thecomms side?

2 A Okay. Sothat's -I'm talking about paid media TV. Youre talking about

25 like earned media, communications.
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1 Yeah, Tim was -- Tim Murtaugh was our communications directoron the

2 campaign.

3 The Reporter. Can the witness please spell the names for the record?

4 Mr. Stepien. Sure. Coby, Coby. Murtaugh, M-ur-t-a-ug-h

5 ev mR.I:

6 Q Okay. SoMurtaugh, what was Mr. Murtaugh's role?

7 A Hewas the campaign's communications director.

8 Q What does that mean, practically speaking?
9 A Practically speaking, he often was the campaign's voice onTVand externally.

10 Internally, he helped provide direction to messaging ideas. And he had a team of

11 staffers working with and under him to help execute upon those messaging ideas

2 Q Was Mr. Murtaugh's role separate from Mr. Coby's role as the digital

13 person?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Did he have overlap with the digital team?

16 A Nottomy knowledge.

7 Q What about Jason Miller, what was his role with respect to the messaging

18 and communications for the campaign?

19 A Yeah, Jason had a communications background in focus and worked

20 alongside Tim, and in some ways played similar roles in terms of being on TV and

21 providing ideas and input on things the campaign might consider saying from a messaging

2 front,

23 Jason didn't have the communications operation under him lie Tim Murtaugh

24 did. And, you know, that being the main difference.

2 a okay.
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1 A I'would say Tim was a day-to-day, 1,000-foot - had a day-to-day, 1,000-foot

2 role. Jason was more a 10,000-foot operator.

3 Q More strategic thinking, big picture. Understood.

a A Yes

5 Q Who was the primary contact with the candidate, meaning Mr. Trump,
6 amongyou. Mr. Murtaugh, Mr. Miller, anybody else?

7 Mr. Marino. Just to clarify your question there, [Jl the main contact with him

8 withregard to something in particular?

9 Me Just generally on the campaign. If the campaign needed to get

10 something to Mr. Trump, who would that be? If i's specific to an issue, that kind of

11 clarification would be great, too.

2 Mr. Marino. Right. Okay. Clarify.

13 Mr. Stepien. Jason started most days communicating with President Trump to

14 helpset the stage for the hours that would follow in termsof what we would want to be

15 saying as a campaign, what he expected the news cycle to bring. Jason was that daily

16 morning contact.

FY The contact| had with President Trump was largely incoming. He would call

18 some mornings to ask about a poll number, ask how things were going, ask about, you

19 know,aTV advertisement. That was the difference in communication.

2 wieJ. When you say sk abou, | think | understand the poling, just
21 “where we're at" type of question. Is that fair?

2 Mr. Stepien. Yes, you know, what are the poll numbers today? How do we

23 lookin Michigan, for example? Those types of questions

2 vi J When you saidhewould call and ask about a TV ad, what would he

25 wantto knowaboutaTVad?
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1 Mr. Marino. This in general, this question,Jl

2 mr.Il Yeah, | think you said -- and | don't want to put words in your

3 mouth, Mr. Stepien, but you said sometimes he would call about polling or a TV ad. I'm

4 justtrying to understand what that might look like.

5 Mr. Stepien. ~ Yeah, he would comment on his favorable or unfavorable view of

6 anadvertisement he saw. Thingsof that nature.

7 wr. Marino. [Ill can |ask to just take a two-minute break?

5 Nc Yes, of course.

9 Mr. Marino, Thanks.

10 [Recess.]

1 nr JE. dowantto jump ahead. We'resill talking a ltlbit in the

12 preelection period

13 If you could pull up exhibit No. 4. And this will be our first test of the

14 documentsharing screen here. So please let us know if you have any issues seeing it.

15 Mr. Marino, Sure. Is there some identifying label on this or anything, or just

16 exhibita?

7 wrll Yeah, we have them all individually labeled.

18 oy vrI

19 Q Allright. Can you see that okay, Mr. Stepien?

20 A len

2 Q Is that big enough for you to read, or would you like us to zoom it ina little?

2 A That's fine.

2 Q Okay. Alright.

2 So this is a statement that the President made at a White House news conference

25 September 23rd. He's talking about the election. He says, "We're going to have to see
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1 what happens. You know that. 1 have been complaining very strongly about the

2 ballots. And the ballots are a disaster."

3 And he goes on to say, "Get id of the ballots and you'll have a very

4 peaceful ~ there won't be a transfer, frankly, there'll be a continuation. ~ The ballots are

5 outof control. You know it. And you knowwho knows it better than anybodyelse?

6 The Democrats know it better than anybody else."

7 So you mentioned joining the campaign with about 115 days eft. ~The issue of

8 mailin ballots, it sounds like, predated you. Is that right? Is that your understanding?

9 A Very-sayitagain? It wasvery what to me?

10 Q The issue of mail-in ballots and kind of the integrity of mail-in ballots

11 predated you joining the campaign. Is that your understanding as well?

2 A Yes. Largely the mail-in voting period, to be clear, the mail-in voting period

13 inmost States didn't begin until after | assumed the role of campaign manager. But the

14 issue had been oft discussed fora period of time before | was campaign manager.

15 Q And do you know why the issue of the integrity of mail-in ballots was such a

16 bigissue for the campaign?

FY A Itwas to many it was an unknown,largely due to COVID. ~ You know,

18 States were deviating from traditional practice in how elections were traditionally

19 executed. Dueto COVID, some States were relying more heavily on vote-by-mail voting,

20 and that was a large departure fromprevious years.

2 Q so statements like the one here in exhibit No. 4, it's been reported that you,
22 Mr. Stepien, had met with the President trying to convince him to stop making

23 statements like that publicly. Is that true?

2 Mr. Marino. sit true that Mr. Stepien asked the President not to make

25 statements of the type reflected in exhibit 42 Is thatyour question?
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1 wieBE. Comet. That's right.
2 Mr. Marino. Youcananswer that.

5 Mr. Stepien, Sure. | thought that - so the Biden campaign largely eschewed
4 any semblanceof a ground game. You know, they cited COVID as the rationale for that

$ decision. The Trump campaign and the Republican National Committee - it was really

6 the Republican National Committee ~ decided to not do tht,
7 So there was an advantage on the ground in Republicans’ favor, in Donald Trump's

8 favor. And | viewed it as an advantage to -- tactically speaking, and I'm a tactical guy,

9 the process of getting a person to mail back in a vote-by-mail ballot is cumbersome and

10 laborious.

u And believed thatour advantage on the ground, with all the staffers and
12 volunteers that we had, provided the Trump campaign an advantage. And by publicly

13 pouring water on the integrity of vote-by-mail voting, | felt we were losing an advantage

14 wehadtactical
5 eveJR
16 Q Isee. And just notefor the record andfor your awareness, Mr. Stepien,

77 that Ms. Lofgren and Mrs. Luria have rejoined us here.
18 A Thank you.

1 I didn't have any ideological objection to vote-by-mail balloting. | just though i
20 wasa- you know, campaigns have advantages and disadvantages. though this could
2a be an advantage to the Trump campaign.

2 Q Advantage to use malin voting o nat use malin voting, I'm sorry?
23 A To utilize President Trump and the Republican Party's grassroots team to

24 ‘maximize the return of vote-by-mail voting.

25 Q Okay. That'svery helpful. Thankyou. That clarified it for me.
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1 Soit's also been reported that the President believed that Democrats would use

2 mailinballots tosteal the election from him.

3 Do you remember the President saying anything like that to you?

a Mr. Marino. Canyougiveus a timeframeplease,JJ?

5 wrJl. This is pre-election. So| presume somewhere around September,

6 October. But really any time, did the President say anything like that to you?

7 Mr. Marino. And just for clarity, just so the question isclear on the record, did

8 the President say what to him?

9 mel. Yeah. Soit's been reported that the President told you and others.

10 thathe, the President, had long believed Democrats would use mail-in ballots to steal the

11 election from him

2 Do you remember him saying anything like that to you before the election?

13 Mr. Stepien. There was concern from many in the party, largely due to the

14 unknown. As! mentioned before this, we're largely in unchartered waters given COVID

15 astohow the 2020 election was being conducted. So| think that uncertainty and that

16 unknowingness regarding the unchartered waters did have a lot of concern.

FY Did he say that to me, that the Democrats were going to steal the election? |

18 don't believe so. He did have a lot of concern about not knowing how this was going to

19 play out, how this was going to affect his campaign. It was largely the unknown that

20 wasaconcerntohim.

2 wrJl] 01d that concern affect the messaging. In other words, did he

22 instruct the campaign to put out certain messages about election integrity based on his

23 concerns?

2 Mr. Marino. Just some more clarity there[Jll} First of al, timeframe. ~ And,

25 secondly, when you say, did he instruct the campaign, are you asking if President Trump
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1 instructed Mr. Stepien in that regard?

2 veJ: Anvbody in the campaign, | mean, to Mr. Stepien's knowledge.

3 Do you know if the President's concerns about mail-in ballots and the changes.

4 that you had mentioned due to COVID affected the messaging that was coming out of the

5 campaign?

6 Mr. Stepien. No. We did not - the campaign did not spend -- expend money

7 on advertising on that message. The campaign did not - so| believe the answerto that

8 tobeno. I mean, of course, the candidate is obviously an appendage of the campaign.

9 Butin terms of what | controlled, the answer is no.

10 mri. Was there a meaningful distinction in your mind between absentee

11 ballots and mail-in ballotsbefore the election?

2 Mr. Marino. Distinction of what type?

13 Me Any distinction.

1a Mr. Marino. That one would be more valid than the other? That one would be

15 more reliable? I'm not sure | understand the distinction you're driving at.

16 ove JI:
7 Q Yeah. Was there any distinction like that? | mean, was there concern

18 that one would be, as Mr. Marino says, more reliable, more apt for fraud, specifically

19 between absentee ballots and mail-in ballots?

1) A Absentee ballots versus mail-in ballots?

2 Q Correct.

2 A Didlordolviewa distinction? Yes.

23 Q Yes. Sowhatis that distinction that you view?

2 A An absentee ballot in my eyes is a ballot that a person requests because they

25 are absent from their voting jurisdiction. They're working. They're sick. They're
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1 unable to get to the polls in a particular day. They're absent, obviously. So they

2 request a ballot to allow them to participate in that election.

3 Avote by mail - vote by mail was the secondcategorythat you described,
4 correct?

5 Q That's right, yes.

6 A Vote by mails a ballot that comes, in my eyes, and| believe in many’s eyes,
7 after one requests a ballot without the excuse of being absent fromtheir jurisdiction. It

8 can be a choice to vote from their kitchen table by mail,not just because they're sick or at

9 a workplace or on vacation, but because they choose to do so.

10 Q  lappreciate that. And so did--when the campaign was developing

11 messages about mailin voting before the election, was there an intentional distinction
12 between absentee ballots, as you just described them, and mail-in ballots?

13 Mr. Marino. That's a little unclear, when you say when they were developing

14 messaging, I mean. Can you just ask a more specific question? | think know generally
15 what you're driving at, but could you ask a more specific question about that?

1 welL sore
w Did the distinction between absentee ballots and mail-in ballots matter as far as
18 the types of messages that the communications team or digital team created and sent

19 out?

2 Mr. Marino. I'm sorry, are you asking, for example, if the messaging that came.

2a from the campaign was to suggest that an absentee ballot is something that happens all

22 thetime, it's not an uncommon thing for someone to request an absentee ballotif they're

23 going to be absent for one of the reasons Mr. Stepien averred to, whereas a vote by mail

24 is more like, I'm not absent fromthejurisdiction, but | just -- | don't want to come to the

25 poll for whatever reason, maybe it's COVID-related or whatever, and so | want to -- please
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1 give methe opportunityto just mail it in?

2 Is the question whether there was a message coming out of the campaign that

3 one of those two things was preferable to the other, one was, for example, that absentee:

a ballotingwas all right, vote by mail was more suspect?

5 Am | getting the correct senseofyour question?

5 wrJ Yes, ves.

7 And, Mr. Stepien, if you feel like you can answer the question that Mr. Marino just

8 posed, please go ahead.

9 Mr. Stepien. Messaging that came -- I'm not sure that well, | am sure that TV.

10 moneys were not spent supporting this message. | honestly can't speak to whether

11 digital messaging was focused on this.

12 But certainly the communications team certainly spent time talking about how the

13 most trusted, the most assured way to ensure that a person's vote would be counted

14 would be by going to the polls on election day and doing so in person by yourself.

15 So|can speak to that.

16 VrEL Okay.

7 oY MRI:

18 Q Whydon'twegoon? That's agood segue into exhibit No. 1. And we'll

19 pull that upon the screen for you.

20 This is an email from an individual named Stu Polk. You will see it whenit comes

2 out. But do you know whoStu Polk is?

2 A dont

2 a okay.

2 A Im seeing his email address. Im not sure | ever -- now I'm recollecting that

25 he -- | can see that he worked for a polling firm.
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1 Q The polling firm being Mclaughlin?

2 A Yeah. Solknowthe name, but not the person, if that makes sense.

3 Q Do you know John Mclaughlin? He's one of the recipients on this email?

a A ldo

s Q  Who'she?

s A Hewas the President's oneofthe President's posters.

7 Q Allright. Andi see your name. It's kind of garbled there in the way that

8 the email addresses are displayed. ~Butif youlook to the far right, you'l see some of the

9 names.

10 So we see your name. We see Mr. Miller. That's Jason Miller who we were

11 talkingabout earlier, right?

2 A Yes

3 Q Whois Tony Fabrizio?

1a A Another one of the President’ pollsters. The two pollsters that were on the

15 campaign when assumed ownership of the campaign were Tony Fabrizio and John

16 Mclaughin

7 Q And when you say on the campaign, they're outside consultants to the

18 campaign, they're not working and paid for by the campaign itself or, excuse, not paid

19 bythe campaign?

1) A No, they are not paid —they are paid. They were certainly paid

2 Q They were not employees of the campaign?

2 A Yeah, they were paid as consultants, not as employees.

2 Q Whois Travis Tunis? Do you know who that is?

2 Aldon

2 Q And then Keith Zeig, Ze-ig?
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1 A Idont know.

2 Q So thisis an email with the subject, "Updated Battleground TFP PPT

3 82020 Anditlooks to be a survey that - if you go back to page 2of this exhibit,

4 exhibitNo. 1. It called, "Battleground Survey Analysis” by Mclaughlin &Associates,

5 August2020.

6 If you go to page 3, it talks about the methodology. Conducted between

7 August18and190f2020. Andifyou goto page 4, it has "Key Takeaways."

5 1 understand that'sa tte bit smaller. So let us know if you need us to increase

9 thesize. But Il just point toa couple of key takeaways.

10 It looks like a poll that's dealing with the Postal Service as well as support for,

11 among other things, mail-in ballots and voter fraud, voter ID laws, and the like.

2 Do youremember this survey?

13 A Not thisparticular survey.

1a a okay.

15 A The campaign did many surveys. But it looks familiar, meaning the

16 construct and format and the like.

w wir.JE. 1 see, Mrs. Luria,you just turned on your camera.
1 Mrs. Luria, Yes. | justhad a question.

19 As the campaign manager, did you approve every poll?

1) Mr. Stepien. Did approve every poll? It depends during what timeframe we

21 are discussing.

2 Mrs. Luria, Okay. Since this was in August of 2020, was that one of your

23 responsibilities, to approve polls? And if not, did you delegate to someone else, and

2 who?

2 Mr. Stepien. Yeah, | would say that, yes,I reviewed the content of the poll
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1 before it was conducted.

2 Mrs. Luria, Okay. So then you're saying you were familiar with the content of

3 this poll before the poll was conducted, this particular one?

4 Mr. Stepien. Was | familiarwith the questions that would be asked in the poll?

5 Yes.

6 Mrs. Luria, Okay.

7 Mr. Stepien. assume so.

8 Mrs.Luria, Thankyou.

9 vrJE. Thank you, Mrs. Luria.

10 50 on this page, which is page 4ofexhibit No. 1, it talks about someofthe key

11 takeaways. And the third bullet point down says, "There is general support for mail-in

12 ballots among 6 in 10 voters, but the 7 in 10 voters want fraud protections. The

13 Presidentis trailing big among early voters, especially mail-in voters."

14 Do you know why you conducted a poll on this issue?

15 Mr. Marino. ~ Can we just have clarity around, when you say on this issue, can we

16 just have clarity around what you regard this poll as being directed at, the specific issue

17 that you regard it as beingdirected at?

18 wrJ. Yes, this bullet point in particular. This issue of mail-in ballots and

19 supportforthem.

0 Mr. Marino. So the idea being whether this poll was directed at determining

21 whether, you know, determining generally public views with respect to mail-in voting?

2 wel. Yes, why the campaign was polling the views on maikin ballots that

23 are reflected here in particular.

2 Mr. Steplen. Can ask? The date of this is late August. Was it August 20, the

25 poll | believe?
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3 ov vonJ
2 Q  Itlooks like thepoll was conducted August 18 and 19. That's right, Mr.

3 Stepin?
4 A And, | believe, exhibit 4 was the first exhibit we viewed, correct?

5 Q That's right, Mr. Stepien. That was a statement from the President on

6 Septemberthe 23rd.
7 A September. Okay. So this came before that exhibit 4. So exhibit 4.

8 Gotit. Okay.

9 My belief, and at this point it is a belief and not a certainty, | think the campaign,

10 the pollsters in particular, wanted to see what sort of impact the President's messaging

11 was having among voters by voter type as esibited i the third bullet point thee.
12 Q Can you be alittle bit more specific on that?

13 A Sure. The President spoke often about his concern about trustworthiness

14 of vote oymail balloting. As with many things, pliers wanted to determine the
15 impact of the President's messaging. I'm not sure if that clarifies or not.

16 Q Yeah, that does help. Thank you.

uv 50 you recal whether this survey about ll ballots an thse ining ffcted
18 the messaging coming out of the campaignafterthis and before the election? So in the

19 period after August 20th through November 3rd.

0 A When you ay the campaign do you mea the things that the campaign was
2a doing, spending money on, and the like or --

2 a ves
23 A Okay. No.

24 Q Were these findings shared with the President, to your knowledge?

25 A My belief is yes.
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2 Q Dicyou shar the with hi, that you recall?
2 A Most -- | don't recall this particular meeting, but most meetings or group

3 meetings in which the politers resented the findings to the Presiden
4 Q And did those finding ever include the fact that's stated here in bullet

$ number three, "The President's trailing big among all early voters, especially mail-in

7 A Can you say thatagain? I'm sorry.

8 Q Yeah, sure. In your meetings thatjust described, did that ever include a

9 finding, like the finding here in bullet number three that says, "The President's trailing big

10 among early voters, especially mail-in voters"?

u Mr. Maite, So just sowe'e cea, ik what the witness hs test tht
12 there were group meetings at which the pollsters would present their findings, right?

13 wc That's my understanding, yes.

Mr.Marte, Aliht, Sothe uestonis ust with thtunderstanding.the
15 question is what, whether --

1 oI
uv 50toyourknowledge,wasth finding that'sreflected her that the
18 President is trailing big among all early voters, especially mail-in voters, was that shared

19 with the President in a meetinglike that?

» A dont ell hs prtmeting.
2a Q Okay.

» A However, most. most lls were shard with the President, nt al but
23 most. So if a poll was conducted, and most polls were shared, there is a good chance

26 thatthis was shredwith the President
25 Q Okay. If we can go to exhibit No. 2, please.
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1 So this is another email. The frst page is, "From: Dick Morris." Do you know

2 whothatis?

3 A knowofDickMorris.

a Q Allright. What doyou know of Dick Morris?

5 A 1know he has a long history in politics. | believe that we traded voice mails

6 onthe campaign,butwe never spoke on the campaign

7 Q Was he advising the campaign at al to your knowledge?

5 A Tomyknowledge, he was. |believe he was sharing his ideas for potential

9 advertisements to consider with the campaign's advertising team.

10 Q And who would that be, that he was primarily in contact with, to your

1 understanding?

2 A don't have definitive knowledge to this. It could have been the people

13 creatingthe ads. Im not sureofthat. It could have been Jason Miller who.

14 coordinated with the ad makers on the ads. But | do not knowfor sure.

15 Q Now, he sent you this email. Was it common for him to send you emails

16 directly?

FY A No.

18 Q What did you do with his emails when you got them, if you recall? 1 know

19 that's a general question, but

1) A Idid not consider him one of my advisers.

2 Q Whyis that?

2 A He wasn't someone knew. He wasn't someone | had worked with. And |

23 just didn't have familiarity. And with 115 days left in the campaign you want to be

24 talkingto people that you know.

2 Q Do you know if he was advising the President directly?
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1 A 1donotknow.

2 Q This email dated August the 24th, which is just a few days - or 4 days -after

3 the poll that we just looked at, and at the top there it says, "The solution we tested in the

4 last pollis really the answer: All mail-in ballots can only be accepted if they are from a

5 registered voter, signed, and include the last fourdigits of their Social Security number,

6 andif the signature is verified."

7 50 "solution" to me suggests there is a problem that needs to be solved. | don't

8 know ifyou read that same way. But did you get the impression that there was some

9 problem that Mr. Morris was trying to convey?

10 A Not having, again, any direct contact with him, | can't speak to that.

1 1 would say one of my frustrations is that polling information was shared with

12 people outside the campaign headquarters. | do recall that frustration. But | can't

13 speak towhat he was trying to solve for having not ever spoken to him directly.

14 Q Why was thata frustrationofyours, Mr. Stepien?

15 A Iwas 1 very much am a behind-the-scenes operator. | don't seek the

16 limelight. believe ina tight-knit operation. And, you know, this would speak to the

17 opposite of that.

18 Q Ifyou go down, it's actually at the very bottom of the screen -- no, it's

19 towardsthe middle. It says, "A position of, quote, ‘count the ballots..."

0 Do you see that?

2 A ldo

2 Q Allright. So, "A position of ‘count the ballots if... is verypopular and much

23 more defensible than simple opposition to maikins."

2 Do you know what Mr. Morris s referring to there?

2 Mr.Marino.~Can yougoback abitJil} higher up intheemail?
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1 vel Of course.

2 Mr. Marino. Okay. So it says here, "Our best weapon would be for the

3 President to advocate it at the convention in oneofhis appearances. The battle against

4 maikinsis over, and we have lost. Now we must changeour advocacy to maikins if

5 there are adequate checks to avoid fraud." Right?

s So now go back toyour question, just to frame that, right? Is that go back

7 to-Imsory. Ifyou can roll back to whereyour question was, the portion of the email

8 thatyou questioned Mr. Stepien about.

9 vel sure. Yeah. It's sort of the middle there. It says, "A position of,

10 quote, ‘countthe ballots if... is very popular."

1 Mr. Marino. ~ And the count, so meaning count the ballots if, you know, there are

12 notfraud, right? You've got here, "changeour advocacy to do mail-ins if there are

13 adequate checks to avoid fraud."

1 In other words, that's not the most clearly written sentence, but | guess what that

15 meansis changing your advocacy to, "We're okay with mailins if there are adequate

16 checks to avoid fraud," which seems to be married down here to this idea of, "A position

17 of count the ballots i..." would mean count the ballots if there were adequate checks to

18 avoid fraud

19 1 guess that's -50 just to frame the question ~ that's what he's asking you, that's

20 very popular and more defensible than simply saying no mail-ns, we don't want any

2 mailing?

2 wirJI. 1 havea readingofthistoo, but

2 Mr. Marino. I'm just trying to understand. | just want the record to be clear.

24 Idon't-- don't that's how read it.

2 But, | mean,ifyou have a different reading, ask Mr. Stepien whatever you wish
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1 aboutit. |just want the record to be clear about what he's answering. So 'm
2 not -- I'm trying to be helpful. Perhaps I'm being unhelpful.

3 viel. No, no, that's quite alight, Mr. Marino. | appreciate it. And the
4 more context, the better.
s ov vr.J:
. Q So, Mr. Steplen, though, you've heard Mr. Marinotalk about this. | can
7 obviously read this and come to my own conclusion.

8 But what's your understanding of this, if in August of 2020 Mr. Morris sends an

9 email to you that says, "A position of, quote, ‘count the ballots if..." is very popular and

10 much more defensible than simple opposition to mail-in"?

un A Yeah. Look, probably not surprising to you that as campaign manager for a
12 Presidential campaign there are a lot of outside inputs that you receive, a lot of outside

13 advice or ideas that are offered.

1 1 count this apart of that and honestly not something paid much attention to
15 given the confines of the 24-hour workday. So | just want to give context to how| likely

16 viewed a message like this from outside the campaign.

w 1 do think — and I'm Kind ofreadingthis almost for the first time because | don't
18 recall seeing this before, largely for the reasons that | just mentioned.

19 | do believe that the flag that you noted, Kevin, regarding, "The battle against

20 mailin is over," is notable. And it does seen like he is trying to provide messaging
21 context for how to navigate this issue. | reall can't speak much more to this because
2 wasn't affected by it in 2020, and --

23 Q  Fairenough. That's completely fair, Mr. Stepien. | appreciate that.

24 A I'msorry. Yeah

2s Q No,that's okay. 1 can only ask you about, you know, your own thoughts.
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1 Andi don't want you to speculate about Mr. Morris’ either. So completely appreciate

2 that,

3 If we go to exhibit No. 3. This is another email. This is from somebody named

4 Eileen McGann, but it sounds lie, if you look at the subject, "From Dick Morris, Re:

5 Strategy to Win a Disputed Election.”

6 Do you know if Ms. McGann has any relationship, work or otherwise, with Mr.

7 Morris?

8 A Itsan unfamiliar name.

9 Q Okay. And to be fair, you are not copied on this email, but | want to talk to

10 you about what the attachment is.

u And if you go to page number 6. This seems like more, maybe solicited, maybe

12 unsolicited, advice. And it sounds like you were getting some unsolicited advice. 1s

13 thatfair? | don't want to put words in your mouth, though, Mr. Stepien.

14 A Often

15 Q On page 6, on the bottom, this says, "Undermine the case for mail-in voting."

16 And thenif you goto the top ofthe page, on page number 7, it says, "Emphasize doubts

17 aboutmaikinvoting."

18 50 were these two messages, "Undermine the case for mail-in voting" and

19 "Emphasize doubts about mail-in voting," being discussed in the pre-election period of

20 the campaign? | guess, specifically, after August, after that survey.

2 Mr. Marino. I'msorry,Illyou arepresentingthis perhaps unsolicited advice or

22 advice of uncertain provenance. But what is the question of Mr. Stepien with respect to

23 this? Whether, in fact, this was implemented or considered? I'm not -- I'm just

24 not I'm not clear on what you're asking.

2 Mr.J. Whether these thoughts, these themes, "Undermine the case for
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1 ‘mail-in voting" and "Emphasize doubts about mail-in voting," were being discussed after

2 that survey in August and before the election.

3 Mr. Stepien. | was in the camp of being very concerned that that there

a was -- that we pushing all voters to vote on election day. And | expressed those

5 thoughts. So for the campaign | was running, you know, | was not -- this was not

6 affecting my personal management of the campaign, for sure.
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1

2 23am)

3 Mr. Marino. Can can I then ask Mr. Stepien to expand on that? Like, why

a was he in the camp being very concerned about the — this —- pushing this ideaofall voters

5 shouldbevotingon election day?

s vr JEOfcourse, ves.
7 Mr. Stepien. You know, leaving everything to one day leaves a lot to chance.

8 What if it's -- what if it's raining? You know, in many parts of the country it could be

9 snowing on one day. You know, to me, that just leaves putting all eggs in the one basket

10 of voting only on election day just left a good deal to chance.

1 Secondly, again, I alka lot about tactics. ~ My concern was that f Democrats

12 were pushing their people to vote early and by mail and we were pushing our people to

13 vote, you know, only on election day, that would allow Democrats to get their people to

14 vote early and then allow them to start, you know, communicating with, you know, some

15 Republicans who hadn't yet voted and to add people to their tallies.

16 So, to me, this wasn't about -- | have no ideology on this. It's simply, you know,

17 tactics related to this.

1s ov vin.[IE

19 Q Did yousharethosetacticalconcernswith the President?

2 A Yes

21 Q What was his response when you shared those tactical concerns?

2 A He disagreed.

23 Q Did he say why?

24 A Youseeitin his statements. He thought that, you know, voting by

25 mail - the surest way to vote the surest way to, you know, get your ballot counted is to
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1 make sure you, you know, show up in person to deliver it

2 wel A thispoint, 1 stop and see if anybody,anyof the members who

3 are participating have any questions about what we've covered.

a Allright. Anybody in the room?

s wc A few questions, Mr. Stepien. Earlier you mentioned that
6 polling results were often shared with the President in group meeting settings. As a

7 general matter, to your knowledge, who was typically present in those meetings?

5 Mr. Stepien.  Dependedifthe poll numbers were good or bad. It was a smaller

9 room if the numbers weren't good. The pollsters, obviously, whether they Tony

10 Fabrizio and/or John McLaughiin, myself, often Jason Miller, sometimes Mark Meadows,

11 sometimes Jared Kushner. Those were the most, you know, frequent attendees. And

12 some people, you know, attended. Some people didn't from time to time, but those

13 were the most regular members.

1a eS. Thankyou.

15 Mr. Stepien. Sure.

16 Me. 1do haveanother question Jl
FY oy veJIN

18 Q Again, Mr. Stepien, thisisJEM. Thanks again for being here. | just

19 wanted to follow up on your answerabout the President talking about this despite your

20 advice. Was ita consistent areaofdiscussion between you and him that you felt like

21 him talking about the integrity of mail-in ballotingordiscouraging it was potentially a

22 negative consequence or was going to make it harder for him to win?

2 A Frequent? No.

2 Q Did did were those conversations, were there more than one or was it

25 just sort of one episodic conversation after this poll, or was it a lingering issue that
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1 continued all the way up through the election?

2 A There was one meeting that was had in particular. | invited Kevin McCarthy.

3 tojoin the meeting, he being of like mind on the issue with me

4 Q Uh-huh,

5 A --in which we made our casefor why we believed mail-in balloting - mail-in

6 voting not to be a bad thing for his campaign. But, you know, the President's mind was

7 made up. And he understands, you know, how many times to, you know, go to the well

8 onaparticular topic.

9 Q Yeah, understand. Tell me alittle bit more about the argument that you

10 and Mr. McCarthy made to the President in that meeting as to why it wasn't a bad thing

11 that maikin voting was available.

2 A Largely two pillars to that argument, both of which I've previously

13 mentioned. One, you know, leaving a good deal to chance, pushing or urging your

14 votersto vote only on election day leaves a lot to chance. That's A. And, B, also

15 previously mentioned, the fact that the Trump campaign, Republican National

16 Committee, the Republican Party had an advantage of grassroots workers and volunteers

17 on the ground that would allow, you know, an advantage to enhance return rates of

18 ballots that were mailed. Those were the two -

19 Q Yeah

0 A pillarsofthe argument.

2 Q see. Andwhat,ifanything, do you recall Representative McCarthy saying

22 during that meeting?

23 A We were -- we were echoing the same argument. | mean, his ~ his words.

24 echoed mine and vice versa on those two topics

2 Q Yeah. lunderstand. Allright. And who was on the other side, if anyone,
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1 inthe meeting that you're describing, arguing against your perspective that mail-in voting

2 actually could be of net gain for the President and other Republicans?

3 A President Trump.

a Q Was there anyone else in the camp, in the meeting supporting President

Trump's view that mail-in voting was uncertain or was something to be discouraged?

s A donotrecall so.

7 Q  Didhe, Mr. Stepien, at any point tell you who he had been speaking to,

8 he the President say, well, such and such disagrees with you or such and such thinks

9 mailinvoting is a bad thing? Did he cite anyone else's view during this conversation?

10 A No.

n Q Do you know - didhecite Dick Moris or the poll or anythingalong those.

12 lines during the conversation?

13 A Hedidnot.

1 Q Okay. Allright. Fair to say, Mr. Stepien, that you thought that that ~ the

15 President's ongoing statements about the integrity of mailin voting were a net bad thing

16 for the campaign or inconsistent with what you thought would maximize people voting
17 forthe President?

1 A Ibelieved that, regardless of my agreement or disagreement on those

19 grounds, that the campaign was stil able to be won.

1) Q Okay. Isee. And thenlast question on this. Doyou know whether or

21 not messaging about the integrity of mail-in voting informed the digital fundraising
22 operation, the texts or emails that were going out to raise money?

2 A don't recall specifically.

2 Q  Doyourememberany discussions about that, about use of that talking point

25 or thatissue with respect to fundraising?
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1 A ldont. Aslhad mentioned, i's that operation largely was

2 self-operational and had a lot of - 3 lot of, you know, preexisting freedom to do what

3 theydid

a Q Okay. I thinkwe'llcome back to that. So I stop here. Thank you.

s A sure

s vieJ Avie. Oidyou have
7 wir. Yeah. justwant tomake sure | understand thesubstance of
8 President Trump'sdisagreement with the arguments that you and Representative:

9 McCarthy made. Did he disagree with the arguments that emphasizing mailin balloting

10 would be a positive for the campaign, or was the substance of his disagreement that

11 mailin balloting was susceptible to fraud,orwas it something else?

2 Mr. Marino. There was a lot in that question. ~ Can you just break that down,

13 make thata little bit more specific? | mean, are you asking beyond what Mr. Stepien

14 has already testified was President Trump's view?

15 ve Well earlier Mr. Stepien testified that President Trump disagreed

16 withtheargumentsthat he made.

7 Mr. Marino. Right.

18 wir.[justinterested in understanding better what exactly he

19 disagreed with in that meeting
2 Mr. Marino. Youcananswer that

2 Mr. Stepien. | thought there was - you know, recall -- and this still may be the

22 case you know, delays with the Postal Service were a concern, you know, in and around

23 2020. You know, there are oft, you know, cited, you know, examples of, you know,

24 batches of ballots, you know, being found in certain places. You know, those were

25 all those were al things that were — that were, if recall, you know, mentioned as
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1 reasons for, you know, some of the lackof certainty, you know, that, you know, you have

2 when you're not going to the polls to vote yourself.

3 vie JEL. And he mentions those issues to you duringthis meeting, if you

4 recall? .

5 Mr. Stepien. | don't recall that.

5 JEL And do you recall around what time this meeting took place?

7 Mr. Stepien. | believe it took place before the polling presentation. Actually,

8 let me take that back. |don't know. |don't know.

5 wrEEL Okay. That'salll have. Thank you.

10 oY MRJ:

n Q  Iwanttoshift gears a little bit just to understanda litlebit about the legal

12 team before the election, so not postelection. Rudy Giuliani, did he do any work with

13 the campaign, that you're aware of, before the election?

14 A Paidwork? Unpaid work?

15 Q Either. Did he have any role at all, that you're aware of?

16 A No.

FY Q What about Jenna Ells, did she have any role at al, that you're aware of,

18 before the election?

19 A No.

1) Q What about Sidney Powell?

2 A No.

2 Q Same question. John Eastman?

2 A No.

24 Q Okay. How about, doyouknow a person named Kenneth Chesebro?

2s A ldonot.
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1 Q Alright.
2 A And no to the answerto the question.

3 Q Okay. Andall those people that | just identified - Rudy Gian, Jenna Ells
4 Sidney Powell, John Eastman -- to the best of your knowledge, they began working with

$ the campaign in some capacity after the election? Is that fair?

6 A Yes
7 Q  And-

8 A One point of clarification. | don't knowif they were paid for their work or

9 not. But they began appearing, for lack of a better word, after election day.

10 Q Okay. That was going to be one of my questions you anticipated. |

1 appreciate that.
12 So do you know then if they had any kind of formal arrangement, like a written

13 employment or retention agreement with the campaign, any of those people we've been

14 talking about?
15 A Ihave only read about Giuliani legal fees, but that was only because | read so

16 publicly. | never saw contracts, approved any contracts for any of those people.

w Q And f they were to be hired by the campaign as employees, is that
18 something you would have been familiar with as the manager?

1 Mr. Marino. Canwe talk about timeframe,[Hl
20 Mr Yeah, sure.

21 Mr. Marino. Is the question: If there were folks who were hired to assist in the

22 campaign before the election occurred, is that something Mr. tepien would have been
23 privy to? Is that the question?

2 Mir JEL Correct. That's ight.
2s Mr. Marino. You can answerthat.
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1 Mr. Stepien. Hired before the election? Ifa person was hired before the

2 election, would | have known about that and approved that? Yes. Not with every hire.

3 Obviously, it's a campaign enterprise i significantly large, so, you know, certainly not

4 everyhire. But, for the most part, yes, | would have approved hires preelection day.

5 Postelection day, no, | did not | did not approve of or sanction those hires.

6 vel Okay. Sol do want totalk about that, and we're goin to jumpto

7 when youleft the daytoday of the campaign postelection. Buti there a date in your

8 mind when you stopped working day to dayfor the campaignafter the election?

9 Mr. Stepien. November 7th I believe was the day - the Saturday after election

10 day. Thatwasthe day the AP called the race. That was -- Il say that was a line of

11 demarcation for me on the campaign.

2 viel. A right. And we're going to get to the reasons why. Butin the

13 period, that short period between November 3rd election day, November 7thyou just

14 talked about, would you have approved hiring or retention of the attorneys that we just

15 talked about, so Rudy Giuliani, Jenna lis, Sidney Powell,or John Eastman?

16 Mr. Marino. So, just toclarify, [JJJlf we're talking now the election day was

17 Tuesday. Right? SoWednesday, Thursday, or Friday, in that 3-day period, the

18 question have justof clarification is: When you say "would you have approved,” are

19 you asking if Mr. Stepien approved any of those people in the period that — that 3-day

20 period between Tuesday, election day, and Saturday, the day the AP called the race?

2 wel]. The 3rd and the 7th, correct, did you approve

2 Mr.Stepien. Soit'sanif?

2 Mr. Marino. Yeah no, I think the first question i, did you do it? Right?

2 Mr BEL That's correct. Did you approve hiring or retaining anyof those

25 people? Iljustlist them out here for clarity: RudyGiuliani, Jenna Elli, Sidney Powell,
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1 John Eastman, or Kenneth Chesebro.

2 Mr. Stepien. 1 did not approve.

3 wir. Jl. Okay. And f they had been hired or retained in that period, the
4 3rdthrough the 7th, is that something you would have had to approve?

5 Mr. Marino. When you say hadto, llldo you mean was it would it have

6 been Mr. Stepien's responsibility or duty as opposed to anyone else's? In other words,

7 Im just trying to get at yourquestion. Is the idea, if these folks ended up working there,

8 being engaged in that window and Mr. Stepien didn't know about it then someone else

9 didit beyond their authority? I'm just trying to trying to get my arms around what

10 you're asking.

un oy vir. I:

2 Q Yeah. Itsjust,in your role as campaign manager stil for that period of&

13 days, if the campaign was going to hire somebody like that or an attorney to represent

14 the campaign like that, is that something that you would have had to have approved?

15 A Iwould assume I would have had approval on that. I say assume because,

16 again, | inherited an operation that, you know - you know, | mentioned the structure and

17 theinternal processes were not ~ were not, you know, 100 percent sound. So | would

18 like to believe that | would have had approval on that. ~ And I, you know,|certainly did

19 notapprove.

1) And I'd also just note that there are also, you know, altered entities involved in

21 President Trump's orbit that | can't speak for. There was, for example, Republican

22 National Committee that the Trump campaign was closely aligned with. | can't speak if

23 theyapproved. | can't speakif a super-PAC or outside group approved or retained their

24 services. But for the operation | was running, | did not approveoftheir retention.

2 Q Allright. Sol want to move to election day, November 3rd, 2020. |
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1 understand there's a meeting where Mr. Trump came to campaign headquarters around

2 lunchtimethat day. Do youremember that?

3 A ldo

a Q What happenedinthat?

5 A Wedecidedit wouldbe a goodthingfor himto come to headquarters. It

6 was quite a bit of young campaign staffers that were on hand. We thought it would be a

7 good ideato thank the campaignstaff forall oftheir work on the campaign. And|

8 believe we did a short, you know, briefing in advance of that —of that speech. |believe

9 that was his public event of the day. Sol think news — news cameras were there to

10 coverit,

1 Q  Youmay have done a briefing. Do you mean a smaller group where the

12 President discussed, met and discussed?

13 A Yes

14 Q Whowasin that?

15 Mr. Marino. [Ill can 1just interrupt one second? Do you have the date of

16 thatagain?

w wieJ November the 3rd. This is election day at campaign headquarters.
1 Mr.Marino. Electionday itself?

19 we J. That's right.

1) Mr.Marino, Allright. Thankyou. Sorry.

2 Mr. Stepien. In that briefing were — was -- were Bill Stepien, Justin Clark, Nick

22 Trainer, Mark Meadows, and Jared Kushner.

23 meJl 1believewe've talked about mostof those. But who'sNick

24 Trainer?

2 Mr. Stepien. Nick Trainer was the campaign'sdirector of battleground strategy.
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1 MrEE. And for a noncampaign person myself, can you just give me

2 Mr. Marino. Oh, come on. Come onl. Come on.

3 weJ.50000 foot viewanthat?

a Mr. Stepien. Nick n that role coordinated campaign, strategizedover the best

5 places and events for the President's calendar, where he'd go, what he'd do, and also

6 tookon that role for the President's family and other top surrogates that the campaign

7 moved around the country.

8 sy vr[I

9 Q And what'd you discuss in that smaller briefing?

10 A Extremely ~ 1 don't recall the details, but it was a just it was an extremely

11 short, likely ~ 1 don't think t was more than 10 minutes, you know, here's what we expect

12 tohappen today, here's what we're going to look for today, you know, here's - here's

13 when the polls close today, things of that sort, very 30,000 foot, you know, kind of

14 election day primer for what's being done.

15 Q Anda faras what you expected that day, t's been reported that it's ~ that

16 conversation included something to the effectof you or somebody else explaining that

17 there's going to be a huge numberof mail-inballotsthat will till need to be counted after

18 election day. Is thata fair assessment of what happened during that meeting?

19 A Yes

1) Q Do you remember what you said on that specifically?

2 A Yes. Irecounted back to 2016 when had a very similar conversation with

22 him on election day, and! told him that, you know, the first numbers we're going get in,

23 in 2016 this is back in 2016 I told him that the first numbers that we were going to get

24 inthat would be reported, you know, would be southeast Florida. And those numbers,

25 you know, traditionally are not good for Republicans. Numbers in the Panhandle, which
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1 are better for Republicans, would come in an hour later because it'sa different time zone

2 I recounted back to that conversation with him in which I said, just like | said in

3 2016 was going to bea long night, I told him in 2020 that, you know, t was going to be a

4 process again as, you know, the early returns are going to be, you know, positive. Then

5 we're going to, you know, be watching the returns of ballots as, you know, they rolled in

6 thereafter.

7 Q  Isitfair to say you were trying to present a — what you thought would be a

8 realistic pictureof what might happen over the courseof that night, being election night?

9 A That night and the days that followed, yeah. 1-1 always — | always, you

10 know,| always told the President the truth. ~ And, you know, |, you know, | think he

11 expected that from me. And told him it was going to be a process. Itwas going to be,

12 youknow you know, we're going to have to wait and see how this turned out. Sol,

13 justlike! did in 2016, 1 did the same thing in 2020.

1 Q What was his reaction during that small group meeting at campaign

15 headquarters to that type of information?

16 A Now no notable reaction. | think he just consumed the information. ~ And,

17 youknow, he was a candidate on election day. So, you know, I'm sure he had a lot going

18 through his head

19 Q Sure. Makessense.

1) What did you do later that day after the visit to headquarters and Mr. Trump gave.

21 the speech to campaign staff?

2 A You know, made sure | made sure that you know, again, very much an

23 inside kind of guy. You know, I think other people in my role, you know, would have

24 been doing, you know, TV hitafterTV hit. ~ You know, that's kind of not my - not my

25 thing. Sol made sure that operationally the headquarters was doing what an election
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2 country that | knew and trusted, and -- I'm assuming | did this, because this is what | do

7 White House?

8 A Irecallit being later than | wanted. I'm going to say 5 o'clock.

9 Q Where did you go when you first got there?

10 A Andforgiveme,I'm badwith -- | was a badtour guideat the White House.

12 were —- | think we were stationed in the Map Room, if that makes sense. That's where

13 the war room, if you will, that's where we were stationed, so the Map Room.

15 A So we had, in a horseshoe fashion, we had tables setup just like the one

16 behind you with, you know, people assigned with a slew of staffers who were assigned to,

18 charged with receiving incoming information about turnout and any information we can

19 get, you know, about what was happening in a particular State.

2a you about is when Arizona was called for now President Biden. But before that

2s [J se tvs was rey significant ne because, you know, in is role 5 you
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1 outs of what was happening in the States. ~ So that was ~ that was certainly notable to

2 me

3 Q What was the mood in

a Mr. Marine, Hey, [ll can we Im sorry. Cane take just a S-minutes

5 break?

s viel Of course, yeah. Youwant toresumeat 11:56-ish?

7 Mr. Marino. Yeah. Yeah, § minutes. That's fine.

8 nrJ. Sounds good. Then we'll go off the record.

° (Recess)

10 vic A cight. Then let's go back on the record. Its 11:56, and we're

11 resuming our interview with Mr. Stepien.

2 ov vr.IE
13 Q Sol believe before we broke and | should add just for your note,
16 Mr. Stepien, that Mr. Aguilar joined and | neglected to mention that. It was sometime

15 around 11:30, think.

16 A Thankyou.

7 Q So before we broke, | was trying to get an understanding or was going to ask

18 you about what the mood was. Up and until the point where Arizona was called, which

19 isaround 11 p.m. that night, what'sjust the mood in the Map Room, in the White House?

20 What's going on?

2 A Ithink kind of depended on where you were. Right? There was - there

22 was some reception up on the second floor in which, you know, folks were, you

23 know you know, friends of the President or, you know, VIPs. | mean, I'm not - I'm not

24 even sure whowas up there. But there was, you know, certainlya lot of optimism

25 there
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1 You know, down in the Map Room where | was, where our team was, there was,

2 youknow, nervous optimism. You know, | just - 1 and|think those who were paying.

3 veryclose attention to the numbers, we knew this was going to be very, very close. So

4 our--the nervous optimism, | think, reflected that.

5 Q And then, of course, Arizona's called. Do you remember that?

6 A ldo.

7 Q What do you remember happening where you were when Arizona was

8 called?

° A 1--there was surprise at the call.

10 Q Whowassurprised?

u A Who's most everyone in the room.

2 Q You being one of them?

13 A Yes.

1 Q Allright. And who else was in the room at that time with you, if you recall?

15 A You know, membersofthe campaign's political team,names that you would

16 recognize. Mark Meadows was keenly focused on North Carolina. Membersof the

17 President's family were in and out, Eric Trump in particular. And then, you know, | spent

18 most of my time stationed, you know, by - by the campaign's, you know, numbers team,

19 the campaign's data team. That's | cared, you know, | cared more about what the

20 numbers were saying than what, you know, the TV coverage was. So | was largely

21 stationed by the campaign's data team.

2 Q Do you know if anybody from where you were reported to Mr. Trump that

23 Arizona had been called?

2 A No, donot know.

2 Q Do youknowifanybody reported it to himatall?
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1 A Idonotknow. However, | mean, it was, you know, on TV. So, you know,

2 theresa good chance he saw it himself.

3 Q  Fairenough. Soit's been reported that Mr. Trump demanded that Jared

4 Kushner and Hope Hicks call FOX News and ask them to retract their call. Do you know

5 anything about that?

6 A Yes, Ido.

7 Q Whatdoyou know about that?

8 A Jared huddled with me and Jason Miller and we talked about the FOX News

9 call. And, you know, it was a we — we talked about, you know, the fact that we

10 believed the call to be early and about what -- what - you know, how to handle that

1 news

2 Q Was that - wasyour opinion that it had been called early, is that based on

13 justthe numbers, the returns that are still outstanding versus those that have come in, or

14 was there some other factor, like fraud or fraudulent ballots or impropriety?

15 A No. No,lwas Iwas | was basing my definition of early solely based on,

16 you know, when races on the West Coast are traditionally called in a Presidential

17 campaign. Solely based on, you know, time of night as opposed to anything you ran

18 through right there.

19 Q And when you huddled to talk about this, why did you huddle to talk about

20 it? What prompted it?

21 A What prompted the conversation?

2 Q Correct. Like, had Mr. Trump called oneofyou to say you need to retract

23 this?

2 A Hedidnotcallme. can't speak to anyone else. | mean, we -- we

25 huddled because it was a - an important State. And, again, based on my definition of
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1 early early cal just early in the evening, it was an early call and important enough for us
2 to,youknow, exit the room and three of us talk about that.
3 Q Did anybody make the call to FOX News?
a A Ibelieve I believe Jared called someone at FOX News. | don't know any
5 substance of that conversation, but | do believe he contacted somebody, | can't say who,
6 atFOXNews
7 Q And FOX News never changed their call, though, for Arizona. I that right?
8 A Thatis correct.
° Q Did you ever tak to the President about calling FOX News or talking to FOX
10 News about having them retract their statement?
1 A Mo.
2 Q  Theircall. Excuse me.
3 A No
1 Q Did anyone, that you're aware of, have that conversation with the
15 President? And guess 'm asking you for what you eared from other people.
16 Mr. Marino. Well, 'm sorry, {ffl Can we just get a timeframe?

7 vrJl ver
1s Mr. Marino. Learned learned that night? Learned
1 wc. That night. That's ight, Mr. Marino, that night.
2 Mr. Marino. So did ~ did Mr. Stepien learn that night that others had spoken
21 with the President about having cal to FOX News toaskthem to retract the call?
2 wrJEL That's exactly right, yes. Thankyou.
3 Mr. Stepien. 1-1 have no knowledge that there was a direct order from
24 anyone to.call FOX News
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1 Q Do you knowwhatthePresident'sreactionwas when it was called for

2 Arizona that night?

3 A Idonot. Iwas he was -- he was in the residence for mostof the evening,

4 and! was, you know, three floors beneath him in the Map Room. So | could not say how

5 hereactedtothat.

6 Q Do you rememberRudyGiuliani beingattheWhite House on election night

7 andinto the early hours the next morning?

8 A ldo.

9 Q Whatdoyouremember aboutwhen he came?

10 A He -- he was - there were - | had heard that hewas upstairs, you know, in

11 that aforementioned reception area, and he was looking to talk to the President. And it

12 was suggested instead that he come talk to several of us down off the Map Room.

13 Q And, roughly, what timewasthis, do you remember?

1a Aldon. Imsorry. |don'trecall.

5 Q That's okay. And Iljustgive youa point in time.

16 A sure.

uv Q  Doyou remember if it was before Arizona was called or after?

18 A Soy. can't recall that.

19 Q  Fairenough. You said that mister -- you had heard that Mr. Giuliani

20 wanted to talk to the President and then he was directed your way. Did you end up

21 talking to Mr.Giulianiwhen he was directed

2 A Yes.

23 Q your

2 A ldid.

2 Q What was that conversation?
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1 A Alot of conversations were directed my way.

2 Mr.Marino. Includingthisone.

3 onanJ
s Q  fairenough
5 A Afew of us -- myself, Jason Miller, Justin Clark, and Mark

6 Meadows ~gathered ina room off the Map Room to liste to whatever Rudy presumably
7 wanted to say tothe President
8 Q And what did he say?

9 A He — he hadbelief that we were winningcertain States and/or had won

10 certain States and had confidence, in his mind, to those facts.

un Q Do yourememberwhich States he mentioned?
12 A Michigan.

13 Q Anythingelse?

A No. Michigan sticks out. There may have been ~ Michigan was the one
15 that| recall.

16 Q Andwhywas he so confident in thinking that the President had won

v7 Michigan?
18 Mr. Marino. | guess you're asking what he conveyed that explained that

15 confidence?
2 wieJ Thats right.
2 Mr. Stepien. We asked him that very question. He -- he had -- hewas carrying

22 arounda tablet, And, you know, we were asking him, you know,whydo you think, you
23 know, we've won Michigan, because we have a pretty sophisticated operation set up

24 right next door where we're tracking, you know, results, you know, very, very closely.

2s And he didn't have — and we knew - we had more information than probably
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2 State for that matter. And, you know, we relayed that to Rudy. And we asked him,

4 ‘more based on belief and instinct than numbers or data.

7 ‘more general at that point that we won, end of story?

8 A More | think we won Michigan and we should say we won Michigan.

9 Q Did he say that about just Michigan in particular, about the election as a

10 whole?

w a whats youresone?
w A Showin Show us he mumbers. Sh us ht. Shvs us hi

15 whatever -- the information we have, the data we have doesn't allow us to proclaim

16 victory in Michigan.

18 A He showed us his tablet, and it was-- it was The New York Times. It was

19 just their -- just their election night reporting map of the State, you know, that showed,

2a Q Did that at all impact your understanding based on the numbers and the

23 A That did not change my opinion.

24 Q And what was your opinion at that point in that conversation with

25 Mr. Giuliani about what was happening in Michigan?
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1 A twas far too early to be making any calls like that. Ballots —ballotswere

2 stillbeing counted. Ballots werestil going to be counted for days, and it was far too

3 early to be making any proclamation like that.

a Q And when you say too early to be making any proclamation, are you saying

5 too early to say we've won, because the evidence indicated Mr. Trump lost,orjust

6 couldn't tel, you didnt know either way at that point?

7 A The latter.

8 Q Didnt knoweither way?

9 A Too many votes ~ too many votes had yet to be counted and the conclusion,

10 inmy estimation, based on the data, could not be arrived at.

n Q Did Mr. Giuliani in that conversation say anything about the election being

12 stolen or that the - the Democrats might try to steal the election if you don't come out

13 and sayyouwon?

1a A don't recall the theyre going to steal it portion of that. He certainly,

15 though, was issuing a recommendation to, you know you know, from a PR perspective

16 to-totalk about winning and talk about having won.

7 Q Did he say why from the PR perspective it was important to make that

18 statement at that time?

19 A Itwasa very confusing conversation. You know, important to note that as,

20 you know, Mark Meadows and Jason Miller and Justin Clark and myself, you know, four of

21 the more senior people, you know, in the White House or on the campaign, as we're

22 talking with Mayor Giuliani, you know, returns are coming in by the minute. And we're

23 spending 15, 20 minutes duringa critical part of the evening trying to get answers out of

24 MayorGiuliani thatweren't coming.

2 50 there was — there was mounting frustration that, hey, we have - we've got to
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1 getback tothe task at hand here. Sol was | was mainly focused on extricating myself

2 from the conversation.

3 Q  Yousaid the other people involved in that conversation. ~ Did Mr. Clark or

4 Mr. Meadows or Mr. Miller disagree with you that you can't be making this claim about

5 Michiganatthat time?

s A Everyone agreed with me.

7 Q Except Mayor Giuliani?

5 A Correct.

° Q Was Mayor Giuliani - there's reports that he was drinking that night. ~ At

10 that point, could you tell whether Mr. Giuliani was sober or not?

n A lcantspeak tothat. | never saw him - he didn't - he didn't come into the

12 room witha glass of alcohol and | couldn't make an observation to that point.

3 Q And you said originally at the beginningof this conversation that Mr. Giuliani

14 was directed your way. Were you did you see yourself as like a gatekeeper, like, we

15 can't let Mr. Giulianisaythi to the President?

16 A Yeah, Ive been - I've been, you know, involved in campaigns for 25 years,
17 andi'm nota I'm nota gatekeeper type. It's not my nature to restrict access and

18 particularly in, you know, around President Trump, who | think, you know, likes access,

19 likes interactions with folks. So 'm not a gatekeeper by nature, and I'm nota - | wasn't

20 a gatekeeper, you know, for President Trump.

2 But on any election night | think, you know, who the President i around is very
22 important and/or any candidate is around is very important, and he had made a decision

23 tobe upstairs in the residence with the First Lady. So was, you know, trying to protect

a that.

2 Q What about Mr. MeadowsorMr. Milleror Mr. Clark, did any of them tell
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1 Mr. Giuliani that you can't - we can't say that we won Michigan at this point and you

2 can'ttellthat to the President? | know those are two separate questions, and you can

3 take them each separately if you'd lik.

a wie. marino, [J]one ata time. what's the frst one?

5 ovvr [JI

6 Q Yeah, sure. Did Mr. Meadows or Mr. Clark or Mr. Miller tell Mr. Giuliani,

7 we cannotsaywe won Michigan?

s A Yes

9 Q Okay. Anddidany of those three try to tell him that he cannot ell or make

10 this recommendation to the President?

1 A Idon't recall if that was if we — if that was relayed. But we

12 were Meadows, Miller Clark, and Stepien were united in saying, you know, show us,

13 show usthe numbers. Showusthe data. Show us ~ show us how you're arriving at

14 thatconclusion. And he was unable to.

15 Q Another person who's come up is Mr. Boris Epshteyn. Doyou know him?

16 A ldo

FY Q Was he there that night on election night at the White House?

1 A believe he was

19 Q Do you remember him saying anything lie go out there and just say we

20 won, whether specific to a State or the election as a whole?

2 A Idont. One of my--you know, the Map Room where the where the

22 number analysis was occurring was, you know, kind of the cool place to be on election

23 night. Solwas very focused on trying to I say | wasn't a gatekeeper. | very much

24 wanted to restrict access to that room so the actual work could occur.

2 50, yeah, I think he may have popped his head in the Map Room on election night
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1 But, you know, again, we were trying to keep that room, you know, as unpopulated as

2 possible. Sol--1didn't--I may have seen him from across the room but there was no

3 interaction.

4 Q Did the President ever come down to the Map Room while you were there?

5 A No. Didhe? Maybe at the very, very, very endof the night. I'm trying

6 torecalla-- he may have come down at the very endof the night. But he was he

7 was he was — just trying to recall one picture that | saw of who was in the room. I'm

8 tryingto think if he was there. | don't think he was there. If he was, it wasbriefly and

9 atthe very endofthe evening. But II don't think he was there.

10 Q  Letmeaskyouthis. IVs been reported - and that's why I'm asking to

11 confirm. | know not everything that's reportedi true. But it's been reported that

12 Mr. Trump came down to the Map Room and yelledatJustin Clark something to the

13 effectof: Whyare they still counting votes? The election's closed. Are they counting

14 ballots that came in afterward? What the hell is going on? They're stealing this from

15 us. We have this thingwon. |won ina landslide and they're taking it back.

16 Does thattrigger any memoriesofMr. Trump coming down to the Map Room that

17 night?

18 A Now, I mean, a group of us went upstairs to the residence at some point in

19 theevening. And, | mean, it was nota small group of people up there at that point in

20 time. | don't recall that conversation happening in the Map Room. If it occurred, it

21 likely occurred in the residence. But, again, I'm really bad with rooms in that building.

2 Q Okay. Socouple of things. Do you remember any conversation like that

23 occurring in the residence?

2 A Can you repeat again what was -- what was reported?

2 Q Yep. According to this report, Mr. Trump was upset and said something to
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1 effectof: Whyare they still counting votes? The election's closed. Are they counting,

2 ballots that came in afterward? What the hells going on? ~ They'restealing this from

3 us. We havethis thing won. | won inalandslide and they're taking it back.

a A Idon't recall those exact records.

5 Q Do you rememberanything like those?

6 A You know, was there -- was there, you know, a sentimentofthat sort

7 relayed? Sure. But, again, those exact words, | can't speak specifically to them.

8 Q Yep, fairenough. And sowhatwas the sentimentlie that that was.

9 relayed,asyourecall it?

10 Mr. Marino. | thought he just answered that questionJl]. Right? 1 mean,

11 the sentiment is as you - as you've described in those - in those phrases. Right? Why

12 are they still counting votes? They're stealing the election. We won ina landslide.

13 That think that's ~ that's what your question was. | thought that's - that's what the

14 answerwas.

15 wie.JE Yesh. And just want to make sure that we have Mr. Stepien's

16 specific understanding of the words that night as opposed to just the sentiment more

17 broadly. Soifyou--

1 Mr. Marino. | thought he testified -- | thought he indicated that he doesn't

19 rememberthe exactwords

1) Butto the extentyou do -

2 Mr. Stepien. Yeah. There was - there was general frustration about -~ about

22 the lack of conclusion on election night. You know, alotofthis goes back to, you know,

23 the expectation setting that we discussed earlier about how this would this would be a

24 process. And, you know, he was - hewas frustrated. He wasalso, you know, a

25 candidate for office. And, you know, candidatesfor office, it's stressful situations when
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1 their job is on the line or often, you know, it's a tense environment on a tensenight and,

2 you know, frustration was real.

3 ovr. J:
. Q Understood. So you said you wentup o the residence withagroup of
$ people. Do youremember who that groupof people was?

. A Members ofthe family.
7 Q Meaning?
8 A Idon't recall who | traveled up to the residence with. What | can say is that

9 there was a group of probably 30 people, 25 to 30 people, you know, at thatpoint around

10 the President's -- around the President in the residence.

u Q And did thatinclude Mr. Justin Clark?
2 Aves
13 Q Mr. Miller--Jason Miller?

1 A 1 don't recall, but assume so.
15 Q Stephen Miller?

16 A Idon't recall.

v Q aka Trump?
18 A Idon'trecall.

19 Q Donald Trump, Jr.?

» A 1dontrecal
2a Q Eric Trump?

2 A 1dontrecal
23 Q Mayor Giuliani?

2 A don'tknow. Im sory. Myrecol— twas kindof a chaotic situation
25 And | was -- | was kind of focused on, you know, on him and paying little less attention to
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1 the surroundings. Sol apologizefor that.

2 Q No, that's perfectly fine. | appreciate you saying that you don't recall.

3 Do you remember in that period up in the residence anybody telling Mr. Trump to
4 justgooutand saywewon?

5 A Idon'trecall. | was in the, you know, the President's group. You know,
6 the core from -from - from that, you know, interaction in the residence, | mean, heck,

7 maybe the entire group for that matter, you know, traveled down to the second floor

8 where conversations were had about what - what he would say.

° Q What he would say, you're talking about the speech that he would give

10 A Yes

1 Q on early the next morning?

2 A Correct.

3 Q Who was a part of those conversations?

1a A Letmetakea step back.

15 Q Yeah.

16 A There - there - there - there were conversations about how to

17 handle - how to handle the evening in terms of, you know, what to say, if anything, that

18 evening. And think there was a belief that, you know, something should be said that

19 evening, and that - that was -- that was discussed at that point in time.

1) Q Okay. Could you be more specific? So you said there were conversations

21 abouta belief that something should be said. Were there conversations recommending

20 that the President say something in particular and, if so, what was that particular

23 message?

2 A My my belief, my recommendation was to say that votes were stil being

25 counted. It'stoo early totel, too early to call the race but, you know, we are proud of
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1 the race we run we ran and we, you know, think we're ~ think we're in good postion.

2 And well have more to say about this, you know, the next dayor the next day, whenever

3 we had something to say.

a Q And did anybody who was a part of that conversation disagree with your

5 message?

6 A Yes

7 Q  Whowasthat?

5 A The President disagreed with that.

° Q Anybody else?

10 A Idontknow. Again, Iwas kind of squarely focused on him.

n Q And how did he express his disagreement? What did he say?

2 A Idon't recall the particular words. He thought | was wrong. He told me

13 s0and, you know, that they were going to, you know, go in a you know, he was going to

14 goina different direction.

15 Q Do you remember any other conversations that you were a partofwith the

16 President before he made his speech to the country early the next morning?

FY A 1 may have gone upstairs one time, but | | don't believe | did. Iwas |

18 was 1 don't believe did. Iwas largely relying on the family to relay whatever

19 information, you know, we thought he needed to know. | was doing my best to respect

20 his privacyfor that evening.
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2 [12:25p.m)

s or vrJE:
4 Q And other than the message of, "It's too early to say we won," was there any

5 message that you or anybody else that you're aware of delivered saying, "It's not looking

6 good, or, You might ose, Mr. resident?
) A No
8 Q Not aware of anything like that?

9 A I'm not aware of anything like that.

10 Q Of course, the next morning —- early the next morning, on the 4th, to be

11 speci, the resident goes out and gives is speech to the county, effectively, and Fm
12 summarizing here, but saying, you know, "We won. There's fraud." Mentioning that

13 he's going to, | believe, bring a lawsuitin the Supreme Court about this.

1 you have any ot inshaping the message tha became His speech that
15 morning?

1 A No
uv @ Were you askedgiveyour input nto th wards or remarks tat hewould
18 make that morning?

19 A No.

20 Q Do you know who did write that speech for the President?

2 A Iwasinthe room. Itwas nota smal com. twas roam offof where he
2 aiessed th peopl in attendance and the news cameras that evening. Iwas ta
23 small room. | was in thebackof the room. But he was — he had his speechwriting.

2 team ata computer and was directing remarks largely himsel
25 Again, | was in theback of the room. | couldn't really see very clearly. But from
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1 across the room, it seemed like he was directing bis own speech.
2 Q Who was the speechwriting team that you're referring to? Who was on it?

5 A Tcoudnttell. Tim not sure if | don't know who was actualy at the
4 computer typing.
< Q Do you know if Stephen Miller was therefor that computertypingand

6 getting the speech ready?
7 A Stephen was at the White House on election night. | don't know if he was

8 the one physically typing away.

9 Q What about Ross Worthingtonor Vince Haley? Do you know them?

10 A ldo.

u Q Doyoukou do you remember them being here helping on the speech?
12 A Idon'trecall.

13 Q Okay. Before we move on --

1 ovvie,
15 Q Yeah. Mr. Stepien, let me just go back to the conversation you're

16 describing with the President on election night about what he should say.

Was thet Just one conversation, or were there multiple conversations aver the
18 course of that night about that subject?

1 A Oneconversation
2 Q And, again, who was, lke, in that immediate circle? | understand there
2a were a lot of people in the room, but who wassortof partof the conversation that you

22 had with the President? Was it just the twoofyou, or were there others sort of

23 standing and contributing?

A brocslimemisers cf the Preskdent's family inthe mediated, But
25 beyond that, | was squarely focused on him.
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1 Q Okay. Tellme, best that you can recall, what you told him. You conveyed

2 the sentiment, and | appreciate that, but do you remember any specific words that you

3 usedor things that you said?

a A relayed what believed his the overarching themes of his remarks to be,

sas! previously relayed. There was no additional color | could provide to that

6 Q Yeah. Andisitfair to characterize your perspective as, "Hey, it's just too.

7 earlytosay anything, right? We can't say we've won or lost because votes are still

8 comingin. And you, Mr. President, should say that." That was sort of the thrust of

9 your message?

10 A Correct,

n Mr. Marino. ~ And the other things, again, that Mr. Stepien testified to, ight?

12 That he said, we're proud of the race that we ran, we think we're in a good position, that

13 sortof thing

1 Mr. Stepien. Thank your supporters. Yes.

15 wirll Okay. And then what do you recall, if anything, that he said,

16 words that he conveyed in response?

7 Mr. Stepien. 1 don't recall anything specific. | just Irecall general

18 disagreement with my recommendation.

19 vr Okay. So he said, "No, Bil, that's wrong," or, "No, we've got to

20 saywewon" Again, tothe best that you can, and | understand it won't be verbatim,

21 what,generally, did he say?
2 Mr. Marino, | think he's already testified that hedid,Jl didn't remember
23 exactly what the President said but that he conveyed a sentiment of disagreement.

2 Mr. Stepien. Yeah. He dismissed my recommendation and expressed his own.

= wel Okay. And doyou know whetheror not that he was focused on a
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1 communication strategy or sort of the merits of your assessment of the numbers?

2 Mr. Marino, 'msorry. I'm sorry. Would he know that through ~ like, how

3 would he know that?

4 wcll What he said. Yeah.

5 Mr. Marino. Through words, through things that the President said?

6 ov vr.I

7 Q Yeah. I'm asking you if he said anything about communications versus the

8 numbers.

9 1 mean, you said earlier, for instance, that Mr. Giuliani was in the conversation

10 downstairs in the Map Room, was talking about sort of communication strategy. I'm

11 wondering if that, the motivation for the remarks, was communication strategy, or was it

12 adisagreement with you about the numbers.

13 A Idid not spend enough time in that setting, nor did the setting allow fora lot

14 of follow-up questioning about why he felt the way he felt.

15 It was a large room, very early in the morning at the endof along day. There

16 were alot of voices going around. Just wasn't able to ask him why he was thinking the

17 way he was thinking.

18 Q Did you push back when he disagreed with you?

19 A No.

0 Q Did you say, "Hey, if you say that, Mr. President, here are the bad things that

21 could happen," or sort of walk forward the eventualities of his plan to declare victory?

2 A No. He was quite confident that his belief was correct.

23 Q Okay. Were the other voices chiming in on his side that you recall, saying,

24 "Yeah, that's right," or encouraging him to declare victory?

2 A Idontrecall
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1 Q Do you know if Mr. Giuliani had, at any point, conveyed to the President

2 what he had conveyed to you downstairs, that he should declare victory?

3 A Idonot know.

4 Q  Itsounds like he wasn't part of the immediate conversation that you were

5 having with the President on this topic. Is that right?

6 A Notthat recall correct.

7 Q Allright. And do you recall anyone else, Mr. Stepien, over the course of the

8 night similarly expressingthat perspective himself or herself, separate from what we told

9 the President, but declaring, "Hey, we should go out and declare victory"?

10 A No.

u Q OnlyMr. Giuliani?

2 A Again, my kind of orbit that day - that evening, rather -- was in the Map

13 Room looking at numbers, around people who were looking at the numbers with a fine

14 tooth comb like | was and, similarly, arrived, and we were all of the same conclusion.

15 AndI traveled upstairs to that aforementioned conversation with the President.

16 Sol didn't really interact with a lot of people at all outside of the Map Room that day.

1” Mr. Marino. And just one clarification just for the record. | don't think this

18 is thinkthis isa little unclear.

19 But | believe what Mr. Stepien said was that the conversation in which Mayor

20 Giuliani expressed the view that they ought to declare having won Michiganorwhat have

21 you, think hesaid that was in the Map Room.

2 1 don't think he recalled Mr. Giuliani being there with the President when he was

23 conveying to the President the view that it was too early. Just for clarity.

2 Am right about that?

2 Mr. Stepien. That is correct, Kevin.
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1 And | would note that you had asked me who else spoke to the President, did |

2 know if anyone spoke to the President.

3 Again, it was a my point of interaction with the President that evening was in

a the residence, it was a large room with a lot of people. So | can't speak to who he spoke

5 to in that large setting. But there'sa very realpossibility that he spoke to anyone who

6 was that room.

7 oyvr.

8 Q Yeah. |understand that. | guess |'m zooming out from the conversation

9 with the President and trying to get a sense from you, Mr. Stepien, whether anyone else

10 at the White House that night similarly expressed the view that Mr. Giuliani expressed,

11 that, "Hey, we should declare victory," right? Disagreed with you that it was too early,

12 but sort of suggested that that would be the right strategy.

13 A Yeah. Aslnoted,|wasin avery confined setting in the Map Room among

14 people who were looking at the same numbers|was and had a similar view that it was far

15 too early to declare anything, victory or defeat.

16 And my —- with the exception of the conversation with Mayor Giuliani and one or

17 twoothers, | was in the Map Room or in the residence. That was my my point is |

18 didn't have a lot of interaction with a lot of people that evening --

19 Q Yeah

2 A with the exception of those two settings.

21 Q Gotcha. And at no point during any of your interactions, in the Map Room,

22 inthe residence, anywhere else, did anyone else express that view that Giuliani did about

23 declaring victory?

2 Mr. Marino, Withinhishearing?
2s Mr Ves.
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1 Mr.Stepien. No,not that recall.

2 wr.Jl Alright. And did Giuliani or anyone else claim to have others

3 who shared that view, or was it strictly sort of that one conversation with Giuliani?

a Mr. Stepien. 1 know of no others who were sharing that view that evening.

5 Mr. Marino. | think he's asking you, did the mayor say to you at some point, and

6 others believed this,or this person or that person agrees?

7 isthat fair,[Jl

5 Mr.J. Yes. Did the mayor or anyone else sortofsay, not directly, "I

9 don'tbelieve it, but such and such believes that that

10 Mr. Stepien. No.

u we Jl - stratesy would be good? Okay.

2 Mr. Stepien. No.

13 vie. Okay. Thanks. That'sall.

1a Mr. Marino. Hey,lll. Can ljustask.  It'sabout 1235. Do you know

15 approximately how much longer you expect to be? I'm just trying to figure out whether

16 we should take a short lunch break. Or how much longer do you all think we have to

17 go?

18 ve 1 think, ves, we should take a short lunch break. We've been going

19 about 2 just over 2 hours now.

20 S01 was planningon 12:45. We could do it now, though. This is a natural

21 breaking point, if you'd like.

2 Mr. Marino, Its fine. Just tell me when you'd like us to return and

23 approximately how much longer you think we have.

2 wc 1 think wel probablybegoing tl sh. And thinkwe're just
25 under halfway done at about the 2-hour mark, so
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1 Mr. Marino. Allright. So maybe a couple so couple of more hours, you

2 think. Canwe resume at 2 o'clock?
3 wr 1thinkif wedo that, wemightbegoinguntil 5:30 or6

a Mr. Marino. | thought you said we were just under 2 — we've been doing about

5 2hours. thought you said we're just about halfway. So that's why | was thinking
6 when you said4 o'clock that we'd go from 2 to. But if you think that we have more

7 than that let's just make ita shorter lunchbreak and resume at 1:30or 1:15.

8 It would be good to get it done by4 just for our own planning purposes, but |
9 don'twant to truncate the committee's inquiry in any way.

10 nr.JEL Yeah. Well, we can shoot for that. It depends kind of on the
11 answers as well as the questions,ofcourse, that we have coming up.

2 But do you want to resumeat 12 Isthat enough time?

3 Mr. Marino. That's fine with me. | just are you finding Mr. Stepien's answers
14 responsive and sufficiently concise? | know he's trying to be as inclusive as he can.

15 He's not trying to truncate his answers in any way. Is it~ what's your perception of it?

16 mel Yeah. Ofcourse. Itjust,| guess, it depends on how much he

17 knows about some of the questions that are coming up. If it's a simple no, then that's

18 one thing. But| have no issues, Mr. Marino, with that.

19 Mr. Marino. Allright. So why don't we do this? Why don't we ~ would it be
20 allright fwe resumedat1:15?

a ef sure. Yep. Thatsounds ine.
2 Mr. Marino. Okay. Sounds good.

2 Mr. EE. Thanks. Wellgooff the record.

2 [Recess.]
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1

2 wir[ll tis 1:16, and we're resuming the transcribed interview of Mr. Bill

3 Stepien. Idjust note that Mrs. Luria has rejoined usaswell

a Mr.Marino. Thank you.

5 wr.J. 1 do want to go to the post-election period, and | understand we've

6 talkedalittle bit about it and how long you remained with the campaign or remained at

7 the campaign.

5 But while you were there, who was in charge of messaging and sending out the

9 campaign's messaging as of November 3rd, election day — or excuse me, November th,

10 thedayafter.

1 Mr. Marino. Who was sending out the campaign messaging as ofthe day after

12 theelection?

13 veJl veoh

1a oy MrI:

15 Q And let's start with creating the messaging?

16 A Creating the messaging?

7 Q That's ight. The strategy, overall tone of the messages coming out.

1 A Yeah. Look,at that point, my focus was less on messaging and more on

19 staying focused on uncounted votes and working with our data team to try and figure out

20 ona not just daily basis but three orfour times daily basis exactly where we stood. That

21 was my focus.

2 Now, we had communications professionals on the team who were

23 recommending and executing said strategies. But in terms of what we were saying to

24 the media, that was not to me, there was so much still to learn. That was my focus,

25 honestly.
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1 Q Was JasonMillerstil, did he take the overall kind of strategy view on

2 messaging, to the best of your knowledge?

3 A Yeah. Jason's role, to boilt down, was that of communication strategist,

a yes

s Q And wereGary Coby and Tim Murtaugh still involved in the same roles they

6 had pre-election that you described earlier?

7 A Yes

8 Q Allright. Ifwe can go to exhibit No. 7, please. ~ And we'll start at the

9 bottom there, so you can read up and get the context.

10 This is a message again from Dick Morris. This is November 4th at 9a.m. They

11 wenttolared stop scrolling. Sorry. Yep. There we go.

2 Jared. Is that Jared Kushner? Do you see that there?

13 A Yes.

1 Q  Alsoto John Mclaughlin. John Jordan at Jordan Winery? Do you know

15 whothatis?

16 A No. Sounds like someone I'd want to know, though.

7 Q Hope Hicks. That's Hope Hicks who had a role bath in and outofthe White.

18 House at various points during the administration?

19 A Yes

2 Q And Stephen Miller. Is that Stephen Miller who worked in the White

21 House? Itlooks ike a personal address for him.

2 A Yeah. believe that's the case, yes.

2 Q Okay. Sohe sends an email, and John Mclaughlin responds to that in the

24 middle of the page there, if you scroll up alittle bit

2 Mr. Marino. Dowe have what Mr. Morris’ email is?
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1 vel we do.

2 If you go down to the secondpage,[Ill Keep scrolling up. Right there.

3 Mr. Marino. Okay. So Dick Morrs is sending thisgroup of people as BCCs these

a election results based on Trafalgar.

5 Mr. Stepien. Do you mind -- I'm sorry. Just give me a couple seconds on — if

6 you couldstop there. | just want to see one State.

7 Mail, 38 percent. | guessB is Biden. I'm assuming B is Biden. Tis Trump.

8 Early.

5 Okay. Okay. Thankyou. Youcan scroll backup.

10 BYmr.I

1 Q Okay. So, first, Mr. Morris sends ths to himself, and then he sends it to all

12 the people we just went over.

13 A Okay.

1a Q And then John McLaughlin looks, like he responds and says, "The

15 media" -- stop right there -- "The media is setting us up to allow the Democrats to steal

16 the election. We need to prove fraud." And then asks questions about various

17 precincts.

18 Do you rememberseeingthis exchange?

19 A Idonot.

1) Q Okay. Do you remember John McLaughin talking about the need to prove

2 fraud in theday orso after the election?

2 A ldont. Youknow, that's | don't recall that. I'lleave itat that. | don't

23 recall that.

24 Q Okay. Doyou knowof any reason he had to suggest that, that the

25 Democrats were going to steal the election?
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1 A No
2 Q Allright. So Jason Miller responds to this email and says, "Not helpful."

5 Given the context of this email and your wrk with Mr. Miler, do you know why
4 Mr. Miller would say that, "Not helpful," in response to this?

$ Mr. Marino. | mean, are you asking him to speculate as to that or --

s wie J Sased on his experiencewithMr. Miler
; orvie JE:
8 Q What do you understand of this?

9 A What | take "Not helpful" to be is --so this is November 4th, right? This is.

10 the day after election day. This is at 9:39 a.m,, right? That's correct, after election

1 day
12 Q Yes. That'sright. This is November 4th. Jason -- Mr. Miller's response is

13 at 2:46, to be clear.

1 A Okay. My belie is you have someone outside the campaign in Mr. Morris
15 and someone who is a pollster in Mr. McLaughlin giving communications advice to Jason

16 Miller, who's communication professional. | would assume he would feel that's
17 unhelpful. That's kindof his role and what he does fora ving. So that's what believe
18 his response likely to be. But, again, that's my speculation only.

19 Q On November 4th, did you have any conversations with anybody involved in

20 the campaign about the need to message fraud or prove fraud as is suggested here?

2a Mr. Marino. Do you mean, did anyone suggest that to Mr. Stepien, or did

22 Mr. Stepien suggest that to anyone?

» ovwieI:
24 Q Were there any conversations where this -- with anybody in the campaign

25 where there was a discussion about needing to prove fraud or message fraud, and this is
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1 the day after the election?
2 A Message fraud? Not that recall. Not that recal
3 Q Okay. What about the need to prove fraud?
. A mean, for me, no. We were stllat a point in the campaign thedayafter
5 election day in which there were till many, many, many votes let to be counted. So, to
6 me, wouldn't think from my vantage point that it would be helpful to be trying to prove
7 fraud when Donald Trum could be proved the victor stl.
8 Q Can we goto exhibit No. 8, please? And this isa document that you
5 providedtous

10 And for your knowledge, Mr. Marino, ts Bates 155.
n And sowhatarethese?
2 A Sointhe time period — sorry, guys.
13 Q That's okay. Takeyour time.
1 A Yeah
15 Mr. Marino, I'msorry. Wheredidyousay this document is?
16 vl 1s Bates 155.

w Mr. Marino, And thisisExhibit
» ve Nos.
1 Mir. Marino. 8.
2 Mr. Stepien, Soin the time period between election day and November 7th
21 when the race was called oneof the things ried to do, wanted to do, was keep people in
22 the game. There was alot of uncertainty regarding what would happen ultimately with
23 theelection. Keeping staff members i the game and focused was something that was
24 important to me. We needed people to keep working and working hard. So keeping
25 intemally staf in the game was something that I considered to be my job.
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1 And, similarly, keeping the President's President Trump's supporters in the game
2 was also something that was important to me. While the votes were stil being counted,
3 while the race was stil yet to be called, keeping people engaged was something that was
4 important
s 1 dida grass a call with grassroots supporters. And these were my personal
6 internal talking points that| used for that call | think this cal took place the morning of
7 November 7th.
8 oveJI:
5 Q SoSaturdaymorning,the daytheelectionwascalled?

10 A Right
n Q Do yourememberwho elsewas on that call with you?
2 A believe Justin Clark was on the call. 1 belive - that's al can - that's my
13 belief. Andi can't beyond that belie, Im — | couldn't sa.
1 Q And were these talking points specific to that cal, or is this something you
15 had madeforany briefing you were going to do?
16 A No, this was fora grassroots conference call.
w Q  Inthere, in the middle of the page, you talk about someofthe various
18 victories that the Republicans had inthe Senate and that Members of Congress holding
19 ontotheirseats. And you say, "Bottom lines this: the numbers don't add up."
2 What do you mean by that?
n A Well, Im referring to the numbers that | referred to above, you know. |
22 can't see the fullscreen, butI talked about Republicans gaining seat, gaining seats in
23 battleground States, Trump's improvements upon votes among Hispanic, for example, in
20 certain States, you know, improvement on the raw number.
2s Ifyou would have told me -- 1 may actually say this; Im not sure - but f you would
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1 have told me those things occurred, you know, to me, | can't see how he couldn't have

2 won based on those facts. That's what | was referring to.

3 Q Andthen you go on and you say, "And when we see the amount of incoming

4 reports of fraud — and the irregularities we've uncovered - you quickly learn why the

5 numbers don'tadd up."

6 Sot this point on November 7th, what reports of fraud are you talking about?

7 A 50we had set up a hotline in the headquarters manned by campaign staffers

8 that we publicized for supporters, voters, onlookers to call in and say, "Hey, | saw this

9 happen at my polling station on election day. | wanted you to know about it." ~ And we

10 received alot of reports to that regard.

1 Q And at this point on November 7th, did you have any way of knowing

12 whether those tips or reports were true?

13 A No. Imean, we tookall of those reports and shared them with our teams

14 toanalyze and make calls and try to get to the bottom of it.

15 Obviously, that's a process that takes time and effort and it doesn't happen on the

16 spot. Sotothe bestof our abilities, wewere - the campaign was seeking to understand

17 if those reports were true or not.

18 But did we get to the bottom of every incoming report? Absolutely not.

19 Q Andwhen you said sharewith the teams, who areyoutalking about?

20 Whatare the teams? Are they in the campaign? Are they outside groups that are

21 lookinginto these reports?

2 A Yeah. You know, the internal legal operation that was at that time headed

23 upbyJustin Clark.

2 Q Did you have, like, a research staff?

2 A We did have a research staff. | mean, not for that purpose. We did have
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1 lawyers. The campaign had recruited lawyers. Justin had recruited and the campaign

2 had recruited lawyers to be on hand and on call in specific States.

3 So 35 we got incoming reports of alleged fraud the campaign would farm those

a out and say, "Hey, wejust got this call from someone in Ohio. Can you look into this for

5 us?"

6 Mc And, Mrs. Luria, | see you just turned on your camera.

7 Mrs. Luria, Yes. Sol did have to step away and come back. But| thinka

8 theme and something you've said a few times in your previous responses is that the

9 campaign was not pushingthe idea ofvoter fraud.

10 Yet it sounds like you set up an elaborate operation of people in different States

11 standing byinthe event that something like that happens. You set up a hotline, which

12 you said you publicized the hotline.

13 And | guess my specific question is, and you've worked on many campaigns

14 because you shared your bio at the beginning, is t the normal reaction ofa candidate

15 who finds themselves losing when election results come in to mount a campaign to prove

16 that there was fraud?

FY Mr. Marino. So just ~ that question is very misleading, and the statement that

18 you made | think is not reflective of anything that Mr. Stepien said or anything that's

19 reflected in Bates No. 155. | don't think the question is clear also.

1) Is the question simply, is it the norm to investigate whether there was fraud if

2 there are reports coming in of irregularities? If that's the question, then that's fine.

22 But the rest, I think the leadup to the question casts it in a very confusing and somewhat

23 misleading light.

24 Mrs. Luria. Okay. So perhaps | can rephrase my question to say

2 Mr.Marino, Thankyou.
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1 Mrs. Luria, It essentially appears, from what I'm reading,that thisi going out to

2 agrassroots audience. Andif I'm to go back and read some of the comments in here,

3 "The numbers don't add up."

4 S01 get that theoretically like you're saying, we improved in so many areas, it

5 doesn'tadd up in my head that we're still behind. But the focus seems to shift towards

6 fraudin away that you're building an operation to prove that there's fraud.

7 Mr. Marino. Yeah. |just don't accept that. | object to that question.

8 Again, | think you're drawing a conclusion that is not embedded within this

9 document, and, honestly, is not fair.

10 1 mean, like what Mr. Stepien says in this email is he recounts that the

11 various the many things that have occurred. That the Republicans have held the

12 Senate. They've gained as manyas 13 seats. They've flipped House seats in

13 battleground States. The President had won 9 million more votes than in the previous.

14 election. And speaks about the Arizona Hispanics and GeorgiaHispanics and Nevada

15 Hispanics, in which in all those places the President's numbers had improved.

16 And so that caused him to raise the question of why the President would then lose

17 bymore than 5 million popular votes.

18 And then we talk about, as you see, "Bottom line is this: The numbers don't add

19 up. And when we see the amount of incoming reports of fraud - and the irregularities.

20 we've uncovered you quickly learn why the reports don't add up."

2 I think that it’s unfair to say this is ~ a conclusion has been drawn that there was

22 fraud or that they ought to be out trying to prove fraud. It makes a specific reference to

23 incoming reports of fraud and irregularities that were uncovered.

2 S01 just -- with that understanding, | think that's | guess that's, | think, a more

25 accurate way of describing the document. And | don't want to quarrel with you,
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1 Congresswoman,but that's where it is

2 Mrs. Luria, Okay. No, | will accept that that's your interpretation of it.

3 And my question would be then, specifically comparingthis campaign to the many

4 other campaigns you had worked on, was your preparation and response for voter

5 irregularities the same, or was something different in this election than previous elections

6 that you had been a key player on a campaign team with?

7 Mr. Stepien. The 2016 campaign -- the 2016 Trump campaign just was not very.

8 organized and was very skeletal in nature. So that is not that's not a very - | couldn't

9 compareittothat. Just kind of apples and oranges i terms of setup, organization, and

10 thelike

1 But | would say, whether it goesbackto the 2000 campaign, Bush v. Gore, or |

12 thinkit was the 2006 Minnesota gubernatorial campaign, any close contest has lawyers

13 on call, has lawyers prepared and ready to look into matters. They have lawyers in

14 Statesalready.

15 1 have no insight into the Biden campaign operation, but I'd be surprised if they

16 didn't have point person lawyers in States ready to represent the campaign, their

17 campaign, just like we had our campaign.

18 Mrs. Luria, Okay. So what I'm -- your takeaway is that from what you

19 understood was responsible activity for a campaign in order to be prepared, you were

20 following what you thought was the best practice. There was nothing out of the

21 ordinary witha solid organization that you had in 2020 and what you had set up that was

22 any different than what you had seen -discounting the "16, because you said ‘16 was

23 different - but in the governors’ races or other Presidential campaigns, you thought this

24 wasnormal practice.

2 Mr. Stepien. Thats correct. And Id gofurtheras to say the Trump campaign
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1 waslater criticized for not being prepared enough. So there's that, too. Alot of

2 Monday morning quarterbacking.

3 Mrs. Luria. Okay. | apologize that it was a lengthy process.

a Mr.Stepien. No, no, no, no.

5 Mrs. Luria. | was trying to determine, ike, how is this based offofwhat you

6 would considera baseline for a normal campaign in which you had previously been

7 involved. And ittooka while for me to get to that particular question, but you did

8 answer my question.

9 Mr. Marino, And I'm sorry. | wasn't being trying to be critical, either, of your

10 question, just trying to get it as clearas possible. Mr. Stepien i trying to be as helpful as

11 he can, and | understand that you're asking legitimate questions. Just sometimes it can

12 bealittledifficult. Sol apologize.

13 Mrs. Luria. No, | understand, and want to speak on behalf of the committee as

14 wellthat we are very appreciative of the fact that you're here and sharing this

15 information with us. So thank you.

16 vc Thank you, Mrs. Luria.

FY Going back to this document at 155,orBates 155, we talked a litle bit about the

18 incoming reports of fraud, and you also say in there, "and the irregularities we've

19 uncovered."

1) What's the distinction between fraud and irregularities that you're drawing,ifany,

21 inthis statement?

2 Mr. Marino. WellJil] if | could just just so it's clear for the record, the

23 reference hereis to, on the one hand, incoming reports of fraud, right, and then

24 irregularities that have been uncovered.

2 Sojust to be — the question —the statement about fraud is that there are
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1 incoming reports. The statement about irregularities are things that "we've," meaning.

2 the campaign, have uncovered. So with that clarification.
3 wi IL. Ani that was going t be my next alow question, bu, firs |
4 wantto understand the difference between fraud and iregularites.
s Mr. Marino. Understood.

6 Mr. Stepien, Yeah. And the irregularities that were -- that I'm talking about are

7 the numbersatop of that paragraph.

s oy win,J:
5 Q So when you talk about irregularities, you're not talking about anything
10 related to dead people voting, for example, or suitcases of ballots, those types of

1 allegations?

2 A Mo.

3 Q And the proof for the irregularities you've uncovered, | think you just said
14 this, but to be clear, is based on the data that you'e seeing, some of which is included in

15 this document above.

1 A Yeah. Ifyou would have told me al of these things happened, | would say,
17 wow, the numbers don't seem to add up, as | as this document outlines.

1 wir.JE. And I noteforyou, Mr.Stepien and Mr. Marino, that

19 Representative Aguilar has rejoined us
20 Mr. Marino. Thank you, Jill} And thank youfor throughout the courseofthe

21 proceeding keeping us apprised of that. I's appreciated.

2 welll conan
23 sy mR.I:

2 Q In this document, unless I'm missing something, | don't believe you had a

25 talking point making a projection or ike ~ or a comment on likelihoodof success. Was
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1 thatintentional?

2 A Idon'tthinkso. You know, I'm not ane to make predictions. You know, |

3 knew, look, as this week wore on ~ election day was the 3rd. | believe | did this call on

4 the morning of the 7th. ~ Each day we were looking at vote totals coming in from each

5 State. And most States - Pennsylvania is in my mind - they would drop batches of

6 ballots, they would release batches of new ballots made public at three or four times

7 during the course ofa day.

5 So we had -- we were paying close attention to all of that. And from my

9 perspective, the purposeof a call like this was to keep the President - keep President

10 Trump's supporters engaged and communicated with, and that was the point of this.

1 Q But, obviously, the election was called by the networks on November 7th?

2 A Yeah. Literally,Ithink, justacouple hours after thiscallwas held.

3 Q From your perspective and where you sat, certainly as you were preparing
14 these, did you have, in your mind, a basis to make a projection?

15 A Did! have in my mind a basis to make a projection? | mean, with each day

16 that wore on, | mean, the trajectory of the race on election night, Trump ahead in many

17 States, and as that week wore on, as the 3rd became the dth became the Sth, and so on

18 and so forth, and the vote-by-mal ballots were tabulated Trump's lead grew more

19 narrow, and in some places Biden surpassed Trump in the vote totals.

1) 50 as the week wore on, as we paid attention to those numbers, every

21 single ~ multiple times a day, internally, | was feeling less confident for sure.

2 Q So on November 7th, did you have a basis to think that the President won?

23 It sounds ike no, but | don't want to put words in your mouth.

2 A Idid not have a basis to believe President Trump won onNovember 7th.

2 Q Ifwe can go to exhibit No. 10, please.
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1 A And nor did1 say that President Trump won on the call.

2 Q And I'm not trying to suggest you did, Mr. Stepien. | wasreally just asking,
3 didyoufeel lie you had that basis on November 7th?

a So exhibit No. 10, this is an email looks like a campaign email, a message that

5 went on the 4th, so we're backing up justa little bit, the nightof the 4th. And it

6 says it's got the Trump-Pence banner, and it says, "Breaking: President Trump Wins

7 Pennsylvania.

8 And there's a quote, if you go downa ttle bit. It says, "As our campaign

9 manager, Bil Stepien, said, "This is not based on a gut or a feeling... his on math, which

10 showed a clear, distinct pathway for the President and Vice President.”

n So there seems to be some,a tte bitof a disconnect, maybe, between the

12 headline there and the quote as you're stated. But what was your recollection asfaras

13 yourthoughts on Pennsylvania and the President's likelihood of success in Pennsylvania

14 onNovember the 4th?

15 Mr. Marino. Can 1 just ask a question,JJJIf2 15 this the only version ofthis

16 document that you have? | mean, it's just interesting they have an ellipsis in here which

17 isdone to it's done to make a, obviously, an attempt at larity, right? We do an — we

18 putan ellipses in when we want to make it clear that the quoted language does not

19 follow exactlyas it appears, right?

2 But if you see this, "Breaking, colon, President Trump wins Pennsylvani," so that's

21 cutoff. Isthere more language that's cut off? It looks too when you get down to the

22 one, two - fifth line down, "President Trump is calling on" all caps "YOU to ensure we

23 have the resources to finish the fight" "He," and then the next line, “secure.”

2 Soit seems ike thisis cut off. Is there a better version of this?

2s vo his isall we have.
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1 So part of the question is going to be, what's your recollection of your statement

2 onor about November the 4th?

3 Mr. Marino. Who's the "you"?

‘ wlll wr stepien.
5 Mr. Marino. Okay. And this is so this s - this s - canyou just go - scroll up.
6 torus fill once againto what's onthe top?
7 So this is an email that goes out from DonaldTrump.com and apparently to

8 Pamela Morgan apparently in Georgia, right, and saying that PresidentTrumpwins
9 Pennsylani. Its cutoff.

10 Just so we're clear, this is not emanating from Mr. Stepien. This is the
11 Donald/Trump.com email sending - quoting what -- or what purports to be a quote of

12 Mr. Stepien, ight?

13 vir. J hot’ right.

14 Mr. Marino. Okay. Continue. | didn't mean to interrupt. | just want to get

15 clarity around that.

16 Mr. Stepien. Yeah. On November 4, based on the analysis that our campaign
17 had done, again, we had data scientists literally in headquarters crunching these numbers
18 asthey came in, we felt very, very, very good about Pennsylvania. |felt very, very good

19 about Pennsylvania.

2 And that tured out to be a bad feeling. | was obviously incorrect when my

21 personal projection that we won Pennsylvania was obviously found out not to be true.
2 ovr.J:
2 Q Did you participate in call that morning, a press cal, about Pennsylvania?
2 A did

2 Q Okay. Do you remember what you said on that call?
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1 A Outside of saying that we had confidence that the President - that President

2 Trump won Pennsylvania, that was the message. That was the marker |laid down.

3 Because, honestly, the numbers were telling us that he was projected to win

4 Pennsylvania.

5 Q When did you lear or when did you think that maybe he hadn't won

6 Pennsylvania?

7 A lcan'tgiveyouaday. mean, twas certainly between the point in time

8 where that call occurred and November 7 for sure.

9 Q Okay. Some point in that period, November 4th to November 7th?

10 A You know, as the week wore on we felt - I felt much, much less confident

11 with each passing day, different portions of each day, feeling less confident. And as

12 someone whois a professional at this, it was not a very proud moment to be wrong on a

13 guess like this not on a guess, but on a projection like this.

1 Q  Fairenough. If wecan go to exhibit No. 11, please?

15 These are tweets from the President's account on Novemberthe 4th. And |

16 know that date is not shown on there, but I'd represent to you that these are from

17 November the 4th. And I'dask that youlook at the one — the second one down there, it

18 starts, "Last night."

19 It says, "Last night | was leading, often solidly, in many key States, in almost all

20 instances Democrat run and controlled. Then one by one, they started to magically

21 disappear as surprise ballot dumps were counted. Very strange, and the ‘pollsters’ got it

22 completely and historically wrong."

23 Did the President coordinate with you, Mr. Stepien, before sending out this

2 tweet?

2 A Idonot believeso.
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1 Q Did he coordinate with you before sending out any tweets about fraud and

2 theelection that you can recall?

3 A No. Ido not believe so

4 Q Do you know if he wascoordinating with anybody else working in the.

5 campaign about tweets related to fraud in the election?

6 A lcannotsay. |don't believeso,but | cannot say.

7 Q In this, the President talks about “surprise ballot dumps." Do you know

8 what that means?

° A He could be referring to the public release, the multi-times-per-day release

10 of counted ballots that I've referred to afewtimes during this conversation, but | can't

11 speakto what he wassaying specifically. That could be it, but | don't know.

2 Q  Ifitis those things, those public release of ballot counting, is that something

13 that you were surprised by or you weren't expecting?

1a A Was I not expecting his tweet, or was | not expecting the releaseof ballots?

5 Q Fair enough question. The latter. So were you not expecting a gradual

16 release of ballots and counting -- the results of the counting of those ballots?

1” A Iwas expecting those releases.

18 Q  Sothat all seemed normal that they would be coming out kind of gradually

19 asthe dayswentonafterthe election?

20 A Yes.

2 Q Now, for youin your job as campaign manager and doing what you needed

22 todo, were tweets like these about fraud in the election and surprise ballots dumps

23 helpful?

2 Mr. Marino. Is that rhetorical?

2 weJ ser
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1 Mr. Marino. Just a question.

2 Mr. Stepien. ~ (Inaudible.]

3 Mr. Marino. | asked him if it was a rhetorical question.

a r'm sorry, [ll So was it helpful, when you know that the gradual release of

5 ballots is commonplace, was it helpful to have the President -- the candidate say that it's

6 verystrange? Is that the question?

7 oyvr.[I

8 Q Well, yeah. | mean, this tweet generally talks about magically disappearing

9 leads and ballot drops.

10 So are tweets like these helpful for you in the job that you want to get done as

11 campaign manager?

2 A Itwas inconsequential to the task | was undertaking. Votes had already

13 beencast. It'snotas if he was - these tweets were affecting in a good wayor a bad way

14 avoteras he or she made up their minds at the ballot box. ~ All votes were cast by this

15 point intime, and this really didn't affect the job that | was doing at ths point in time.

16 Q Did you ever explain to the President what these surprise ballot dumps may

17 be?

1 A Didl explain that ballots would constantly be released?

19 Q Yes

1) A I'msureldid. can't recalla specific conversation, but | always did my best

21 tokeep him informed as to what would be occurring and when.

2 So 'm sure that at some point | told him that we expected this release of ballots in

23 thisparticularState on this particular day between election day and as that week wore

24 on. Sol'm sure| mentioned to him that periodic release of ballots would occur.

2 Q Did he ever push back on that as, like, "No, this is not a normal thing," or, “It
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1 shouldn't be happening," anything to that effect?

2 A Idontrecall. |don'trecall that. | mean, he may have expressed

3 frustration about t, but | don't recall him using language or anyofthe context that you

4 provided.

5 Q Explain the frustration. How did he convey that?

6 A Well, I mean, these werevotes that were going against him. So, obviously,

7 he's as you seeyour victory margin whittled down dayby day, he was unhappy about

8 that, and he expressed that

9 Q Did he see it as Democrats trying to steal the election?

10 Mr. Marino. | mean, | think you're asking him to speculate about what the

11 President was thinking. And we have the benefit of heaven knows how many tweets

12 expressing what he was feeling. I'm not sure your - I'm not sure how Mr. Stepien could

13 be helpful about that.

1 wie. Oid he express to you that he saw tas Democrats trying to steal
15 theelection?

16 Mr. Steplen. Did he express to me that Democrats were stealing the election?

17 Yeah, he was very concerned that he was winning, and now he wasn't. ~ And he was

18 concemed about instances in Philadelphia that Republican ballot counters - observers,

19 rather - were reportedly shut out of that process and weren't given insight into that

20 process, and that frustrated him.

2 nrJEL And how did tweets like this, you know, when you see tweets

22 coming outas a campaign manager, how, if at all, did that affect the messaging that was

23 coming out of the campaign? Would you have to follow on and kind of amplify the

24 messages that the President was putting out in this time period?

2 Mr. Marino. | mean, | think he already answered that in saying it was.
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1 inconsequential because the votes were already counted by now.

2 vieJ Thats how he saw it, right

3 ovr [IR

4 Q Now I'm asking if it affected the campaign and the way the campaign was

5 amplifying and putting out messages.

6 A Well, I mean, a campaign cannot say something different than a candidate.

7 Soitwas certainly limiting in terms of what a campaign could possibly say, because you

8 can't, again, run counter, if you wanted, towhat the candidate had said.

9 But, again, at this point in time you have in most States three or four batches of

10 ballots being dropped a day. That was my focus, trying to stay on top of exactly where

11 hewasin the race, exactly where the race was at this point in time.

2 1 know we had people going onTVand surrogates on TV. Honestly, | was paying

13 awhole lot less attentionto that and a whole lot more attention to the analysis.

1a And I'm not a communications guy. Maybe if| was, Id be paying more attention

15 tothe communications that was going on. I'm a politica grassroots numbers guy. |

16 was paying most attention to that during these 3 or 4 days of the campaign.

7 Q If we could lookatexhibit No. 12,please.

1 This is an email, a single email, sent from JasonMillerdirectly to you on November

19 thedth. The time is 8:18 p.m. And the subjects, "script."

1) Then it says, "Follow up from this AM." It ists Pennsylvania and some facts

21 about Pennsylvania. Andif you go down to the bottom of page 1 there, it has Arizona.

22 Ithas some facts about Arizona. And on to page 2, t's Georgia and North Carolina, a

23 fewfacts there.

2 Do you remember this email with Mr. Miler?

2 A Noldont.
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1 Q On the bottom of page 1-- go down justa tle bi, right there — it talks

2 about probabilities, a few numbers, and says, "Based on that, 1960 level stealing, hyphen,

3 stop fraudsters, hyphen, it's common sense."

4 Do you recall ever discussing with Jason Miller or anybody else 1960-level

5 stealing?

6 A No.

7 Q  Doyou-

8 A honestly don't even know what that means.

9 Q And then the "stop fraudsters" message, do you remember discussing with

10 Mr. Miller on November 4th a need to stop fraudsters?

1 A don't recall that, | mean, and that's not - like, "fraudsters" is not a word

12 thatlsay.

13 So someone else may have said it. | certainly didn't echo that. Yeah. And

14 don't recall this email or having this conversation with Jason.

15 Q Ife can go to exhibit No. 13, please.

16 This is an email to from Ross Worthington, who we discussed earlier, and |

17 believe that'samemberof the speechwriting team in the White House. Is that right?

18 A Thatisright,

19 Q That's to Jason Mille, you, and then copying Stephen Miller, Vince Haley. |

20 believe that's everything.

2 It says subject is, "Forward: Close hold," and thenattaching election update

22 revised document. And ifyou go to the next pageofthis exhibit, which is page 2, looks

23 like it has draft remarks.

2 50 do you ~ first, ll just step back. ~ And on Novemberthe Sth, 2 days after the

25 election, do you remember being involved in helping to draft remarks that the President
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1 would make about the election and an election update?

2 Mr. Marino. I'm sorry. Do you recall - say that |

3 oy vrJ

4 Q Thisis November 5th. So on November Sth or, excuse me do you

5 remember being involved in any discussions or preparations on November Sth with

6 respect to remarks that the President was going to make about the election or an election

7 update?

5 A Can see more of - justa little moreofthis? Like, canyou just try and jog

9 mymemory on thisalittle bit?

10 a sure.

1 A Keepgoing. Thatpaceisfine. Thankyou. Keep going. Thankyou.

12 Keepgoing. Keepgoing. Keepgoing. Thankyou. Thankyou. Keepgoing. Keep

13 going. Keepgoing. Keepgoing. Keepgoing. Keepgoing. Keepgoing. Keep
14 going. Keepgoing. Keep going.

15 Yeah. | mean, it's~ you can stop.

16 1 honestly don't recall this speech. | mean, | assume he gave a speech based on

17 these remarks. Isthat did that happen? | knowI'm supposedtoanswerthe

18 questions, notask them. 1, honestly, don't recall him giving this speech, and | don't

19 recall playing a role in the crafting of these remarks.

0 Q Did you have a role in drafting his remarks after the election at a that you

21 remember?

2 A No. Idon'tbelieve so.

23 Q Allright. On page 2, if you go down just alittle bit. Stop right there.

24 There's a paragraph that starts, "Today."

2 “Today, | will be outlining some of the deeply troubling and fraudulent activity
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1 we'vealready discovered. There is no doubt, based on what we have seen, that

2 Democrat Party activists and local officials are trying to illicitly change the election result."

3 And for context, this, again, is on November the Sth

4 50 to your knowledge and understanding, had you seen proof by November Sth of

5 fraudulent activity that either the President or the campaign had discovered?

6 A Hadnot. There were certainly allegations and reports, but nothing hard

7 fast that would tell me the results of that is X amount of votes.

8 Q  Ifyougoto page 4, please. This goes throughsomeof the purported

9 examples of fraud. And if you look at the third paragraph from the bottom of this page,

10 itsays-- I'm just using this as an example, but it says, “There have been’ - "There are

11 reports that our supporters in Arizona were given Sharpies to fill outtheir ballot and later

12 leared their votes were invalidated," and that's extremely disturbing.

13 50 you as campaign manager, did you have - had you seen proofof this by

14 November Sth?

15 A No.

16 Q Allright. Ifwe can go to exhibit No. 14, please.

7 This is an email exchange. When it comes up, you'll seeit. But this is an email

18 exchange the samedaywhere it starts at the bottom with the email that

19 Mr. Worthington sent, and then JasonMiller sends a response in the middle.

0 It says, "Team - throwing a big blinking caution light here a lot of new data

21 coming out last night that we need to analyze this a.m. Many of the stats used here in

22 these draft remarks are already outdated. Thisis not about fraud or thematic speeches.

23 Thisis about cold hard data points and legal challenges."

2 And then Stephen Miller responds and says, "That's why we sent it to you - to put

25 inthe latest facts and data," and then he goes on.
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1 Do you remember this exchange or conversations like this going on at the

2 campaignonthe Sth?

3 A Idon't. Look, the one thing you said, "like this." | don't recall this specific

4 interaction. But I'l address the quote, "like this," close quote point in your question.

5 We onthecampaign tried to be the source of data and information and

6 up-to-date numbers. You know, we tried to be the operation, because we had

7 resources todo so, to be the one always trying to -- that's why I said before, | was -- my

8 point of emphasis was trying to stay on top of the numbers and the data every day of the

9 week

10 That's what | considered probably the important role of the campaign at that

11 point in time, because | didn't want people getting too far ahead of the numbers or filling

12 in their own gaps on the numbers.

13 Sol don't recall this specific incident -- or exchange,rather -- but| see Jason's

14 email here talking about data coming in, we need to analyze it, things are outdated, you

15 know. That's what we were doing on the campaign at this point, looking at numbers

16 several times a day to make sure we knew exactly where the race stood to the best that

17 wecould.
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:
2 (2:06 p.m.)

s svnJR
4 Q Do you remember there being anydifference between the folks on the

$ campaign, and specifically you, Jason Miller, and others, and people in the White House, |

6 mean, ike Stephen Miler, who wrote this last emal tha we see here, about the need o,
7 you know, discuss fraud in the election as opposed to the data that you seem to be

8 focused on?

9 A There were certainly differences between a couple of us on the campaign,

10 you know, later on as, you know, the days wore on. But | don't recall at this point there

3 OBAYRSSTARR SHIA en
12 issue. That certainly occurred later in a big way, but, honestly, | just don't recall it at this.

1 point
Mm Q Youssitthet cenumedintor ina blgwey. Can you expsin what you mean?
15 A In terms of the legal operation. You know, with the slew of names that you

16 mentioned earlier, our exchange much, much earlier in the day. But | don't recall

17 that 1 dont recall 1 don't recal having to fight the White House, at eas rom my
18 vantage point. Now, this is a communicationsdiscussion. You know, Jason, obviously,

19 that's his specialty, and he is, you know, rightfully weighing in here. But, yeah, that's

20 what have tosay about that
2a Q Just to be clearforthe record, the people on the other side of -- from the

22 disagreement from you -- | know you said that we talked earlier, was that Mr. Giuliani and

23 Jenna Ellis and the people on that legal team specifically?

2 Aves.
25 Q And we will get into that certainly. Ifwe can go to exhibit No. 15, please.
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1 Specifically, this is a document that you provided, and it starts with Bates No. 11. If we

2 can goto page 2. These are tweets that you provided to us, Mr. Stepien. And

3 well -at this one right here, this is November Sth. It's a graphic that says: Help stop
4 voter suppression, irregularities, and fraud. Tell us what you're seeing.

$ Can you explain this tweet and why you sent it?

. A Yeah. lamnota I'm nota frequent tweeter, as you probably saw. This
7 was sent to publicize, ifnot the —- it was sent to publicize the hotline thatwe set up in

8 headquarters.

9 Q And you used the hashtag, stop the steal and fight the fraud. Why'd you

10 use those hashtags?

un A Idontknow. I usually 1 usually | rarely write my own tweets. ~The
12 whole thing makes me nervous honestly. | guess that was -- those were hashtags that

13 the campaign was using to, | guess, draw attention to the hotline.

1 Q Didyouwritethis tweet or idsomebodyelse compose tfor you?
15 A Idon'trecall.

16 Q Do you know how the stop the steal hashtag was developed?

w A ldont. 1dontt.
18 Q Butyou think it was something the campaign was using and that's why you

19 would have used it?
2 Mr. Marino. Just to clarify, when you say the campaign, we're talking about after

2a the election was over, right?

2 vicBE That's right.
23 Mr. Marino. Okay.

24 Mr. Stepien. I'msorry. Can yourepeatthe question?

2s ov vr.I:
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1 Q Youre saying that's something that the campaign had been using, though,

2 andthat's why you think you may have used t. Isthat right?

3 A twas used -|guess ~ again, I'm not a bigTwitterguy, butbelieve that was

4 acommonly used hashtag at that point in time. And, again, | don't know much about

5 Twitter, but I think, ike, you can - hashtags help publicize certain items, and those were

6 two hashtags that were popular or common, at least among the President's supporters at

7 thetime.

5 So the goal was to publicize the hotline, so | put out the tweet. And, | guess,
9 those were two hashtags that would have helped publicize said outline.

10 Q We can go to exhibit No. 16, please. This is a series of four tweets. ~ Again,
11 there's no date, but Id offerto you, Mr. Stepien, that these are from November the Sth.

12 And, you know, there are various tweets here. Stop the fraud. The second one says:

13 Allofthe recent Biden-claimed States will be legally challenged by us for voter fraud and

14 State election fraud. Plenty of proof. Just check out the media. We will win.

15 He then says, big egal win in Pennsylvania. And then finally, stop the count.

16 Were you involved in any discussions with the President about these tweets?

FY A Ido not believe so, no.

18 Q Were you ever involved in anydiscussions with the President about this idea

19 of stopping counting votes, and particularly as i relates to the postelection period?

1) A Define involved. In ike involved in discussion, meaning, did hear him talk

21 aboutit?

2 Q Either did you talk about it or did you hear him talkabout it, correct?

2 A Yeah. I~ like, Iwas aware that what was going on in States. The

24 counting of ballots was, you know, the normal and expected course of events. ~ So stop

25 the count was nota — you know, that wasn't something | | you know, understood to
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1 be-whatamtryingtosay? | knew what was happening was the normal course of

2 events. Sostopping something | expected was something | ascribed to at that time.

3 Q Okay. Sojust to get to the question, though, were you involved in any

4 discussions,either did you have a discussion with the President where he said we need to

5 stop the count, or were you a witness to a conversation like that?

s A No,ldon'trecallthat. | mean, it seems to be even more - more Twitter

7 speak thananything else. | don't recall that in a conversation with him. | mean,

8 certainly saw him, you know, tweet about it, but it seems to be more something for

9 Twitter than a conversation | would have had with him.

10 Q  Soyou never heard him say that to you oryour colleagues at the campaign?

n A Idon't believe so, no.

2 wirll Allright. Before we get to that, any questions from what we've

13 beenover?

1 oJ Yeah. Let me just jumpin - well first, let me see if Mr. Aguilar or

15 Mrs. Luria have anything?

16 No.

uv Wr. Seplen, just want 0 go back icky to what Me,[Jasust asking you
18 about with your own tweet back on the previous exhibit, | think t was 15, and specifically

19 the hashtag, hashtag stop the steal, fight the fraud. We've had testimony from other

20 witnesses that they consciously refrain from using that language because it didn't seem

21 consistent with the evidence. You strike me asa person grounded in numbers and data

22 andevidence. Sol'm just | want to get alittle bit more ofyour thoughts on the basis

23 forthose hashtags, stop the steal, fight the fraud.

x At that time you used them in tweet, did you have any evidence that there was

25 fraudorthat the election had been stolen?
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1 Mr. Marino. You're asking beyond what he's already testified tofJif?

2 wrI. ves.
3 Mr. Stepien. No. Butif the if people had — the purposeof the hotline was to
4 field calls to receive information that we, you know, didn't know or weren't aware of.

$ And we wanted to know if there was fraud. We wanted to knowif the election were

§ stolen. Wpenple saw something, f peaple witnessed someting, we wanted ts hear
7 aboutit. So hence -- hence, the setup of the hotline. That's -- that's why we decided.

8 We wanted to know if people saw an election being stolen. We wanted to know if

9 anyone saw fraud. That's why we set up the hotline, to get those reports. And that's

10 why the hashtags were used.

u we Yeah, totaly understand that ft exists, you want tohearabou t,
12 But at that point, it sounds to me like you didn't know whether it existed, is that right, at

13 the time that you made this solicitation with the hotline?

1 Mr. Marino, Tim, think he's already testified that he didn't know whether it
15 existed, that the hashtags were put in place, that he is not much of a Twitter user, that he

16 doesn't even know if he wrote these tweets himself. And so these hashtags, stop the

17 steal and fight the fraud on 11/5, | think he's explained. | mean, if you have more to add

18 to that.

19 Mr. Stepien. |don't. | mean, my volume of tweets is quite, quite low. |just

20 don't doit that often, so -- yeah.

2 we No, appreciate that, Mr. Stepien. And! dont mean to belabr
22 Iguess, it just seems inconsistent with the notion that we don't know if there's any fraud

23 or anything stolen yet that the hashtags are conclusory, suggesting that there is fraud and

24 thatthere has beena steal. I'm just askingfor your explanation as to tht, that what
25 seems tometobean inconsistency.
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1 Mr. Stepien. 1 guess | would read it differently. We would want -we want to

2 knowifthere were stolen votes. We would want to know f there was fraud. It was

3 moreaninvitation totell us. | mean, as the graphic says, help us stop it. Tell us what

4 you're seeing. Itwas more of an invitation than conclusitory, to useyour word.

s mel. Yeah. Okay. And didyour approach to those two hashtags,

6 either in tweets or in any public statement, change over time? | mean, separate from

7 this tweet, did your opinion about stop the stealor fight the fraud over time after this

8 change?

9 Mr. Marino, Let me just put it in focus or a moment, IL when you're saying

10 his opinion about this, | don'tthink that Mr. Stepien has testified that he believed that

11 anytime that there was conclusive evidenceof a stolen election ora fraud. ~ You see

12 these use of these hashtags, which he's explained. But | want him to explain his view

13 and how it developed in the days following the election. But | don't want the record to

14 bein any way unclear about whether he ever thought with — in a - ever was satisfied, if

15 you will, that there was, in fact, fraud ora stolen election. 1believe he's told I believe

16 he said that he'd never cometo that conclusion.

FY Mr.Stepien. Yeah. And go ahead.

18 vel 'm looking for exactly the same thing. If you never concluded

19 that there was fraud or anything stolen, how did that,ifat ll, affect your use of rhetoric,

20 either in tweets or otherwise, like stop the steal andfight the fraud?

2 Mr. Marino. So the reason that question is objectionable and that kind of

22 question isthe kind of question that will lead to an unclear record s it suggests that at

23 some point in time because Mr. Stepien used the hashtags that we've seen about a stolen

24 election and fraud in these emails on November Sth - right - it suggests that he had

25 come to the conclusion by using those tweets - orusing those hashtags, if you will, he'd
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1 cometothe conclusion that there was fraud.

2 1 think he's told you the opposite of that. | think he has described them in a way

3 that's contrary to your reading them. | think he's been very clear that his use of the

4 hashtags or that the use of the hashtag by whomever drafted these tweets was more in

5 the nature of inquiry, right? If there's a stolen election, if there's fraud, in a very, very

6 short, you know, within 24 hours of the election having been held on election day and

7 days before the AP called the election. Right?

8 S01 just want the record to be clear that Mr. Stepien has not been equivocal at all

9 about his view that there was not evidence of fraud, that they were looking for evidence

10 of irregularities in fraud, and particularly in the early days, the very early hours, if you wil,

11 after the election -afterelection day, and that his views on this came clearly into focus

12 asthe numbers that he was so focused upon became clear. | think that's what he is 1

13 don't think I'm mischaracterizing his testimony in any way.

1a Mr. Stepien. Correct.

15 vel Yeah. Mr. Stepien, again, just going forward, did that ever

16 change? Did your approach to the use of these words at any time vary from the

17 perspective you indicated and formed your use of them in this tweet onNovember 5th?

18 Mr. Marino. | just want to beclear JJJJlf not to be unfair. Using the hashtags |

19 thinkis is there an email here in which Bill tepien ever at any time, from the day the

20 election was held tll the day the AP called it right up on, you know, and through the

21 ensuing weeks, did Mr. Stepien ever use those words in the body of a tweet? Are we

22 talking about the fact that, of the handful of tweets he sent, there were a couple of

23 tweets sent out using that hashtag? Because | just wanted to beclear what the record

2 evidences

2 vic 1m just simply trying to get Mr. Stepien's personal perspective on
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1 theuse of those words.

2 Did you, Mr. Stepien, ever change your view as to whether or not it was or was

3 not prudent to use the words "stop the steal" or "fight the fraud"?

a Mr. Marino. In these hashtags?

5 oY Mr.I

6 Q  Inany way, in hashtags, in speeches, on calls with grassroots supporters,

7 with anyone in anyway in your role as the head of the Trump reelection campaign.

5 A Yeah. Sothisisat some point on the Sth. You know, ballots are still being

9 counted. You know, all you're seeing and hearing and getting calls, reports of are:

10 people, you know, raising their hands and saying, look, | saw this; you know, look at that.

11 Illgettoyourquestion ina second.

2 This was set up as a way to capture and get to the bottom of those allegations in

13 anorganized way. You know, tellus what you saw. We want to have, you know, a

14 staffer record what you saw. We want to take them seriously. We want to, you know,

15 tryand get to the bottom of what you said you saw. It was largely — this was a conduit

16 toallow that to happen in an organized, professional way.

FY My — as time wore on, as we got further away from, you know, election day,

18 election the 3rd, the ath, the Sth, as, you know, you would see reports as someone who

19 would raise their hands, you know,or either on a hotline call or on a news report or, you

20 know, someone ina State saying, hey, you really should look into this. You know,

21 we 11m not going to say we. | did not cometo my - mybeliefas we got further

22 from election day was that there was just simply not enough if there were irregularities,

23 and there are in every election in red counties and in blue counties, there weren't enough

24 to overturn or flip enough votes or change enough votes to change the election.

2 Soin terms of my personal evolution on that from this tweet forward, yeah, my
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1 viewdid change. Buttobe clear, when I say change, |was not at a conclusion at any

2 point. just want tobeclearon that
3 Q Yeah. No, totally appreciate that. So once you reached the conclusion

4 overtime beyond November Sth that while there are irregularities like there are in every

5 election, they weren't sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome, did that mean
6 that you stopped using any - using those words, stop the steal or fight the fraud, in

7 tweetsor otherwise?

8 A Yeah. mean, I-- see ths here, these hashtags here. | don't think that
9 there's you know, as this week turned into next and | just - yeah, ight the fraud, stop

10 the steal, those aren't those aren't words that were - that wereoff spoken or maybe
11 even ever spoken by me.

2 Q Yeah. Iappreciate that. And think Mr. Jsgoin to get to the

13 point at which you reach that conclusion abouta lack of fraud. And | don't want to
14 preempt him. But, yeah, the reason | ask allthis is that we've heard testimony from

15 others that those words were either intentionally used orintentionally avoided. And |

16 understand you're saying here you were open-minded and wanted people to come
17 forward with such evidence. But when that didn't emerge or at least the evidence

18 didnt cause you to lose faith in the outcome, you stopped using them. Is that sort ofa

19 fair summary of your perspective about those words?
2 A itis And notto get too far ahead, the AP calls the race on November 7th,

21 right? Thiswas on November. November? the AP cals the race. That was a
22 Saturday, November 7th.

2 Q Yeah. Yeah.

2 A Two days later, on Monday, they had shut down the hotline
2s Q Yeah.
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1 A and began - and began the orderly shutdown of the campaign.

2 Q Yeah.

3 A som

a Q Yeah. totally appreciate that, Mr. Stepien. You're actually anticipating.

5 where! knowfffffwants to go. So let me stop and go back to his outline.

s Mr. Marino. Can just if|may, can we just - we've been going alittle more

7 thanan hour this afternoon. ~ Can we take a very short break and just get a read on if

8 we're stil thinking that we're largely like within the next couple of hours be finished?

9 wir.[ll Whydon't we go off the record andtalkabout that.

10 Mr.Marino. Very good. Yes, that's far.

1 nr. Solet's go off the record now.

2 (Discussion off the record.]

13 mel. Let's go back on the record then. Itis 2:41, and we're resuming

14 the transcribed interviewofMr. Bill Stepien.

15 My colleague,[EMM has a few questions for you, Mr. Stepien.

16 sy vr.JI:

7 Q Thanks, Mr. Stepien. Before we move too far ahead in the timeline, just

18 wanted to askafew questions. Apologies, but Id ike to take us back to election night,

19 andby that| mean November 3rd and then the early hours of November ath, 2020. At

20 any point during that night, did President Trump exhibit anyunderstanding that he had

21 lost or could ose the election?

2 A No.

2 Q specifically, it's been reported that he said the following, quote, How did we

24 losetoloe Biden? What happened? What went wrong? Can we still win?

2 Do yourecallhimsaying anything like that?
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1 A No.

2 Q Okay. Earlier you described to us the conversation that you and others had

3 with Mr. Giuliani outside the Map Room in which he proposed declaring victory in a

4 numberof States. Was that the frst time that you had heard Mr. Giuliani make that

5 argument?

s A Yes.

7 Q Was that the first time that you had heard anyone make that argument?

8 A And by argument, which -- can you clarify the argument in the question?

9 Q Im referring to your earlier testimony in which you described what Mr.

10 Giuliani proposed during your conversation outsideof the Map Room. And| don't want

11 to put words in your mouth, but, in short, it consisted of declaring victory

2 A Soy. Did anyone make the argument that Giuliani had made?

3 Q Yes. Before that night

1 A Noo.

15 wir AUright. That's all have.

16 cB Thank you. |think it'sagood segue.

7 oY MR. I

18 Q  Idlike to speaka litle bit about Mr. Giuliani and the legal team that came

19 in. When did you first learn that Mr. Gliani was going to be coming in to assist with

20 the running the campaign, or what was left of the campaign, | should say?

2 A Mayor Giuliani was an increased presence after election day. Not so much

22 atheadquarters, but| know there were a handful of meetings that | attended atthe

23 White House that he wasat. Officially, | guess, officially, the was it the 13th? 1think

24 itwas two Fridaysafterelection day. Two Fridays after election day, the 13th, | think

25 that's when, you know, offically, | guess, he assumed control of the legal operation.
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1 And, I mean, forall intents and purposes of the campaign at that point, because that's

2 really what it was by that point in the month.

3 Q  Yousaid he had an increased presence after election day. Do you know

4 why?

5 A Idon't know why.

s Q You don't know if, for example, the President had asked him to take on an

7 increased role with what was left of the campaign after election day?

5 A 1knowthat that happenedorreadthatthat happened on at least the 13th

9 andthen forward. But before that point in time, | had no knowledge of why he

10 was why he was around more often.

n Q You said around more often, so my next question is going to be, can you

12 complain what that means? Was he at headquarters with you, was he calling you, or

13 something else?

1a A Yeah. No, no-no phone calls tome. No, you know - you know, direct

15 meetings with me. But, you know, he was -he started showing up at headquarters.

16 You know, we you know, remember, that week, we're stil - every day it's not a

17 glamorous task, but every day, again, multiple times during the day we're looking at the

18 numbers, looking at the numbers. We had heard that he was, you know, at the White

19 Houseortrying to be at the White House. He wasn't yet at headquarters, but we had

20 been hearing that he was trying to, you know, spend time with the President.

2 Q Didhe come let me start over. ~The increased presence, was it him alone

22 ordidhe have other people with him?

2 A can't speak to what who hewaswith at the White House because | didn't

24 spend much time there that week. But, yeah, he had - he would show up at

25 headquarters, you know, especialy the following week. He would poke his head in and
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1 he'dhave I don't know the faces or the names, but he'd have, you know, a group of

2 three or four folks with him. You know, | later understood one of those people to be

3 SidneyPowell. Didn't know that name at the time. And I didn't I think one of the

4 persons was an assistant. But he did start showing up at headquarters with more

5 frequency, especially that week after election day.

6 Q Did Bernie Kerik start showing up at headquarters aroundthe same time as

7 Mr.Giuliani?

8 A I never saw Mr. Kerik at headquarters.

9 Q Did you ever see him anywhere

10 A No.

u Q in postelection period?

2 A No.

13 Q Do you rememberthe date, roughly, when Mr. Giuliani frst started showing

14 upatheadquarters?

15 A Yousaid the date, roughly, right?

16 Q Yeah.

1” A Soll say date, roughly, November 6th.

18 Q Okay. Andithas been reported that he showed up at headquarters along

19 with Sidney Powell and Jenna Elli that day; they had a meeting in a conference room

20 with you, Jared Kushner, David Bossie, and Eric Herschmann, and others. Do you

21 remember that meeting?

2 A ldo.

23 Q What happened at that meeting?

2 A Mayor Giuliani hadalot of ideasabout --and | don'trecall what the specific

25 ideas were at the point - at this point in time, rather. But he had a lot of strategies and
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1 plans as to, you know, what he would be doing if he were in charge. ~ And, honestly, you

2 know, at that point in time, it still - the race still had not yet been called. | was

3 spending my time trying to get back to work and not spend time in the conference room

4 with MayorGiuliani. And I you know, | believe that to be the caseforat least a couple

5 of the names you mentioned who weren't accompanying Mayor Giuliani.

s So he came in, he wanted to have a meeting. He wanted to understand what we

7 were doing. That quickly morphed into what he felt we should be doing. And, you

8 know, I kind of left the meeting and went back to my office and to get back to work after

9 not thatlong in the room, maybe 10 or 15 minutes, spending withMayorGiuliani and a

10 couple of other people who were in that room, | think, you know David Bossie. | can't

11 recall if Jared was in that group, but think Eric Herschmann, probably Justin Clark, they

12 gravitated to my office as well. And we were talking about, you know, real things, you

13 know, related to what was happening that week that, you know, that we were immersed

1 in

15 And, you know, | remember, you know, Mayor Giuliani kind of ike walked down

16 the hallway to where we were and was frustrated that, you know, we had kind of left the

17 meeting space with him.

18 Q You mentioned that he had some ideas on strategies and various, more or

19 less, areas to explore. Did his strategies, did they have to do with fraud in the election

20 or purported fraud in the election, that you recall?

2 A Assuredly they did. | can't at this point recall specifically what his - what

22 hisideas were. | mean, again, my focus, honestly, was getting back to work. And,

23 yeah, he talked a lot about bringing people in. | mean, he talked, you know, about

24 people he wanted to bring in and people he wanted to help him. And, again, | | kind

25 of made my way out of the room as soon as | could and, you know, other people followed
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1 me

2 Q It's been reported that Mayor Giuliani brought up dead people voting and

3 destruction of ballots. Do you remember that coming up in the meeting?

a A don't deny that t did, but | don't recall hearing that.

s Q t's also been reported that Sidney Powell claimed that voting machines had

6 beenrigged. Do you remember any discussion about voting machines in that meeting

7 onthesth?

5 A Don't recall it happening, but don't deny that it was a topic.

° Q You mentioned that Mayor Giuliani had some ideas on what he thought you

10 should be doing. Do you remember any of those ideas or what he suggested that you or

11 the campaign should be doing?

2 A Iwasn'tin the meeting very long, but it largely, for the portion | was

13 there and, again, it continued after left - it largelyentailed, you know, bringing in, you

14 know, more, Il call it firepower, the wrong word, but more legal resources to accompany.

15 him and get done what he thought the campaign needed to be doing.

16 Q So you don't remember any of his specific recommendations?

FY Aldon

18 Q Okay. When you let the meeting, you regrouped in your office, did you

19 talk about Mayor Giuliani and what his thoughts were for the campaign?

1) A Yeah. I mean, ourthegroupof us, we talked about how we had work to

21 doin headquarters with vote count. ~ Again, this is days after election day. The AP sill

22 had not yet called the race. Still up in the ar, the results. Bleaker by the way, you

23 know, assuredly, as | had mentioned, but still tooclose. Just stil too close to call

2 We were being distracted fromour daily tasks and that was a concern to us.

25 There was also concern expressed that, you know, him being around President Trump
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1 wasn't the most helpful thing either.

2 a why

3 A Becausea lotofthe, you know, theoriesthat, you know, we, you know,

4 didn't necessarily believe based on the evidence that we had seen to that point, you

5 know, those were - those were, you know, dead people voting or, you know, fraud.

6 Youknow, those we were concerned that those were, you know, not only was he a

7 distraction to us, we were also concerned he would be a distraction to President Trump.

8 Q And did you express that to President Trump, that he needed to be cautious,

9 forexample, with respect to Mr. Giuliani or his team?

10 A No

u Q  Whynot?

2 A Iknow they're close personal friends dating back decades. | didn't want

13 to-youknow, noneof us wanted -- wanted to be a -- you know, seen as attacking a

14 personal friend of his. We instead, you know, thought about ways to, you know, get

15 him - get him out of, you know, the headquarters and keep him away from the President

16 And, you know, things were discussed such as, you know, sending him into a - into a

17 State to, you know, accomplish both things.

18 Q Is that ultimately how Mr. Giuliani ended upgoing to Pennsylvania?

19 A Yeah. He wanted togoto Pennsylvania. We didn't dissuade him from

20 doingso.

2 Q  Inthose days following the election, you know, startingon the 6th maybe,

22 whichis Friday, going to the 7th, and after, what did you view Mr. Giuliani's role to be?

23 A don't he didn't have a role.

2 Q  Solwantto getinto what you explained earlier, and think you're starting to

25 explain now, is the differences between what Ill callyour team, the existing campaign
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1 team, and Mr. Giuliani's team. What were the fundamental differences between the

2 two?

3 A The fundamental differences between the two. I'l call it my team. My

4 team was looking at numbers every single day, multiple times a day, having to the best of

5 ourabilitya constantfinger on the pulse of where this race stood, where he was -- where

6 Trump was up, where Trump was down. We strove to always have a finger on the pulse

7 ofthat current standing in the race. | don't think that was ofawhole lot of consequence

8 toMayor Giuliani's team. We'll callit MayorGiuliani'steam.

9 Our team looked at the numbers and, you know, were concerned with each

10 passing day about Trump's prospects for victory. | don't think Mayor Giuliani's team had

11 that same, you know, belief. And, you know, we -- | think probably the biggest

12 fundamental difference is, | mean, maybe Mayor Giuliani and his team believed they were

13 telling the truth when they spoke to President Trump. | know that me and my team

14 were telling President Trump the truth when we told him where we thought the race was

15 and whathisprospectswere.

16 Q And we're going to get into a meeting about that in just a moment. ~ But

17 when claims of fraud would come in through the tip line that the campaign had

18 established or evenif they had ever been referred by Mr. Giuliani or his teamor the

19 things he was saying, was there a group of people in the existing campaign framework

20 who looked into that and tried to verify or debunk these claims of fraud that were coming

2a we?

2 A Yes.

23 Q Whowason that team?

2 A That would have been the legal operation that Justin Clark oversaw.

2 Q And do you know the name Zach Parkinson, for example?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Washeon that team?

3 A No, he was -- he was in the research department. You know, by that point

4 intime and believe these -- | don't believe these people were -I believe these lawyers

5 in States were already in place. And going back to a previous conversation, this is not

6 extraordinary fora campaign to have representation in a State. You know, as an

7 allegation ora report would come in, you know, that would be, you know, spit out to the

8 local, you know, lawyer in a State to look into and get back to us -- to investigate and get

9 backtous. That was the process.

10 I think you mentioned Parkinson. He waspartof the communications team.

11 Hewasaresearcher on the communications team.

2 Q  Youssaid that you were very confident that you were telling the President the

13 truth inyour dealings with the President. And had your team been able toverify any of

14 these allegationsoffraud, would you have reported those to the President?

15 A sure,

16 Q Did you ever have to report that

1” A Oneofmy frustrations would be that, you know, people would throw out,

18 you know, these reports, these allegations, these things that they heard or saw in a State,

19 and they'd tell President Trump. And, you know, it would be the campaign's job to track

20 down the information, the facts. And, you know, President Trump, you know - if

21 someone's saying, hey, you know, all these votes aren't counted or were miscounted, you

22 know, if you're down in a State like Arizona, you likedhearing that. It would be our job.

23 totrackit down and come up dry because the allegation didn't prove to be true. And

24 we'd have to, you know, relay the news that, yeah, that tip that someone told you about

25 those votes or that fraud or, you know, nothing came of it.
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1 That would be our job as, you know, the truth telling squad and, you know,

2 not nota fun job to be, you know, much - it's an easier job to be telling the President

3 about, you know, wild allegations. It's a harder job to be telling him on the back end

4 that, yeah, that wasn't true.

5 Q How did he react to those types of conversations where you tell him that an

6 allegationor anotherwasn't true?

7 A He was he had usually he had pretty clear eyes. Like, he understood,

8 you know you know, we told him where we thought the race was, and | think he was

9 pretty realistic with our viewpoint, in agreement with our viewpoint of kind of the

10 forecast and the uphill climb we thought he had.

1 Q So from a numbers perspective, you'resaying that he understood that the

12 numbers were not in his favor?

13 A Yes. Ithinkyou referenced - you know, we had a meeting where we, you

14 know,a group ofuswere enlistedtogo tell him exactly that, and we relayed where we

15 thought the race was. It wasn't a favorable position for him, and he reacted with, you

16 know, clear eyes and understood it.

7 Q So you mentioned a meeting that you had with him. Was thatalso on

18 November 6th, to the best of your recollection?

19 A November 7th. Thiswasafterthe race was called.

0 Q Okay. Did you have a meeting with the President before, the day before,

21 including you, Jared Kushner, Mr. Meadows, Matt Oczkowski, a data guy? What was

22 that meeting that happened on the 6th?

23 A That was - Jared had suggested that Matt and you know, anytime we

24 could present thePresidentwith - especially at that point, with, you know, real analysis.

25 of where we thought the race stood, | certainly invited that. Jared had the idea for Matt
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1 Octkowskito share with the President his view of the race and where it stood.

2 Q And did Matt Oczkowski do that?

3 A Hedid. And I'm not sure if it was over the phone or in person. |think it

4 may have been over the phone, if recall

s Q What was the message that was communicated tothe President in that

6 meeting?

7 A That he stil had a chance, you know, and numbers were still being counted.

8 Youknow, he laid out, as | recall, someof the narrow pathwaysthatexisted, that still

9 existed. And they were, you know, admittedly more narrow on Friday, the 6th, than

10 they were the day after election day. But | think Jared wanted to, you know - there

11 werealotof thoughts being thrown at the President. |think Jared wanted some

12 numbers, a numbers-based conversation with President Trump, and that's when

3 Q Do youknow why he wanted a numbers-based conversation with the

14 President?

15 A Idon't. Youknow, I like to think that Jared wanted, you know, the

16 President to be seeing what we were seeing onthecampaign.

7 Q  Whichwas?

1 A Well, which was, you know, a pathway that stil existed but a pathway that

19 was growing nowhere. | mean, he doesn't necessarily want to - |think more than

20 anything Jared wanted the President to see that the campaignwas doing smart analysis

21 every day, you know, the campaign was undertaking, you know, really thorough analysis

22 and really had the operation together to really have afinger on the pulseof the race.

23 You know, contrasting with alot of the conversations that people were having with

24 President Trump about what they thought or what they guessed or, you know, their belief

25 system, you know, we were - we were looking at cold hard data, and | think Jared
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1 wanted to make sure the President knew that, you know, we were ontop of that.

2 Q  Soit's been reported that this meeting was relatively kind of pessimistic in

3 tone, meaning the advisors who were talking to the President did't see a real path

a forward. While there might be a narrow one, it wasn't a real one. Is that accurate?

5 A Talking abouta meeting on November 6th?

5 Q Correct. With the data person, Matt Oczkowski

7 A That, based on what | knew the numbers to be at that point in time, yeah, |

8 referenced a narrowing pathway. That would be consistent with my recollection.

9 Q And how did the President take the message that there was a narrowing.

10 pathway?

n AI don't recall his reaction to that meeting, honestly.

12 Q Did he seem upset, frustrated, happy?

3 A ldontrecall. Don't recall
1 Mir.J. Oo vou have any questionsabout that meeting? Anybody online
15 have any questions?

1 wir. Was Mr. Giuliani present for the meeting on November 6th?
w Mr. Stepien, Don't believe so. |don't belive so.

18 vrJ Was he - did he join over the phone?

19 Mr. Stepien. | don't believe so.

? ov vrJ
21 Q  Itsounds to me, Mr. Stepien, that you're not sure that there was an

22 in-person meeting on the 6th. Am |wrong about that? You're remembering a meeting,

23 that you indicated initially that was on Saturday, the 7th, after the race had been called.

24 Was there another in-person meetingbefore that or not?
2s A recall a conversation, again, think - | recall a meeting,| believe, with Matt
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1 Octkowskivia telephone.

2 a okay.

3 A Again, those days are a little jumbled. | can't place the exact date of when

4 that Oczkowski meeting occurred.

5 Q  Isee. Okay. And you're not sure if that was you do remember that

6 beinga telephone conversation, not a face-to-face meeting, or at least Mr. Oczkowski's

7 participationwasby phone?

8 A Participation was by phone. And I'm just - again, I'm struggling to I'm

9 struggling to starting to place that meeting, whether it occurred after or before election

10 day, honesty.

1 Q Okay. understand. Butit sounds like there is a face-to-face meeting

12 with you and the President and a few others that you testified before happened on

13 Saturday, the 7th, after the race was called. Is that right?

1a A Correct.

5 a 1thinkthat's where Mr.JI -

16 vic. Go ahead.

FY Ioo You so ahead.

18 sy vir.[I

19 Q Before we get to that meeting, though, in the morning of the 7th, |

20 understand you participated in a donor call. Is that the one we talked about earlier with

21 your outline and your bullet pointsthat we looked at?

2 A Irecall that to be a grassroots supporter call, not adonor call.

23 Q  msorry. Idon't meanto mischaracterize it. A grassroots call. You did

24 saythat before, Mr. Stepien. And we've gone over that.

2 So that happened before the meeting at the White House with the President on
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1 November the 7th. Is that right?
2 A Yeah. The sequenceof that day was grassroots cal in the morning; AP cal,
3 Ibelieve ate morning; and then group of us met with President Trump early afternoon.
a Q And did the group of you that met with President Trump that afternoon aso
5 meetat headquarters that morning?
. A Yes a larger group, including that group.
7 Q Who was in the group that met at headquarters that morning?
s Mr. Marino. We're talking about 11/72
o vel hers correct.

© J
n Q Novemberthe 7th, whowas in that group?
2 A Pll start with the group that went to the White House, because it wasalso
13 partofthe larger group. That consisted of myself, Justin lark, Dave Bossie, ric
14 Herschmann, and | believe that was the group. ~The larger group at headquarters
15 consisted of the aforementioned group,plus Jared Kushner, Eric Trum, Hope Hicks, Dan
16 Scavino. think that was the group.
7 Q Allright. And Jason Miller, did he participate?
1 A Actually, Jason Miller was at both — in both groups, yes
1 Q This meeting tha took place at headauarters, did it happen ater the AP
20 called the race for now President Biden?
un A Ithinkit actually happened - the AP call happened like right inthe middle of
2 the meeting.
» Q Whatwas thatmeetingcalled forinthe frst place?
2 A I mean, that was kind of - that group - no involved people who had been
25 around President Trump alot longer than me, plus family. You know, purpose of that
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1 meeting and I'm not sure who called it but | think t was to have a, you know,

2 heartto-heart conversation about where the race was and what to do about it.

3 Q How did the conversation start? Who started it?

a A Idon't recall who started it. 1 don't recall how it started. You know, |

5 recall, you know, some -- you know, it was a very honest and realistic conversation.

s Q  Tellusaboutit. Tell us about what was said in that conversation.

7 A You know, we did we saw aworsening outlook. ~ We did not see a very

8 optimistic pathway, you know, based on the numbers that we had analyzed every single

9 day, everysingle ~ you know, multiple times a day that week. You know, and you

10 know, think there was a you know, | don't think people had a real clear conclusion as

11 towhatto do, you know. Do you advise him tokeep on going? You know, do you

12 advise him to concede?

13 You know, there wasa discussion - you know, | recall Hope Hicks, you know,
14 discussed, you know, legacy. You know, we should be trying to preserve his legacy at

15 thispoint. And in the middie of all those conversations, you know, the AP called the

16 race.

7 Q Youre talking about legacy -- or Hope Hicks is talking about legacy. | mean,

18 the import there, one interpretation could be, this race is over, let's focus on the good

19 things. Isthat fair?

1) A Yes

2 Q Did somebody say that, you know, the President needs to know this s over,

2 orwordstothat effect, that finality?

2 A I'm not sure we arrived there ourselves. The AP in the middle of the

24 conversation called the race. And, you know, a group of us were - it was suggested that

25 asmall group of us, you know, goover and tell President Trump exactlywhat the AP call
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1 meant; tell him, you know, where he could go from here, and tell himwhat chances, you

2 know, we all thought he would have at success at winning the election at this point.

3 Q Did Jared Kushner ask you to do that?

4 A Yes.

5 Q What was his view on the stateofthe election at that point?

6 A Idon't recall,

7 Q What wasyour view on the state of the election at that point?

8 A You know, very, very, very bleak. You know, | - we told him - the group

9 that went over there outlined, you know, my belief and chances for success at this point.

10 And then we pegged it at, you know, 5, maybe 10 percent based on recounts that

11 were that, you know, either were automatically initiated or could be - could be

12 initiated based on, you know, realistic legal challenges, not all the legal challenges that

13 eventually were pursued. But, you know, it was - you know, my beliefis that it was a

14 very, very 51010 percent is not a very good optimistic outlook.

5 Q Did anybody who participated in a meeting at headquarters that day have a

16 different view than you, that it was very bleak?

1” A Sothe group knew — the larger group knew what the smaller group intended

18 tosay, and there was no disagreement about our message, heard from the larger group.

19 Q And just to be clear, could you be very specific about what the smallergroup

20 intended to tell the President that day?

2 A AP has called the race. | think he was golfingearly that afternoon, so I'm

22 notsure he actually - I'm not sure he actually saw the news. Maybe he saw — but he

23 saw it when he got back, | assume, to the clubhouse or his car. ~ So, A, you know, inform

24 him that the AP's called the race. And, 8, to tell him, you know, whathe thought he

25 could do.
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1 And, you know, specifically, you know, Arizona was very, very close. Georgia was

2 very,veryclose. And I don't know at this point the ins and outs of automatic recounts

3 beingtriggered or not or ifa recounts could be requested. |forget the exact rationale

4 foreachineach State. But the election was razor thin at that point in time in both

5 States. So,you know, our belief was that, you know, recounts could be pursued in those

6 twoStates.

7 And in Wisconsin, you know, we believed that there was a serious and realistic

8 legal challenge regarding absentee ballots or vote-by-mail ballots, who received them and

9 what instructions were provided.

10 Sorry about that. That's my phone - or my watch. Sorry about that.

u Q What was the bottom line, though? | mean, you know, when you --

2 A Sothe bottom line was, we told him there'sa 5 to 10 percent chance of all

13 thishappening. You can't go two for three, you can't go one for three. You need to

14 win recounts in two States and win a legal challenge in Wisconsin. That has to happen.

15 Three for three. And we think realistically there's a 5, maybe 10 percent chance of that

16 happening.

1” He had to break. He had a — some ceremonyorsome official thing to do. So

18 he actually, you know, left the conversation and came back. And the four or five of us in

19 the room who were left, you know, we told him 5 to 10 percent, you know, before he left

20 Wesaid, hey, listen, when he comes back, let's make sure we tell him again early on in

21 the conversation 5 to 10 percent. We wanted to make sure he heard 5 to 10 percent,

22 because that was very - we didn't want him to think -- we didn't want to sugarcoat

23 anything for him. We didn't want him to mishear anything we said. We wanted to

24 make sure he heard 5 to 10 percent. That chance for successwasthat slim for all three

25 things to happen.
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1 Q And did you reemphasize that or make that point when the President

2 returnedto the OvalOffice that day?

3 A Yes. Yes.

4 Q What was his reaction?

5 A He had averyclear-eyed view of - of all of that. His reaction was my

6 words, not his -let's give it a shot, let's do our best. Itwas ~it was - it was very much

7 inthatvein. Let'sgiveita shot, let's do our best, and let's see what happens. That was

8  hisreactiontoit. Hewasntangry. Hewasn'tangry. He didn't disagree. He, you

9 know, heard what we said. He heard the pathway that existed. He heard the chances

10 forsuccess on that pathway being at 5, maybe 10 percent, and he reacted in alet'sgive it

11 ashot, let's do the best we can type of attitude.

2 Q Did he raiseanyclaimsof fraud or irregularities during that conversation?

13 A Hemayhave. Idon'trecall. |don'trecallthat. He was very much

14 receiving information that day.

5 Q You mentioned that earlier the group had discussed or the idea had come up.

16 about conceding - or the President potentially conceding. Whatwas that conversation

17 like before you went to the White House on the 7th?

18 A You know, | specifically recall Hope Hickstalkingabout that.

19 Q she thought he should concede?

20 A Yeah. She was concede is myword. She expressed lot of concern

21 about the longer this wore on, the more, you know - you know, impact it would have on

22 hislegacy. And she was very, very concerned about that. | don't know at what point

23 the race was called. And then, you know, all conversations changed to what do we do

24 nextand became focused on that.

2 Q Did you recommend to the group that the President should consider
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1 conceding?

2 A No. thinkIthinkthe group's thought -- | don't want to speak for the

3 group but we ~ we went to the White House to talk about what| believed and stil
4 believe to have been realistic pathways. Recounts are not uncommon. Recounts

$ happen all the time. They're, you know -- they're process-driven. They're, you know,

again, not something extraordinary that happens in an election. | thought t made sense
7 to pursue recounts in those two States where the margin was so, 50, so close.

8 And then, you know, there was a belief that there was real serious grounds for,

9 you know, success on the legal challenge in Wisconsin on that one issue of, you know, the

10 vote-by-mail ballots.

1 Q Did anybody recommend in the meeting inthe Oval Office that the President
12 consider conceding?

13 A Idon'trecall that.

1 Q  Didyou?
15 A Mo.
16 Q Why not?

w A The race hadnt been called yet.
18 Q  Ithad though, right?

19 A Inthe Oval Office? On what day are we talking here?
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1
2 3:21pm]

3 srw JI:
a Q We're taking November the 7th, the meeting in the Oval Office.
s A ltwas not inthe Oval Office. That meeting was i the residence.
5 Q msm. In the residence. Okay.
7 Are we talking about two different meetings?
8 A Imnot. Imtalking about one meeting in the residence on November 7th.
5 Q Okay. Verygood. Iappreciate you clarifying that.
0 So that meeting that you're talking about where the smaller group went over to
11 the White House totalk about the President's chances being 5 to 10 percent, thatall
12 happened inthe residence, you're saying
13 A Comect.
1 Jl] Understood. Thank you for that.

15 I'm going to turn to my colleagues and see f they have any questions.

16 ove.[II
7 Q Just picking up on that, was there any discussion in the meeting at the
18 residence, Mr. Stepien, about the legacy issue, the concern that Ms. Hope that Ms.
19 Hicks had raised about the possible negative impact ofa continual fight on his long-term
20 viability or his sort of pace in history?
2 A There was no such discussion.
2 Q  Itsounds like that discussion did take place with you and others at the
23 headquarters. Ms. Hope — Ms. Hicks expressed that, but that part of the conversation
20 didn't - was not conveyed to the President, that concern wasn't conveyed to the
5 President
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1 A Thats correct.

2 Q Okay. And in the residence, you indicated ~ | just want to make sure we

3 have the names right - it was you, Jason Miller, Eric Herschmann, Justin Clark, and Jared

4 Kushner? Isthatright. It was the five of you?

5 A No

6 Q Mr. Kushner wasn't there?

7 A No. NoKushner. Did yousayJason Miller?

8 a Yes

9 A Okay. Miller, Bossie. You missed Bossie.

10 Q Sorry. Gotit. Bossie, Clark, Miller, Stepien,it wasthe four of you -and

11 Herschmann.

2 A And Herschmann.

13 Q Five. Ise. Allright. Andfairto say, Mr.Stepien, thatallfive of you sort

14 of wereina consistent place, were conveyinga consistent message as to the ~a handicap

15 being the way forward for the President at that meeting on the 7th?

16 A Yes.

7 Q Noone was saying, "No, it's actually 25 percent or actually it's 50/50." ~All

18 of you were in the same place?

19 A Correct.

0 Q Allright. And] think you indicated that the three pathways that you

21 articulated to him were recounts in Arizona and Georgia and a legal challenge in

22 Wisconsin. Isthat right?

23 A That's correct.

2 Q Does that mean, Mr. Stepien, in your mind, that the other close

25 battleground States, in your mind, the battle'soverthere, in Pennsylvania, in Michigan, in
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1 New Mexico, that there was no real hope in any of those States those results being

2 reversed ora recount mattering in any way?
3 A thought those three States had - were the best chances for success

a Mr. Marino. Which three States?

5 Mr. Stepien. Arizona, Georgia, and Wisconsin.

s And all and just to be clear, all three outlooks or all three pathways that we

7 thought success might be possible, those were al grounded in seriousness and truth.

5 Arecount in an election, as | think you guys know, is not an extraordinary

9 measure, happens all the time. ~ And, again, I'm nota lawyer. You guys all are. But!

10 was told that the concern and the challenge in Wisconsin was a real serious case that

11 folks believed we actually thought we would win.

2 1 know there were a lot of legal pursuits that followed later. | think i's important

13 just to separate Wisconsin versus someof the other pursuits that occurred later.

1 Q Yeah. Now you're exactly anticipating my question. It sounds ike you,

15 based on your campaign's sober analysis of the numbers, really had sort of narrowed the

16 pathway down to ust these three States, not the others.

FY A Correct.

18 Q And the Georgia and Arizona, can you just speak | appreciate your

19 explanation of the Wisconsin legal case. But can you just say a litle bit more about why

20 you thought the recounts in Arizona and Georgia were the ones where you thought there

21 was atleast some, albeit minimal, chance of success?

2 A Yeah, don't knowwhere the numbers eventually ended. | thinkit was the

23 dayafter, you know, all the numbers are finally and eventually in

2 But at that point in time on the 7th, you know, the numbers were at least at that

25 point and stil think now — very, very tight, very,veryclose.
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1 So that's why we, on the grounds of that, that's why we thought those two States

2 made the most, you know, gave him the best chance of success.

3 Q Ise. Sostrictly sort of those were theStates where the margin, the

4 official margin was the narrowest as opposed to the other States?

5 A That's correct.

6 Q Allright. Who was the primary messenger of the five of you who was sort

7 of conveying this explanation about these three paths to the President?

8 A Weal

9 Mr. Marino, Wasthere a primary messenger?

10 Mr. Stepien. ~ Yeah, we all kind of chimed in, honestly, fairly equally. | think

11 Mr. Bossie,| specifically recall Mr. Bossie being the one, when the President came back in

12 the room, to be the one to, again, reemphasize 5 to 10 percent, so there was no ~ no

13 mistaking that number. But it was, you know, it was a shared responsibility.

14 BYMR.I

15 Q see. And! know you talked about the President's reaction as being sort of

16 generally accepted this. But do you remember any specific words that he used, any

17 phrases, words, sentences that he said at any point either before he left the room or

18 when he came back?

19 A Ithinkhe actually said, "Let's give it a shot."

0 Q Okay. What was your understanding, Mr. Stepien, coming out of the.

21 meeting as to what the plan wasorwhatyour sort of marching orders were?

2 A You know, we proposed a pathway to the candidate. ~The candidate

23 approved verbally of the pathway we proposed, and, you know, let's pursue. Soin

24 those three States, that's exactly what we did

2 Q Ise. Sothe plan was we'll pursue recounts in Arizona and Georgia and the
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1 litigation in Wisconsin. Does that mean thateverythingelse in the other States was over,
2 there was no plan for Pennsylvania or for Michigan or any of the other States?

3 A Nota plan that was being executed under my purview.
4 Q see. Okay. Andi think Mr.JE will take you forward with the

5 execution of that plan.

6 But anything else sick out about that conversation at the residence?
7 A They had really good Swedish meatballs. |recall that.

8 Q I bet the foodis good at the White House.

9 A It'snotbad. It's not bad.

10 welll okey. Thatsallihave. Thankyou.

1 ov vr SE

12 Q Justa question. And|think you probably understand the electoral math

13 better than | do.

1 But ifthe President — the President's plan with respect to Arizona, Wisconsin, and
15 Georgia about recounts and pursuing options there, if that had worked, would it have

16 changed the outcome of theelection just from a numbers perspective?

w A Pennsylvania. So Arizona, Ithink is 11. Pennsylvania may have been in
18 that mix. |forget. | would have to do my quick math. But —

1 Q Okay. I'mjust trying to think big picture. | mean, were those three States
20 focused a focus -- because of the ultimate effect it could have on Mr. Trump being

21 declared the winner versus Mr. Biden?
2 A Yeah,I that was the end goal. Thatwas the end goal.
23 Q Okay. |dowant to ask you about somethingelse that happened that day,

23 on November 7th, which was the press conference at the Four Seasons that Mr. Giuliani
25 and others had up in Pennsylvania.
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1 Were you or did you have any role in setting that up or contributing comments or

2 remarks for that press conference?

3 A No.

a Q Did you have or did the campaign, to your knowledge and when |say

5 campaign, | just want to be clear. In the post-election period, I'm talking about what's

6 leftof the campaign apparatus.

7 So did the campaign have any role in kind of vetting Mr. Giuliani's remarks that he

8 gaveat the press conference at the Four Seasons?

9 A Not tomy knowledge.

10 Q Andin that press conference, he talked about things like dead people voting
11 and some of the other issues that we've raised already.

2 So my understanding, but | don't want to put words in your mouth, is that the

13 campaign didn't supply the evidence to support those claims that Mr. Giuliani made. Is

14 thatright?

15 A Correct.

16 Q I'm going to move away from November 7th, and we're going to fast-forward

17 a couple of days to November 9th, which was the Monday following the election being

18 declared for Mr. Biden. | understand that there's a staff meeting, that you more or less

19 led that staff meeting.

1) Can you explain what happened and what your message was?

2 A Yeah, I did my best to keep morale as high as | could at that point. You

22 know, there was stil some degree of work to do internally. And did my best, not an

23 easy task with the AP having called the race 2 days prior, to keep the staff motivated in

24 their heads, in the game.

2 1 was honest with them and said that we were going to begin a wind down of the
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1 campaign. | may have said that, as part of that, “Some of you will be paid through next

2 week Some of you will be paid through the end of the month." ~ But even if we had

3 won the campaign, we'd still be having that conversation. The campaign had ended.

a So at that point in that meeting| was kind of doing my best to do the difficult task

5 of trying to keep people in the game and motivated but at the same time being pretty
6 honestwith them aboutwhere this was going next.

7 Q Now, it's been reported that the same day that that happened, so we're still

8 onNovember the 9th, that Monday, you met with Representative Scott Perry and Jim

9 Jordan, along with Mr. Meadows, Stephen Mille, and Ms. McEnany.

10 00 you rememberthatmeeting?

1 A recall Congressmen Perry and Jordan in headquarters after the election.

2 Q Did you meet with them?

13 A Irecall them in headquarters. |recall having a conversation with them. |

14 recall - it was informal enough where | recall standing up the whole time. And so, yeah,

15 they were in headquarters. Certainly had a conversation with them. Was nota formal

16 conversation, though, to the extent

7 Q What was that I'm sorry. What was that conversation about that you had

18 with Representatives Perry and Jordan? And was it at the same time? Were you

19 talkingto both of them at once?

1) A Jordan and Perry?

2 Q Yes

2 A Yes. Bothinthe same room. | recall it was in a small conference room at

23 the headquarters. You know, | was just asking what they thought, what they saw. |

24 honestly don't recall much about the meeting. | don't recall necessarily inviting them to

25 headquarters for the meeting. But they were there, so had a conversation with them.
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1 Q Okay. You mentioned that they expressed what they saw, what they

2 thought. What did they see, and what did they think, as they told you?

3 A Yeah, Imean, it was nota | don't recall inviting them to headquarters to

4 meetwithme. don't recall meeting with them in any sort of formal way. | mean,

5 honestly, they may have been there not to meet with me, because | only recall those two

6 inthe room with me, again, me standing up, and not spending too much time with them.

7 I mean, honestly, | was more than anything just kind of shooting the breeze, being ~ I'm

8 censoring myself -

° a sue

10 A forlack ofa to me that's what recall that meeting being.
1 Q  Letme ask you specifically. Do you remember them mentioning anything

12 about fraud in the elections or that the election had been tainted, for example?

13 A really don't

1 Q Do you remembera separate meeting that you had with Mr. Meadows and

15 Stephen Miller, Ms. McEnany that day, that Monday after the election was called?

16 A Ireallydon®t. And -you know, Ms. Mc€nany had worked on the

17 campaign fora period of time before she left for the White House. | don't recall seeing

18 herat headquarters again after she left. So just can't place that meeting. Meeting

19 with her, meetingwith that group in a more formal setting, | just -~ | don't recall that.

2 Q I'm going to askto bring up exhibit No. 19. And we're going to do three na

21 row, and then I'm going to ask you questions about it. Wel start with 19.

2 And this is an email from JasonMiller to you, Mr. Stepien, on November the 11th,

23 which! believe isa Wednesday, orthereabouts. And just to note, the time stamp at the

24 topmaybein UTC. I'm not entirely sure.

2 So this is either the 10th or 11th, but he's forwarding you a tweet at the bottom
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1 that came from President Trump's account that said, "A brave patriot. More and more

2 people are stepping forward to expose this rigged election.”

3 Jason Miller forwards it to you and just has the words "rigged election."

a 'd notefor your awareness Representative Aguilar has rejoined us.

5 If we can go to exhibit 20. This is another email, now from you to Mr. Miller,

6 dated November 11th, responding. And you say, "Well, we gotaweek."

7 Do you remember this exchange of emails?

5 A don't but | can guess as tos there a third email, by the way?

9 Q  Thereisa third one, but | do want to stop here and -the third one's very

10 similar. But I'l stop here and just try to understand why you said, "Well, we got a

1 week!

2 A Yeah. My guess at that point I'm ust looking at my calendar - was tht

13 didn't believecalling the election rigged was particularly helpful. And | assume | was

14 referring to the fact that maybe he hadn't said that in the 7 days between election day

15 andthe 10th.

16 Q Okay. Meaning you lasted a week before the rigged election language

17 came out, and now this was going to be it. Right? Is that fair?

18 Mr. Marino. [Jill can we be a little less Delphic about that? I'm not sure |

19 understand what you're saying.

2 MJ Yeah, and maybe the next emailwill probably help, andwe'll just go
21 tothat

2 So exhibit 21, please. And this is an email from Jason Miller around the same

23 timetoyou. It'sa different tweet, though

2 Mr. Miller's forwarding to you a tweet that says, "People will not accept this

25 rigged election," again, using the language "rigged election.” And he says, "He'sall in
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1 now!

2 Was that kind of the sentiment that you were also expressing in the previous

3 email where you said, "Well, we got a week"?

a Mr.Stepien. No. | think they're two different thoughts.

5 vel oy.

6 Mr. Stepien. Mine was expressing happiness that he hadn't used language of

7 that nature for a week, that|didn't think that was helpful at the time. ~ AndI think — and

8 dont want to get into Jason Miller's head here -- but this seems to be more informative,

9 youknow. He seems to be saying that he's — whateverhe had not done fora week, he,

10 youknow-

1 Mr. Marino. Now fully committed to the idea that it was rigged.

2 Mr. Stepien. Had reversed his ~ yeah, he ~ yeah.

13 sy vr.I:

1a Q Do you agree with Mr. Marino's statement there?

15 A Yes

16 Q Okay. Was therea sentiment at the campaign among youorothers,

17 discussions or otherwise, that this represented kind of a turning point, that it's no longer

18 about numbers and counts and the ballots that may be there, but now it's about a focus

19 on fraud or irregularities in the election?

1) A Yeah. Solkeeplookingat my just littl old-fashionedblock calendar.

2 50weekone was the week of election day, election day being Tuesday, obviously.

22 Thatwas very focused on the campaign analyzing the numbers, providing analysis of the

3 data

2 You know, AP call the race on that Saturday. Things started to - once the AP

25 called the race, I'm not saying that this emailor ths exchange is themarker that you may
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1 have said — or maybe you didn't, Im not sure. But this week, things started to change

2 toafocus on the legal challenge. Week one, data, numbers, analysis. Week two, the

3 legalside.

a And kind of my focus, as well started to change from being very involved in that

5 first week on the data side to being a lot less involved on the legal side, because it's just

6 not something | knowor do.

7 Q Bear with me just a moment. Il see ifany of my colleagues have any

8 questions on what we've just covered.

9 sy vir. [I

10 Q sure. So the language, "Well, we got a week," to me at least perhaps

11 implies: prior understanding that President Trump might make these kinds of claims. Is

12 thatafair interpretationofthe email?

13 A Notnecessarily. | can't recall if did, but cant so don't know if Jason

14 had had a conversation with President Trump where he said, "Hey, talking about a rigged

15 election isn't necessarily helpful right now." | don't know if that conversation occurred

16 ornot. Based on my response, that may have happened. So --and I forgot your

17 question, but | did my best to answer.
1 Q That was very helpful.

19 Did you ever have a conversation with the President and express that he shouldn't

20 say thingslike the election was rigged?

2 A Idon't recall if did. I don't recall if I did. But Jason spoke to President

22 Trump most mornings and kind of relayed what the day was going to be. And he often

23 used that time to provide guidance potentially on matters ike this. "Hey, sir, it would

24 be it's not helpful to be using X, , orZ in your social media or in your remarks."

2 That would have been the time when it occurred. | don't recall me specifically
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1 having a conversation with President Trump about this, though.

2 Q HadMr.Miller ever expressed to you that he thought President Trump

3 shouldn't use language like "rigged election"?

a A Idon't recall specifically, but | would not deny that that happened if it did.

5 Q Okay. Other than you or Jason Miller, do you recall or do you know of

6 anyone conveying that same sentiment to the President during this time?

7 A Itwould have been likely portions of that group that saw him on November

8 7th, perhaps Eric Herschmann, probably not David Bossie because I'm not sure what their

9 ‘communication was at that point in time in terms of frequency. You know, Justin Clark

10 was kind of, as my communication diminished, he was talking more and more to lawyers.

11 So Justin may have had conversations with him. That's what | tink about that.

12 Q And on your part or in your understanding on the part of any of the people

13 that you referenced, what was the concern about President Trump using this language?

14 A We were just looking for time and space to allow processes like recounts and

15 then the Wisconsin legal challenge to occur kind of unencumbered with rhetoric and

16 words like this.

FY Q And how would these words have encumbered those efforts?

18 A Well, | mean, there's a legal and structured process for these things to occur,

19 recounts and legal challenges. You know, my belief was that if there was a pathway via

20 recount let's let that occur naturally without outside pressures on those processes,

2 wr.EE. Thankyou.

2 oy we. [II

23 Q Allright. If we can pull up exhibit number 23, please. This is an email

26 Its two emails actually.

25 The first is from Alex Cannon to you and Faith McPherson. And then you
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1 forward that email on to Mark Meadows, Justin Clark, and Jason Miller. The subject

2 being, "AZ Federal ID Voters?"

3 If you look at the original email there it says, "Bill, we completed the AZ analysis

4 yourequested." assume that's about Arizona. And, "Because of the substantial

5 uncertainty surrounding the databases, this is a highly unreliable way to identify ineligible

6 voters"

7 Can you explain the task that you gave to Ms. Cannon for this Arizona analysis?

8 A sure. Previously | described some of my frustration with someofthe

9 claims that people would throw at President Trump regarding, you know, you need to

10 look at this, this happened in this State, or that happened in that State. And it would be

11 those would flow to us to look into. | had talked about that before, think.

2 Q Yeah.

13 A You know, this is an exampleofthat. | recall in Arizona someone had

1a thrown out, | believe this to be the claim, that there were thousandsofillegal citizens,

15 people not eligible to vote, having cast their ballots in Arizona. ~ Someone had thrown

16 out that claim to President Trump. And with the margins being as close as they were, as

17 I previously described, that could potentially matter.

18 So this wild claim is thrown out which on its face didn't seem realistic or possible

19 tome. asked Alexto look at the claim.

20 And I haven't read this full email, but | recall the response to that. The reality of

21 that was not illegal citizens voting in the election. | think it was, like, overseas voters.

22 voting in the election, so, obviously people who were eligible to vote.

23 I'm not sureif this is exactly that, but it seems like it may have been, | do recall,

24 with Arizona.

2 Q But this is an example ofa claim that somebody made you looked into or
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1 had somebody look into to run it to the ground. Is that fair?

2 A Yeah, and do s0ina very methodical, sensible way, to run an analysis and

3 actually come back with facts, you know. Claims were thrown out. We came back

4 with facts. That's what was happening at this point.

5 And | had mentioned before, | think, where the guys who came - people were

6 tellingthe President, "Good news. Hey, in Arizona there are all thesevotes that

7 shouldn't have been cast. That's going to help you." We would come out back on the

8  backendand say, "Hey, that's not true. Hereare the facts." We were kind of the -- we

9 were suppliers of bad news in instance after instance after instance.

10 And | think the President, it was during the second week where things like you

11 displayed were occurring where he was growing increasingly unhappy with his team, me

12 less so because | was less involved at this point, but still me, growing increasingly

13 unhappy with Justin Clark.

14 And that kind of paved the wayfor Justin to be moved out andMayor Giuliani to

15 be moved in as the person in charge of the legal side of the campaign and, for all intents

16 and purposes, the campaignat that point,

7 Q Soon this exhibit, exhibit 23, you then forwarded these findings to

18 Mr. Meadows, Mr.Clark, and Mr. Miller.

19 Why did you forward these finding to Mr. Meadows in particular?

0 A Irecall Meadows was perhaps the person who was the input on this

21 particularclaim.

2 Q In other words, he sent the claim to you to run down with your team.

23 A He relayed the claim in the meeting with President Trump that he had

24 received from someone or somewhere. And that then came to us to run down, hence

25 why! forwarded this to Meadows.
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1 Q Did you have a conversation with Mr. Meadows about this after you sent it

2 along?

3 A don't recall

a Q What was his general view of these claims of fraud that were being made,

5 particularly after you run them down and determine there's nothing there?

6 A didn't have a lot of interaction with Mark by that point in time. ~ You know,

7 hewas at headquarters from time to time. You know, probably | can count on one hand

8 the number of times he kind of came over. And this is September, October. Was

9 asking questions about where. He was particularly close with the House. So he asked

10 alotof questions about House districts. But | didn't really have a lot of post-election

11 interactionswith Mr. Meadows.

2 Q We can goto exhibit 26. Thisis a document that you provided,

13 Mr. Stepien, starting at Bates number 17.

1a And this is it startswith an email from Justin Clark to Chip Borman, you, Rudy

15 Giuliani, Matt Morgan, Jason Miller, Stefan Passantino, Boris Epshteyn. And it talks

16 about an engagement letter related to election litigation. You said - or, excuse me,

17 Mr. Clarksays, “Chip, see below."

1 Who's Chip Borman?

19 A Noidea

2 Q Do you know anything aboutthis emailor the purposeof this email?

2 A Can you scroll down so can see more of it?

2 Q Yep. The second page starts with an attachment which says, "2020

23 EDO/Recount Binder." And it startswith Georgia, | believe.

2 A Solthink I wasnotdirectly involved in this, obviously. This is a

25 conversation among lawyers that | was just kind of FY'ed on. This is — so thisis is this
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1 onthe17th?

2 Q  Thisis on November 17th. That's correct. And it says it's a referral from

3 Mark Meadows.

a A Soon the 13th, I think that was the day when Clark was replaced by Giuliani,

5 formostintents and purposes, for all intents and purposes, Id say. | was kind of

6 replacedas well

7 This is | believe this is Justin passing along information, that the attachment,

8 think, was an RNC document, providing outlines, | think, on the election, the operation

9 structure in the State. |think my read of this is Justin kind of handing off information to

10 the new team.

1 a okay.

2 A Updating him on the audit endinglater today. Here's a document you

13 might, you know, would find helpful. You know, handoff is occurring. Here you go.

14 You can see he's saying let us know if you need anything else moving forward. Tome

15 thisis my read of thisis the previous Friday Justin's out. Rudy's in. This is Justin

16 handingoff this to thenewteam

FY Q Do you remember doing anything to follow up on this litigation, finding

18 somebody, anything lie that? No? All ight.

19 If we can go to exhibit 27, please. This is a text message that you sent to Mark

20 Meadows. Let me confirm that. Isthat your number ending in 68657

2 A itis

2 Q Okay. You sent this to Mark Meadows on 11/16 at 3:26, and the message

23 says, "What do you think about setting up a call with you, me, Alex Cannon, Nick Trainer,

24 J. Clark to run throughour data plan and its intersection with the Legal?"

2 Do you remember sending this message?
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1 A don't. But what was the date ofthe Arizona email from Alex Cannon? Is

2 thatthe 17th? Whatwas the date of the Alex Cannon message?

3 Q That was November the 13th.

4 A Okay. Ithink part of this was related to that conceptual you know, what

5 amltryingtosay here? I'm trying to say we have a data operation on the campaign.

6 The campaign hasa data operation. It's being called upon in times and placeslike this

7 Arizona issue. |think you should understand what that operation is so you can better be

8 guided by and its resources.

9 1 think this is me trying to fill in gaps for Mark as to what the campaign had at ts

10 disposalin its data operation.

1 Q Okay. Ifwe can goto exhibit No. 28, please. And Il set it up by saying

12 this. Around this time the campaign started pushing out - and when | say “campaign,”

13 I'm referring now to the legal team as well - messaging about Dominion voting machines.

14 Do you remember the issue of Dominion voting machines coming upafterthe

15 election?

16 A Yes.

7 Q So what we're looking at here in 28 is an email from JasonMiller to you,

18 David Bossie, Justin Clark, Jared Kushner, and Mr. Meadows on November the 14th

19 talking abouta surrogate briefing where it looks ike Mr. Miller's highlighting a call and

20 says that, "Messaging from the Mayor was to call theDemocrats crooks and to go hard on

21 Dominion/Smartmatic, bringing up Chavez and Maduro,” and a few other things.

2 Ultimately, Mr. Miller says, "We gotback to normal with the President's push to

23 argue equal protection and ballot observers kept out."

2 50, how do you remember the issue of Dominion voting machines fist coming up?

2 A lassociate Sidney Powell with Dominion votingmachines and Mike Lindell
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1 with Dominion voting machines. You know, | never did any hard analysis on the

2 machines or where they were orwhat sort of impact they could have had.

3 Q Do you remember the campaign or the researchers with the campaign

4 looking into claims related to Dominion voting machines?

5 A That probably happened. The campaign had a full research team. | think

6 it would not surprise me if the research team was asked to look into Dominion, their

7 background, their funders, their founders, how they operate, where they operate. That

8 wouldn't surprise me.

9 Q Do you remember ever communicating results of the campaign's findings

10 related to Dominion voting machines to the President?

1 A No, I donot remember that. | did not.

2 Q Oneofthe places the Dominion voting machines issue came up was at an

13 RNCpress conference with Sidney Powell on or about November the 19th. | may be

14 wrong on thatdate. But sometime --

15 A Canlinterrupt you there? Sorry.

16 Q Yes, sure.

7 A Do you mind going backto that email?

18 Q Of course.

19 A sory.

0 Q That's exhibit 28, justfor the record.

2 A Thanks. Just to give context to what was happeningat this point in time.

2 So thisisthe 1th. This is the day after| had previously mentioned that Mayor

23 Giuliani was putin charge. He -- you know, apparently Rudy had called a surrogate

24 briefing the day after he was put in charge. You know, he -- his messaging is, obviously,

25 asyouseeit, very different from the messaging that we had previously been discussing.
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1 And you see the last ine about more lawsuits coming next week: “The mayor also said

2 more lawsuits are coming next week."

3 1 just think it's important context to show that Mayor Giulianivery quickly took

4 charge from just the previous day and was calling conference calls, was talking about

5 lawsuits and legal strategies, throwing out these claims, kind of very much a different

6 before and after from when Justin was the lead legal authority and, previous to that,

7 when was in charge of the campaign.

8 Q And just to be clear, so you think this i, this email, this exhibit is an example

9 that shows the divergent paths of where the campaign had been and where it was going.

10 now with Mr. Giuliani? Is that fair?

u A Yes.

2 Q Okay. Soon November 19th, Mr. Giuliani and Ms. Ellis and Sidney Powell

13 did have a press conference at the RNC. Do you remember that press conference?

1a A ldo.

5 Q Did you goto that?

16 A 1did not goto that.

uv Q Whose idea was it?

18 A Mayor Giuliani's.

19 Q And did youoryour team on the campaign, again recognizing kind of the

20 legal team distinction with Mr. Giuliani and what I'm callingyour team in the campaign,

21 did you your team have any role in organizing it?

2 A No.

23 Q Did your team have any role preparing for it?

2 A No. lrecalled Iwas | was I recalled watching that press conference

25 from my office in the headquarters. Yeah, did not --did not propose the press
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1 conference, did not have a hand in preparation, none of it.

2 Q  Didthe campaign team, your team, have any role in providing evidence to

3 support theclaims that Mr. Giuliani and Ms. Powell were makingatthe RNC press

4 conference?

5 A Myteam?

s Q Correct

7 A No.

8 Q Did you know in advance that Ms. Powell was going to be talking about

9 Dominion voting machines and some of the other claims that she was making?

10 A No.

n Q Now, we understand from witnesses that after this press conference Ms.

12 Powell was asked to provide evidence to support her claims and she did not.

13 Doyou know anything aboutthat?

1a Aldon

15 Q Do you know whether the President asked her to provide evidence to

16 supportherclaims?

FY A ldonot.

18 Q Allright. Andifwe can go to exhibit number 30. This is an email from

19 Mark Meadows to you on November the 22nd, attaching an image. And all it says i,
20 "This was just senttome." Mr. Meadows says that.

2 Andif you go to page 2, i's the image of a campaign statement, November 22nd,

20 thatsays, "Sidney Powells practicing law on her own. She is not a member of the

23 Trump legal team. Shes also nota lawyer for the President in his personal capacity."

2 And thatis what | assume to be signed by Rudy Giuliani attorney for the

25 President, as well as Jenna Els.
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1 Did you have any role in this statement about Sidney Powell?

2 A No.

3 Q Do you know anything about why this happened?

a A ldonot.

5 Q 50 you don't knowif this statement and Ms. Powell's what I'lcall firing or

6 distancing from the legal team was a result of what she said on November 19th at the.

7 RNC press conference?

5 A Idonot know.

° a okay.

10 A Imean, | would note I would note | was - at ths point | was in campaign

11 shutdown mode, doing all the things that you do when a campaign was ending. My

12 interactionswith President Trump by this point are dwindling.

13 Did weshare this? | mean, | went back and lookedatthe phone calls | had with

14 President Trump the day after election day and the days that followed. was very much,

15 youknow | mentioned | was watching the press conference on TV because | was

16 learning things as they were happening on TV. You know, really wasn't - not really

17 wasn't, wasn't at all involved in really any of these proceedings.

1 And it was almost ike a TV show to me. | was watching it ike a TVviewer would

19 athomeatthat pointin the campaign.

2 Q Do yourememberwhen your ast day at the campaign showing up to work

21 inheadquarterswas?

2 A Iremember | November 24, | went back to New Jersey until December 7,

23 sothose almost two full weeks.

2 1 spent that week, the week of December7, in D.C., largely to preparefor my

25 move outof my apartment in D.C., which occurred on December 12.
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1 And I think | was — and | didn't spend much time at headquarters that week, if at

2 all honestly. | thinkl stopped into get my stuff. And | was I think | was offically |

3 wasout of D.C.on December 12. So-

a Q When did

5 A Goahead.

6 Q When did you stop getting paid by the campaign, as an employee of the

7 campaign?

5 A llast invoiced the Trump campaign on November 1st and didn't invoice at

9 any pointafter that.

10 Q You weren't receiving a salary or anything else that continued to a certain

no date?

2 A No. Iwas paid monthly as a consultant ust ike - 1 was paid as a consultant

13 before | was the campaign manager and | just continued that arrangement after. And

14 November Ist was my last invoice.

15 Q Can we go to exhibit 41, please? 1 believe this is the call log you were just

16 talking about. And it does show certainlya decreased amount of activity, |think is a fair

17 waytoputit after the 13th.

1s But there is one call that shows up on December the 5th that you had with the

19 President. What was that call?

» Mr.Marino. I'm sorry,Jl Whichexhibit number?
2 ve JEL This is exhibit No. 41, the call log that you provided

2 Mr. Marino. Okay.

2 Mr.EL Orthe call frequency log,| shouldsay.

2 Mr. Stepien. 1 recall the two conversations in January, but | do not recall the

25 December Sthconversation. | can't place it atall.
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1 viell okey. Alright. Soi want to shift gears a litle bit but stil talk

2 Mr. Marino, Okay. And before we shift gears, it's now after 4. Can you give

3 mea weneedtotakea break, but can you give me a read on how much more we have.

4 wir sure. Letsdoabreak Let's gooff the record.

5 [Recess.]
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1

2 neJE. Let's go back on the record. It's 4:32, and we're resuming the

3 transcribed interview of Mr. Bil Stepien.

a BY MRI:

5 Q So, Mr. Stepien, | want to talk to you 3 tle bit about - you know, there'sa

6 litigation strategy that happens and there are suits filed across the country.

7 Vm not focusing on that right now. What I'm focusing on i a separate part of

8 the strategy that related to State legislatures.

9 50 you're nodding your head. Do you know what I'm referring to when | say a

10 strategy related to State legislatures post-election?

1 A Iknow ofa strategy related to State legislatures, yes.

2 Q Okay. Can you explain what you know that to be?

13 A There was abelief that State legislators and State legislatures had the ability
14 to, believe, select their own electors and send their ownelectors to vote with the

15 electoral college. That's my understanding of it.

16 Q Okay. And so what did the strategy with respect to the legislatures involve

17 then? Wasthere outreach involved?

18 A Therewas. | read reports that legislators fromMichigan were invited to

19 meet with President Trump. That was a report. | wasn't there. | didn't have any

20 knowledge of that.

2 I can't speak to Pennsylvania. |also can't speak to anywhere else that that had

22 occurred. I know read specifically that Michigan was point of emphasis though.

2 Q When did you first hear about this State legislature strategy?

2 A Well, I mean, kind of two things. ~ One, there's the kind of the strategy

25 follows the introduction of the concept, if that makes sense.
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1 Q Of course, that makes perfect sense. Whenwas the concept first

2 introduced that you recall?

3 A Youknow, in the days afterelection day, later in that frst week, bleeding

4 into the second, as our numbers and data looked bleaker, internally we knew that. As

S the AP called the race, | think some surrounding the President were looking for different

6 avenuestopursue.

7 1 think the intersection of outlook looking bleaker is when the concept was

8 proposed. From who or from where, | don't know where originally
9 And then aswe just discussed, secondly, there'sa strategy involved with that

10 which occurred after MayorGilani kind of took over on the campaign.

n Q Okay. So,andjust to clarify those two distinct things, concept i the idea,

12 and that idea which you explained being that State legislatures might have the authority

13 toappoint their own electors. Is that right?

1a Im sorry. I couldn't hear your answer to that.

15 A Yes sorry.

16 Q Okay. And then you said there's the strategy. Is it far to say that's the

17 implementation of the concept?

1 A Correct. Thatis fair.

19 Q Okay. Allright. |justwant to make sure we're talking apples to apples

20 here. Solappreciate that.

2 I'm going to show you an article fromthe Atlantic. ~ It's dated September 23rd.

22 Thisis exhibit No. 38, specifically page 24 of exhibit No. 38. I'm not going ask youto.

23 read this whole thing, and I'm not going to ask you to comment on kind of right or wrong

24 exceptfor this one tle area that I'm going to read to you. ~ And it’s in the middleof the

25 pageon page 24.
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1 It says, “Trump may test this. ~ According to sources in the Republican Party at the

2 tate and national levels, the Trump campaign is discussing contingency plans to bypass

3 election resuits and appoint loyal electors in battleground States where Republicans hold

4 thelegislative majority. Witha justification based on claims of rampant fraud, Trump

5 would ask State legislators to set aside the popular vote and exercise theirpower to

6 choose slate of electors directly."

7 So this article was published Septemberof 2020, so about 6 weeksorso before

8 theelection. Do you remember this dea, the concept, as you just explained it, coming.

9 up before the election?

10 A Irecall going back to 2016 there was -- and | joined late August 2016, early

11 September 2016 I recalled and I'm not, honestly, that familar with kindof this area of

12 the world, electoral law or — so I recallback to 2016 there was concern that the opposite

13 would occur against the President and not in his - President Trump and not in his favor,
14 that people who were not favorable to him, didn't agree with his election or even his

15 nomination, might not vote for him

16 Sol recall back then a process in place where - whereby - and I'm not sure how

17 that was shored up to guarantee that the electors who were going to be sent to vote with

18 the college were going to vote for soon-to-be President Trump.

19 That was my initial, vague understandingofthe concept in 2016. ~ So you asked

20 kind of when first kind of came across this. It was really back in 2016.

2 Q sure. And can we just explore that really quickly? So think what you're

22 describing is a concept known as faithless electors, where the electors who were selected

23 would vote for someone other than the person they'd been chosen to vote for essentially.

2a lsthat right?

2 A Thatis correct.
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1 Q Okay. Butthis concept that we're talking about here is a little bit

2 differently different - in the sense that State legislatures could just decide to appoint a

3 different setofelectors altogether, right?

4 A When I saw on the paragraph to which you're referring loyal electors, it

5 triggered in my mind the concept that you better remember than | of faithless electors,

6 Q Okay. Fair enough. So with respect to this election, though, 2020, do you

7 rememberthis idea of the State legislatures’ authority to appoint their own set of

8 electors coming up before November 3rd?

° A Before November 3rd? No.

10 Q Okay. And do yourememberwhen you heard it? You said earlier,

11 believe, that it was right around election day time. Do you remember where you heard

12 thisconcept first from? Let me rephrase that.

13 Do you remember who you heard this concept from the first time?

1a A Idon't. You know, when I when you bring up this concept, | kind of

15 categorize it with some of the crazy, crazier ideas that were thrown out in and around

16 thattime that, honestly, kindofdismissed at hand.

1” So don't recall from where it came, but | do recall my reaction to it.
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1
2 [4:40 p.m.)

; ovr:
a Q Okay. Do you remember ever speaking to like Justin Clark or Matt Morgan

$ or anybody about this idea of State legislators appointing their own set of electors?

. A Maybe conceptually. You know, not based, in my eyes at leas, in reality,
7 because it was, you know, something that, you know, as the traditional electoral pathway

8 was closingorclosed, you know, people were throwing out, you know, a lot of ideas. |

9 think a lot of things were being talked about, you know, on cable TV. So if it came up

10 and if we discussed it, | wouldn't be -- | wouldn't be surprised.

u Q Okay. And what about the effort to implement th strategy of the ther
12 part of it that we talked about? Where did -- or who first raised actually implementing

13 thestrategy,that you recall?

1 A Itjust started Happening, you know, without my ~ you know, recall |
15 recollected watching the Giuliani press conference at the Republic National Committee

16 onTV. Youknow,at this point, you know, | would be reading about reports of State
17 legislators from Michigan, you know, being invited to the White House and being at the
18 White House. At that point, | was very much a bystander in the campaign.

19 Q Okay. Fairenough. But having the legislators from Michigan and

20 Pennsylvania at the White House, that was consistent with implementation of this

21 strategy, as you understood it?
2 Mr. Mating, 1 mean, you're asking him as someone who was nat invalvedin it
23 and is watching these things unfold along with everybody else, or you're asking him

2 vie. Yeah
25 Mr. Marino. --for someinside information?
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1 ov vrJ:
2 Q No [inaudible] strategy was having legislators come to the White House and

3 meet with the President consistent with that strategy?

4 A From my vantage point, it seemed to be the case.

< Q Okay. And| think earlier you mentioned it was -- it seemed like, at least

6 initially, one of the crazier ideas. Do you remember Mr. Giuliani raising this in
7 discussions that ether you were a participant inorwitness to?
8 A Idon't recall that.

9 Q How about Jenna Ellis or Sidney Powell, do you remember either of them

10 ever bringing up this idea --

un {Audio malfunction.)
12 Q email from Vince Haley to Stephen Miller copied --

13 [Audio malfunction.]

1 Q  - inthis email looks like Ross Worthingtonattached some talking points or
15 some document. And then Stephen Miller says, Do we want to call on State legislators

16 to getinvolved? And then Vince Haley responds, at the very top email, If there are

17 substantial doubts about the integrity of the final outcome in various States, then State
18 legislators would be well within their prerogative under U.S. Constitution, and it would be

19 their solemn responsibility to intervene and pick a Trump slate of electors,

20 notwithstanding what slate is certified by the Secretary of State in that State.
2a So, first of all, is this the concept andstrategy that we've just been discussing, as.

2 youunderstand it?
23 A Seems likeit.

24 Q Okay. Did you ever have any conversations with Mr. Haley or Stephen

25 Miller or Ross Worthington about this idea?
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1 A No, not that recall

2 Q Do you recall ever following up on this email and this idea or concept?

3 Aldon. Youknow,as-Idont. Idon't

4 Q  Fairenough. Sol understand that on November 11th, you had a meeting in

5 the White House with Mr. Miller, Jason Mille, to be clear, Justin Clark, Eric Herschmann,

6 President Trump, and Vice President Pence, to talk about outreach to State legislatures.

7 Doyou remember that meeting?

8 Mr.Marino. What dayis thisJEEll?

9 Mr.Stepien. It'sthe 11th.

10 MEE. November the 11th, which | believe would be a Wednesday.

1 Mr. Marino, Yeah.

2 Mr. Stepien. 1 recall I recall - if my dates are correct, I recall ~ my main

13 remembrance of that meeting was that Arizona concept that we talked about earlier,

14 recall that being the point in time where that claim was relayed. Perhaps therewas a

15 high-level conversation, like 30,000 feet conceptually about this, but | don't recall it ever

16 beingin execution phase by this point in time or being discussed moving it to execution

17 phase, honestly.

1 ov vr.IR
19 Q Okay. Solet me just take a step back, though. Do you remember a

20 meeting on the 11th and the Vice President was there?

2 A I don't recall him being there, but he very well may have.

2 Q Okay. Do you remember the President being there?

2 A Yes. Irecall being at the White House on November 11th.

2 Q Ando the President was there. Was Mr. Jason Miller there at that

25 meeting?
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1 A Uikely. 1can't confirm thatforsure, but likely.

2 Q Okay. Doyou rememberMr.Justin Clark and Eric Herschmannbeing there

3 inthat meeting?

a A Likely. But, similarly, just | can't specifically recollect them being there.

s Q Whatabout Mr. Giuliani?

6 A Idon't recall that

7 Q Allright. Do you remem- ~ so you know you were there and the President

8  wasthere. Doyou remember anybody else for certain who was there?

9 A Meadows, I believe.

10 Q Anybody else?

1 A Notthat| can recall

2 Q Okay. And you said just a minute ago that you believe this idea or the

13 concept of the State legislature came up ata 30,000 foot level. ~ Can you explain that

14 more specifically, please?

15 A Yeah. Again,Ithink-Ithinknot dissimilar 1 hate -sorryto keepgoing
16 backto the Arizona idea, the Arizona claim, but|do so because | recall it being, you know,

17 relayed in a similar vein as an idea, something to think about, something to consider.

18 Hey, here is something that someone said to me. It was relayed, you know, in a similar

19 fashion of something to - you know, a sptballing of something to consider that was

20 thrown outat that meeting. Verysimilar to, hey, look into Arizona for this reason.

2 Q Do yourememberwho raised this dea of having Statelegislatures appoint

22 their own set of electors?

2 A ldonot.

2 Q  Didyouraise it?

2 A No.
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1 Q Did Mr. Meadows raise it?

2 A Idon't recall

3 Q What was the President's reaction to this idea of State legislatures

4 appointing their own setofelectors?

5 A Itwas anew concept and was very interested in keeping pathways to victory

6 open, sol believe he found the concept intriguing.

7 Q Did he is there anything he said specifically that you remember his words?

5 A lcantrecll.

9 Q Do you remember him asking anybody to look into it, for example?

10 A No,ldon't recall that

1 Q Do you know if White House counsel was at this meeting?

2 A Idon't recall that.

13 wir 11 pause here and see if anybody has any questions about this.

1 Mr. 3 Not on that, no.

15 vl Ov.

16 Mr. Steplen. Sorry I'm kindof a litle blank on that.

7 oyvr

18 Q No. That's okay. | mean, guess, just to round this out, though, this

19 concept of alternate slates of electors or legislatures choosing alternate slates of electors

20 did come up at this November 11th meeting with the President?

2 A Ithink conceptually it was thrown out there as, you know, on the menu of

2 ideasto pursue.

23 Q Did you ever talk to the President about this ideaafter this meeting?

20 A No.

2 Q Do you knowifanybodyelse did?
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1 A Idont know.

2 Q  Didanybody -
3 A Its important to note, justfortimeline purposes, this s the 11th, 2 days

4 after, you know, things changed structurally on the campaign with Rudy in and, you

5 know, Justin and me out. So, you know, there wasn'ta lot of, you know, roadway

6 between the two dates.

7 Q Do you remember ever tell — or excuse me. Do you remember anybody

8 ever teling you that they had followed up with the President on this idea of alternate

9 electors?

10 A Don'trecall that, no

n Q Andjust to set the scene, and I'm sorryif | already asked you this, but this

12 meeting, was this in the Oval Office?

13 A twas.

1 Q Ifwe can goto exhibit 39, please. ~ Specifically page 3. And this is nota

15 document that you provided, Mr. Stepien, so I'm going to ask you to ust take a lookat it

16 and see f you recognize it or anything like it. But these are submissions from alternate

17 slates of electors that were sent tothe Presidentofthe Senate and the National Archives

18 inadvance of the January 6th joint session.

19 And my question wil be, so you know while you're looking at it page 3, please.

20 Myquestion will be: Did you ever see any documents like this being created or sent

21 around that could be blank or otherwise, likea shell that was in development, anything at

2 alllikethat?

2 A Isthisthe page 3we're talking about?

2 Q  Thisis, correct.

2 A No. Ive never seen thisoranything like it.
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1 Q Okay. Andif you go down to page 4, please. So this isa certificate of the

2 votes of the 2020 electors from Arizona in this case, but did you ever see any documents

3 thatlooked like this?

4 A No.

5 Q Did you know whether anybody at the campaign or the White House was

6 actually reaching out to start implementing this strategy?

7 A lwasnotaware,

8 Q The followup to that question, | think | know the answer to, but | don't want

9 toassume. Are you aware of anybody helping to organize meetings of groups of these

10 alternate electors to meet and vote?

1 A No. Bythis point, | was ~ it had been a long, you know, 4 years. And,

12 yeah, | was not around for this.

13 Q And just for the record, did you say no to that question about organizing or

14 knowing about the organizing of these meetings?

15 A said noto that, correct.

16 Q Okay. Imsorry. Sometimes it cuts outalitle bit.

7 1f we can pull up exhibit — actually, you know what? Go to 27really quickly.

18 Thisis the text message we looked at, and | just have one clarification question on that,

19 It's exhibit 27, and it's where you ask Mr. Meadows, What do you think about setting up a

20 call with you, me, Alex Cannon,Nick Trainer, J. Clark to run throughour data plan and its

21 intersection with the legal.

2 Do you know who you're referring toor what you're referring to when you say

23 “the legal?

2 A assume I'm referring toAlexandJustin.

2 Q  Asbeing the legal team?
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1 A Yes

2 Q Okay. Could that mean Mr. Giuliani and his legal team? This is November

3 16th

a A No. Iwas not Iwas not interested in coordinating orintersectingwith

5 that legal team,

6 Q Okay. Andon that point, you had mentioned earlier that you used the

7 campaign or what was left of the campaign's research team to run down some of these:

8 claims, as did Ms. Cannon in the Arizona example. Do you knowif Mr. Giuliani and his

9 legalteam ever used the research team that was available on the campaign to look at

10 claims of fraud?

1 A ldon'tknow. Idon'tknow. Iwas --by that point, | was not physically

12 there, and! could not tell you.

13 Mr. Marino. [Jil don't know if it's just been a slip of the tongue, but since you

14 said it twice, | just thought Id call it to your attention. ~ Alex Cannon is 2 man.

15 vr. apologize. I'm sorry. Iwas thinking of somebody else. So Mr.

16 Cannon. Iapologize throughout the record. Thank you for correcting that.

FY Mr. Marino, | just want to the record to be clear.

18 mr.Jl. Verygood. No,| appreciate that, Mr. Marino.

19 ov vrJ:

0 Q Ife can go to exhibit 32, please. Thisisa document that you provided,

21 Mr. Stepien, it's starting at Bates No. 45. Thisis alongchain, so Il askyou to go to

2 pages.

2 This is an email starting - actually, it starts the page before. It's from Jason

24 Miller, butit's sent on December 31st to Gary Coby, Mike Hahn, Alex Cannon, copying
25 Justin Clark, you, Mr. Stepien, Matt Morgan, and Tim Murtaugh.
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1 Do you know why you were receiving emails like this on December 31st, that late?

2 A Can you scroll | just want to see the full distribution. I'm sorry, the other

3 way. I'msory. Yeah. Who sent this, dowe know?

4 Q  Itwas Jason Miller. It's at the bottom of the next page.

5 A Yeah. Atthis point, you know, Jason, you know, in my absence, you know,

6 was kind of executing some of the ~ as you see, Rudy's plans. And from my perspective,

7 itwas kind of out of courtesy to keep me in the loop on what was going on at this point in

8 time. By December 31st, you know, | was, you know, 6 weeks from being a constant

9 presence in headquarters, and, you know, to me, this is justa courtesy to CC me.

10 Q You're saying this was implementing Rudy's plan. What do you mean by

11 that? Are you referring tothe text in the email itself?

2 A I'm referring to the -- this was requested by Rudy, yes.

13 Q Okay. Sothat there's it looks like there's a proposed tweet, if you go

14 down justalittie bit. Those look like little siren emojis. It says: Team Trump Action

15 Alert. Call and email Georgia House Speaker David Ralston and Senate Majority Leader

16 Mike Dugan to demand that they call a special session immediately. Then icons with

17 checkmarks. Itsays: Hear the evidence, correct the falsestatements, and demand a

18 vote on decertification.

19 Were you at all involved in the creation or editing of this message?

20 A No. No. Therewasalong chain. Thisis Georgia specific. There were

21 other States and Michigan and some others. Yeah. | was merelyonthere as a CC

22 courtesy. Ididn'tweighin. Ididn'tedit. Ididn', you know, direct. was puton

23 these messages, in my estimation, as a courtesy.

2 Q And do you understand the reference that's in there to a vote on

25 decertification?
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1 A I mean,I believe that to mean something related to our conversation about
2 alternate electors.

3 Q And do you have that understanding based on your time working at the
4 campaign and being at headquarters when this concept and strategy were discussed?
$ A Sure. Andalso just based on -- yes. I'll answer your question yes.

. cB Any questions following up on what we've discussed here?
7 vic. Just one.
8 So going back to the November 11th meeting in the Oval Office, | just want to

9 ‘make sure | understand what was discussed. Was the discussion in that meeting related

10 to the concept of the State legislature strategy, as you've described it, or the

11 implementation of the strategy, or both?

12 Mr. Stepien. | don't believe this was discussed in a real serious way before that

13 point in time. So this was a conceptual conversation, not the implementation or

14 execution thereof.
15 wie Aveyouaware of anyotherconversationsotherthan this
16 ‘meeting about the implementation of such a strategy?

w Mr. Stepien, I'm not. | referenced before, 2 days after the November 11th
18 meeting, the President switched up his legal team, and, you know, | was just not nearly as

19 involved in conversations after that point in time.
2 vieEE. Okay. Thankyou
21 Mr. Stepien. Yes.

2 ov vrJ:
23 Q Allright. If we cango to exhibit 40, please. This is a tweet that the

20 President sent out on November 19th, 2020, at 142. This says pum. | believe t's
25 actually a.m. It talks about Peter Navarro and his reports on fraud in the election, and
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1 thensays: Statistically impossible to have lost the 2020 election. Big protest in D.C. on

2 January6th. Be there. Will bewild.

3 Now, knowthat based on what you've said, you were largelyout of the loop at

4 that point, but do you know anything at all about this tweet,other than the fact that it

5 wassentout?

6 A ldont.

7 Q Okay. Did you ever talk to anybody aboutwhatthe President meant by, be

8 there on January 6th, will be wild?

9 A No. Nordol-

10 Q  Doyouever-

n A Nordol you know, nor am | familarwiththis36-page report.

2 Q Do you know anything aboutwhatthePresident's expectations on

13 December 19th wereforJanuary 6th, the joint session of Congress?

1a A ldonot.

15 Q Did you ever talk to the President about this tweet?

16 A No.

7 Q Ifwe can go to exhibit 34, please. Thisis a document that you provided,

18 Mr. Stepien, starting at Bates No. 36. And we'll go to page 4 first which is an email from

18 Ken Chesebro to Justin Clark, Bruce Marks, John Eastman, Judge Troupis, and copying a

20 few others. You were not copied on this, to beveryclear, but do you know who Ken

21 Chesebrois?

2 A ldonot.

2 Q Do youknowwho JohnEastmanis?

2 A Only what I've, you know, read, you know, after the campaign.

2 Q Did you ever meet or speak with John Eastman in your role as campaign
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1 manager?

2 A No

3 Q Okay. Did you ever meet or speak with him about hislegal theories related

4 tothealterate electors?

5 A No

6 Q And did you ever speak with anyof the people who are onthis email

7 here ~ Justin Clark, Bruce Marks, JohnEastman, Judge Troupis, Nina Khan, Tom Sullivan,

8 Matt Morgan - about the alternate electors idea?

9 A I mean, you know, perhaps Justin Clark, you know, conceptually about the

10 idea, you know, before, you know, the President - you know, Justin Clark| believe was in

11 the meeting on November 11, 50 | don't want to -- | don't want to say that we, you know,

12 were notina discussion on that topic because, you know, we certainly ~ it certainly came

13 upinthatsetting. Butin a serious way, in an execution-type fashion, absolutely not.

14 Q Did he tell youhis thoughts on the alternate elector plan or idea?

15 A I'msure he did. I'm sure we're of like minds on the topic.

16 Q And just to be clear, like minds meaning what?

7 A Thatit was an unrealistic idea and possibilty.

18 Q Now, you provided this document. | mean, as we're looking at it, do you

19 remember anything about this and this exchange of emails?

0 A Looking at the one that we're curr- ~ the page we're currently looking at?

2 Q Correct.

2 A No.

23 Q Okay. Ifwe goto page 3, and these are December 24th. This is an email

24 sent by Ken Chesebro, again, to the same group, as best as | can tell. And they're talking

25 about the likelihood of success, believe, in the Supreme Court and some litigation filing.
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1 And Mr. Chesebro says: | think the odds of action before January6 will be become

2 fav--- more favorable if the Justices start to fear that there will be wild chaos on January

3 6th unless they rule by then either way, and then it continues.

4 You received this email on December the 24th. Do you have any idea of what

5 Mr. Chesebro was referring to when he's talking about wild chaos on January the 6th?

6 A No.

7 Q Doyouremember

8 A And, honestly, there's a good chance|didn't even, you know, read the full

9 email, tobe frank. Itwas—

10 Q  Ifwegotopage-

u A Itwas [inaudible] aftera

2 Q Okay. I'msorrytocutyouoff there.

13 If we go to page 1 of this, this is when you did receive the email, in fairness,

14 Mr.Stepien. Yougot it on December the 24th. Looks like thisisthe last email of the

15 chain. And Justin Clark sentit to you and Jason Miller with a note, saying: = Stil fighting

16 the grifters trying to steal the President's money. It's gross. Wait for the replies when

17 they say, oh, you misunderstood, I'm not working for free.

18 Do you knowwhythis email came to you from Mr. Clark?

19 A Yes.

20 a why?

21 A Ibelieve that he shared this with me, and Jason,for that matter, because,

22 you know, there was a belief that many of the postelection day actors, you know, were in

23 itfor notoriety, were init to make a splash, were in it to get on TV, were init to, you

24 know, makea relationship with the President, and were in it to make money. ~ You know,

25 Justin refers to them as grifters, you know. That -- that's why he forwarded this email to
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1 me because, you know, manyof these people were bad actors, and he was emphasizing

2 thatfact

3 Q So you mentioned postelection day actors looking for maybe some ulterior

4 motive, publicity, whatever, all the things you just listed. ~ Are you referring to the

5 people then onthis email chain that's forwarded to you by Mr. Clark other than, say,
6 Mr.Clarkand Mr. Miller?

7 A Maybe. Idon't know the names well enough to | mean, not Matt

8 Morgan, whol doknow.

9 a okay.

10 A Butthe rest, | previouslysaid I'm not familiar with anyofthem, so | can't

11 speaktotheir intentions or not.

2 a okay.

13 A Butclearly, clearly, you know, Justin has an opinion that he's sharing.

14 Q Switching gears slightly but still related, do you recall any discussions

15 between President Trumpor anybody at the White House and any Members of Congress

16 about objecting to the electoral votes during the joint session on January 6th?

7 A Dol recall conversations between President Trump and any Members of

18 Congress. Thatwas the question?

19 Q Correct.

0 A ldonotrecall. Iwas not partytoany.

2 Q And to expand the scope on that, do you recall any discussions between

22 anybody else in the White House and Membersof Congress about objecting to electoral

23 votes on January 6th?

2 A You said anyone else at the White House?

2 Q Correct.
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: A tamnot aware,
2 Q Okay. Did you ever hear about conversations like those either with the

3 President or other people at the White House and Members of Congress?
a A No, | did not hear.

5 Q  lassume you didn't have those conversationsyourself with Members of

6 Congress about objecting tothe electoral votes durinth jin session on January 6th?
7 A No. actually did have from a couple clients who were Members of

8 Congress or friends who are Members of Congress, a couple of them asked my advice on,

9 you know, what | thought they should do, or they bounced their ideas on what they

10 thought they should do off of me. So, you know, | did have a conversation with one or

13 two Members of Congress abou, you know, plfticlly, you know, for thir interests, you
12 know, what | thought they should do.

13 Q And in those conversations, were those clearly like a political calculus as

14 opposedto the merits of the objections and fraud nthe States?
15 A Iwould say both. You know,if a Member of Congress, you know, came to

16 me and said, you know, should | object, it's my belief that they believe there's reason to

17 object. And, you know, and subsequently, you know th politics of tha decision, you
18 know, were discussed.

19 I certainly -- | -- to be clear, | didn't pick up the phone and, you know, lobby

20 Members to vote in acertain way. You know, that was not for me to do, notforme to

2 weigh in. If someone wanted to discuss the politics ofa decision, you know, I'm happy

2 todothat
23 vr I'm about to get to January 6th specifically, but any followup on

24 what we've talked about?

2 we veh.
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: ovvrJR
2 Q Mr. Stepien, if you'd go back to the grifters comment that Mr. Miller made.

3 Divestment aiden
4 after you became a bystander were grifters or were there for personal financial

$ motivation?

. A believe Mr. Clark had made that comment, fo point of arifcation. |
7 think.

8 Q Yeah. I'msorry. Whoever made it, my question is whether you shared

os thatconcem.
1 A ves
u a wy
12 A My concern was that people were using this moment in time to -- and it

13 wasn't just necessarily grifting for purposes of lining their own pockets but to step into

14 thatvoid, and | mentioned, you know, gan notoriety, gain a relationship with President
15 Trump, geton TV. So from my perspective, grifting kind of takes many forms --

16 Q Uh-huh.

v A utente
18 Q Isee. Andis that, in part, based, Mr. Stepien, on your view that the

3 itanecwhat theyre saying was not rssratle was rk consent with the
20 facts as you understood them?

2 Aves.
» a Thankyou.
» ove.IR

QA Soldewant trum in famiaryGth, Dit you have any rosin
25 planning or preparing for events on January 6th, and to be very specific, the rally on the
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1 Ellipse?

2 A No.

3 Q Did you have any discussions with President Trump about the events on

4 January 6th, including the rally on the Ellipse and the joint session of Congress?

5 A Ididnot.

6 Q Did you have any discussions about those topics with anybody in the White

7 House, including Mark Meadows or others?

8 A Ididnot.

9 Q Did you have any discussions regarding communication strategy for January

10 6th, either related to the rally or the joint session of Congress?

u A With whom specifically?

2 Q  Anyoneatall. Any discussions about communication strategy.

13 A Yes. Ibelieve someof those materials were submitted to you.

1a Q Okay. Canyouexplain?

15 A Yeah. You know, | had mentioned previously that, you know, the campaign

16 ended and, you know, | was back to the business of, you know, being a political

17 consultant. Soa couple Members of Congress, a couple, you know, clients asked me,

18 you know, what's the right thing to be saying about this. You know, I'm getting.

19 incoming calls from reporters. How do | respond? Sol provided, you know, the best

20 advice could.

2 Q Understood. And | appreciate that clarification. | was geared more

22 towards the White House specifically and the President, so - but | do appreciate your

23 candor there, Mr. Stepien.

2 A No no advice to the White House or anyoneon campus there.

2 Q Did you have - based on what you knew and just your friendships and
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1 acquaintances, did you have any expectations for the rally on the Elipse on January

2 thesth?

3 A Noldidnot. Ididnot. Didn't know what to expect, honesty.

a Q Did you hear from anybody that there could be violence or they were

5 concerned about what might happen at the rally or during the joint session?

6 A Yeah. You know, I recall advising or talking toaMember of Congress. |

7 didn't know what to expect. You know, he asked, you know, how what should | do?

8 Should I go, should Inot go? And my advice was to go, you know, take a picture and

9 leave. Thatwas my advice, because | just didn't know what to expect, to know f the

10 crowd was going to be large or small, you know, peaceful or unpeaceful. So that was

11 the best advice | could give.

2 Q And ll note just foryour knowledge, Mr. Stepien, that Representative

13 Aguilar has joined. And believe Representative Schiff had also joined at one point but

14 nolonger appears to be on.

15 A Thankyou.

16 Q Andthat question of go or not go, you said - and then you responded by.
17 saying, go and take a picture, you're referring to the raly at the Ellipse as opposed to the

18 joint session of Congress?

19 A Correct. Correct

2 Q You know, one of the things just, | guess, big picturewise, as a campaign

21 manager, | would assume, though | don't necessarily want to, assume that you kind of

22 know where tofind your candidate's supporters or where to look to maybe convince

23 others that your candidate's the best. Is that far?

2 A sue. Yes

2 Q How important is social media to that, meaning like the Redts and other
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1 websites of the world where peopletalkabout candidates and politics?

2 A 1 don't have alot of familiarity with Reddit, to be honest. ~ But social media

3 wiitlarge, obviously, you know, is in today's day and age an important communications.

4 device for candidates and elected officials.

s Q Have you ever heard of the website thedonald win?

6 A No

7 Q Never heard of it. Do you ever remembertalking about itor hearing

8 anybody raise tin conversations?

9 A Idonot recall.

10 Q And one specific question. ~ Do you remember Jason Miller ever bringing up.
11 thedonald.win or message boards about the President and his supporters?

2 A Ido not recall, no.

3 Q Okay. Allright. So earlier we talked about the phone calls that you had

14 and that you identified on the chart that you gave to us, which is very helpful, and you

15 said you remember having calls on the 14th and the 15th with the President. ~ Can you

16 please describe those calls and what you discussed?

FY A Yeah. Those twocalls were in referenceto aPresidential pardon that he

18 was relaying, that he was pardoning someone who | had, you know, putina request to

19 havedone so.

2 Q Whowas that person?

2 A George Gilmore of New Jersey.

2 Q Did he mention anything about the events of January 6th during those calls?

2 A No.

2 Q Did he mention any other possiblepardons that he was considering?
2 A No.
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1 Q Alright. Was ita short conversation?

2 A Itwas a short conversation,as | recall it.

3 Q And to be clear, both of them were short conversations?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Do yourememberanything else that you talked aboutwith the President

6 during those calls?

7 A Squarely focused on the pardon. He was - he wanted to relay the news.

8 Hewasin goodspirits, and that was it.

9 Q Did he call you or did you call him?

10 A He called me.

u Q Did you ever call him?

2 A Very, very, very, very rarely. You know, it's just kind of not my practice. |

13 figure he has more important things to be doing than, you know, talking a call from me.

14 Soifl called him, it was a return call. | very, very rarely, if ever, called him. It was

15 alwaysa return call.

16 Q Did he have a cell phone when he was the President?

1” A He had - he certainly had a --you know, an iPhone. |believe itwas an

18 iPhone. Neversaw him I don't recall really seeing him use it for, you know, telephonic

19 purposes.

20 Q Did you ever call him on thatcell phone while he was President?

21 A No.

2 Q  Doyou know if it's the same phone that he still has?

23 A Idon't know.

2 Q Did you ever text with him while he was the President?

2 A No.
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1 Q Do you know what he used the cell phone for, if you don't recall him ever

2 usingitto make phone calls?

3 A 1-you know, | assumed for, you know, tweeting and social media purposes,

4 butthat'smyguess.

5 Q Youdon'tknowforsure, though?

6 A Don't know for sure.

7 Q Now, on January the 12th, | understand that you met with the President,

8 alongwith Jason Miller, Brian Jack, and Jared Kushner, to talk about the President's

9 political future. Is that accurate?

10 A Idon't recall that meeting, and I'm being completely frank with you. | think

11 supplieda-istherea-

2 Mr. Stepien. You have the book, Kevin?

13 Mr. Marino, | do.

1a Mr. Stepien. 1 think | supplied a PowerPoint from that meeting.

15 wr.[BL Allright. Yes. Let's go to exhibit 35, and that is Bates 172.

16 Mr. Stepien. Yeah. So'm just looking on my ~ justlookingat my calendar, |

17 don't recall being here. But | obviously have the PowerPoint that was sent to me, but |

18 don't recall this meeting. And I'm being a hundred percent frank with you.

19 viol. Okay. And I'm just going to read you something in the event that

20 itjostles your memory here. This i from Michael Wolf's “Landslide” book. It says:

21 On January 12th, Stepien, Jason Miller, Brian Jack, and Jared Kushner met with Trump to

22 discuss his political future. Trump asked them if they were sticking around and they said

23 thatthey would. Stepien prepareda presentationfor the meeting in which he bulleted

24 the House and Senate Members who appeared to favor impeachment.

2 Does that help refresh your recollection about a meeting on the 12th?
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1 Mr. Marino, I'm sorry,Bll. Canyousay —tell me whowrote the book again?

2 MrSEL Michael Wolff.

3 Mr. Marino. ~Canyousayitagain?

a VAS. Michael Wolff.

5 Mr. Marino. Okay. Thankyou.

6 rE. Does that refresh your recollection about a meeting that you had or

7 conversation that you had with the President?

5 Mr.Stepien. Perhaps. Perhaps hewas I~

9 Mr. Marino, But don't speculate.

10 Mr.Stepien, Yeah.

1 Mr. Marino. Ifyou don't remember, you don't remember. Ifthat jogsyour

12 memory, it jogs your memory.

13 Mr.Stepien. 1 just don'trecall that meeting. I'm sory.

1a oyvrI -

15 Q Okay. Sothe second page of this document that you provided to us, it

16 looks like a survey poll

FY A Yeah.

1 Q And the first question that's polled there is: ~The election — or it's not really

19 aquestion. Ishould rephrase it. Itsays: The electionhas been decided and

20 President Trump should move on and focus on ensuringa peaceful andorderlytransition.

2 Doyou remember this?

2 A Ididn't until sent thisalong to you. You know, oftentimespollsare done

23 withintent, and it seems like, you know, the purpose of this was to show him data that

24 supported the idea that peaceful transition, you know, was what the American people

25 wanted
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1 Q Do yourememberhaving a conversation with the President about this idea,

2 evenifnot this slide specifically?

3 A Gosh, don't recall. I'm really sorry, but that meeting just has me a litle bit

4 blank.

5 Q Okay. And we've learned through our investigation that Jason Miller may

6 have hada conversation about this with the President and said the President wasn't ~ he

7 wouldn't have it I believe, were Jason Miller's words. ~ Does that refresh your

8 recollection about any conversation or meeting that you're aware of?

9 A Does not refresh my memory. If no, it does not refresh my memory.

10 Q And we talked about the two calls on | believe it was the 14th and 15th.

11 Did youever talk to the President about what happened on January 6th?

2 A No.

13 ve.JJ 'm going to pause there and seeif anybody has anyquestions on

1 that

15 ve ne

16 vrEL Okay.

17 wirIER. Very quickly.

1 want to direct your attention to pages 9 and 10 of this document on exhibit 35.

19 And while we're pulling it up, Il describe to you that it's providing polling results on two

20 prompts, you will. The first one is, quote, "If Twitter, Facebook, and Google can

21 censorand take away the President's right to free speech, they can censor and take away

22 the right of free speech for any American."

2 And then the second prompt is, quote, "Big tech companies like Twitter,

24 Facebook, Amazon, Google, and Apple have too much power and need to be regulated to

25 protect the freedoms and privacy of Americans."
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1 Why were these two prompts included in this polling?

2 Mr. Stepien. Don't know. | was not involved in the construction of the poll,

3 nc. Basedonyour—did you have any conversations about the

4 preparation of this poll with — well, | guess maybe to start, do you know who prepared

5 thispoll?

6 Mr. Stepien. From the looks of it, looks like the poll was done by,| believe, John

7 Mclaughlin. But | don't know who worked with John on the construction of the poll.

5 ve or.
9 ay vrI

10 Q Before we switch gears, can | | just have two things you said, Mr. Stepien,

11 onwhich! wanted to follow up.

2 1 appreciate your use of theword "bystander." It sounds like around November

13 13th, your role changed and you became, to use your word, more ofa bystander than

14 sort of actively managing the campaign such as it was at that time. Is that right, and is

15 that the date, roughly, on which that change occurred?

16 A ltwas. twas, yes

FY Q And my question is whether that wasyour choice, the President's choice, or

18 acombination. What motivated that change in your status? Was that you

19 purposefully steppingback for a reason or the President stepping you back and replacing

20 youwithGiuliani and others?

2 A So the evolution was, you know, week one postelection day very politically

22 focused,very data focused. My role was significant in, you know, analyzing and helping

23 beapartof thateffort. Week two, when it turned to a legal operation, | naturally got,

24 youknow, less interaction with President Trump, less phone calls with President Trump.

25 He caredlessabout the politics at that point and more about the legal at that point.
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1 And kind of as| got less phone calls from him, Justin Clark got more phone calls from him.

2 Andasthatweekwore on, he became dissatisfied with, | think, Justin's aggression,

3 you know, especially comparedtowhat others were, in his ear, | assume, you know,

4 telling him what he should be doing or could be doing. And, you know, Justin had a

5 more methodical approach, one that, you know, aligned with my view.

6 When the President replaced, you know, Justin with Mayor Giuliani, you know, he

7 naturally, you know, took that larger role that Justin had, larger than mine at that point.

8 Andat that point, | wasn't necessarily replaced by -- you know, by Mayor Giuliani,

9 but--or by President — or from President Trump, but | was not inviting a role in an

10 operation that MayorGiuliani was leading. So, at that point, it was kind of, you know,

11 self-demotion, my choice.

2 Q Yeah. I'm getting the sense from listening to you here for a few hours that

13 yousortofchose to pull back, that you were uncomfortable with what Mr. Giuliani and

1a others were saying and doing and, therefore, you were purposefully stepping back from a

15 day-to-day role as the leader of the campaign. Is that -- | don't want to put words in

16 yourmouth. Is that accurate?

1” A Thatsaccurate. That'saccurate. You know, | had my assistant — it was a

18 big glass kind of wall office in our headquarters, and | had my assistant lock my door. |

19 told her, don't let anyone in. You know, Il be around when| need to be around. You

20 know, tell me what I need to know. Tell me what's going on here, but, you know, you're

21 going to see less of me.

2 And, you know, sure enough, you know, Mayor Giuliani tried to, you know, get in

23 myoffice and ordered her to unlock the door, and she didn't do that, you know. She's,

24 you know, smart about that. But your words are ones | agree with.

2 Q Yeah. Okay. Andwasitimportantforyou, Mr. Stepien, to sort of pull
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1 back just for your own professional reputation? You didn't want to be associated with

2 some of what you were hearing from the Giuliani team and others that sort of stepped in

3 inthe wake of your departure?

4 A I didn't mind being categorized. There were two groups of family. We

5 called them kind of my team and Rudy's team. | didn't mindbeing characterized as

6 being part of team normal as reporters, you know, kindofstarted to do around that point

7 intime.

8 You know, | said, you know, hours ago, early on that, you know, I've been doing.

9 thisfora long time, 25 years, and I've spanned, you know, political ideologies from Trump

10 toMcCain to Bush to Christie, you know. And, you know, | can workunder a lot of

11 circumstances for a lotofvaried, you know, candidates and politicians. But the situation

12 where and think along the way I've built up a pretty good -- I hope a good reputation

13 for being honest and professional, andI didn't think what was happening was necessarily

14 honest or professional at that point in time. So --

5 Q Yeah.

16 A --thatled to me stepping away.

uv Q  lappreciate that. Who else was on team normal with you? You've

18 mentioned Justin Clark, Justin Jason Miller. I'm just curious if you could sort of line up

19 who was on either side of team normal, the Stepien team, and team crazy, the Giuliani

20 team?

21 A Yeah. You know, certainly Justin Clark, Eric Herschmann, Alex Cannon.

22 Youknow, they were all veryclear eyed when it came to ~~ you know, and aligned with

23 me whenit came toour view of what was happening and our view of the status of the

2 race

2 You know, I've seen some very recent reports about, you know, detractors of mine
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1 saying that | wasn't fighting hard enough. I think it was the Rolling Stone article, Kevin.

2 Youknow,| wasn't fighting hard enough or Id given up, and I just no one fought harder

3 than me, you know, for 4 years from the first campaign to the second. This just wasn't

4 mykind of fight. This wasn'ta fight that | was comfortable with.

s Q Yeah. And who else - who was on the other side, besides Giuliani and the

6 lawyers that he brought in? To the extent you can characterize the other team that was

7 sort of advocating this approach with which you disagreed, who was on that team?

5 A twaslargely the legal team, you know, and the names that, you know,
9 weve mentioned who were in Rudy's orbit and many of those on the emails that we've

10 recently reviewed. You know, Peter Navarro, not a lawyer, though aligned with that

11 group. never interacted with, you know, Peter and what he was doing in is report,

12 but assume he was part of that group. Michael Flynn seemed to be a part of that

13 group. Mike Lindell seemed to be a part ofthat group. Largely, you know,

14 lawyerbased, but some other people in theorbit that | just outlined at the end.

15 Q Yeah. How about Mark Meadows, which team would you put him on?

16 A Neither.

7 Q What doyoumean?

1 AI don't think he was | think he, you know, was an honest broker. Like, he

19 wasan honestbroker for as long as | was, you know, involved in the day to day. After

20 that pointin time, | can't really speak to where he was or with whom he was aligned.

21 I'm just I'm blind on that.

2 Q Yeh

2 A Justlack of direct interaction.

2 Q Yeah. Well he didn't step away like you did. ~ He stayed all the way

25 through the end, right?
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1 A Hedid

2 Q How about the President's family, particularly his children, which side would

3 you say they were on, if you were dividing the Trump world into team normal and team

4 eran?

5 A Ithink they are - I think they're aligned with, you know, my world view. |

6 think they were you know, it's my belief - I had no, you know, interaction or

7 conversations on this certainly after I left, but | think there was, you know, concern. |

8 certainly heard concern in that meeting on November7 at campaign headquarters, you

9 know, concern about, you know, doing the right thing bytheir father, you know,

10 genuinely concerned for, you know, their dad. Sol think - | can't speak toeverytweet,

11 youknow, that people send out, but | think at day's end, they're more aligned with, you

12 know, my world view of the election and post election than not.

13 Q Yeah. mean, you talked about Mr. Kushner as being involved in some of

14 the those clear-eyed discussions that you had in the days following the election. Fair to

15 say that puts him on team normal, at least as far as you could tell?

16 A Yeah. Jared brought me on to the campaign in 2016. You know, he - we.

17 maintained a good relationship throughout. ~ And, yeah, | would put Jared in that in

18 the same camp with my world view.

19 Q Okay. Two other White House staffers | want to ask you about, and the

20 same question, which side, and that's Dan Scavino and Stephen Miller. If you had to

21 classify them, based on your observations, which side were they on? And it could be a

22 different answer for each.

23 A Yeah. Youknow, ier many ways is an extension of the family

24 and, you know, cared about President Trump, | assume still cares about President Trump,

25 you know, the same way that, you know, another son would. ~ So, you know, he
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1 was [il was at that meeting on November 7th and was, you know, concerned about

2 doingthe right thing by the President and legacy and impact thereon. So | think[ll

3 youknow, would be in my camp. Again, this is just kind of me speculating, largely.

a You know, Stephen 1don't know where to classify Stephen. You know, he

5 certainly, you know, a hard liner on some, you know, policy. You know, certainly, you

6 know, would be, you know, called a - you know,a fighter for the cause. | just don't

7 know 1 don't know what happened after, you know, November 13, and that — to me,

8 that's the important inflection point --

9 Q Uh-huh,

10 A ~asto how -- you know, what you were doing after that point in time.

u a Right

2 A That's really important to me and would guide my classification for someone

13 like Stephen.

14 Q understand.

15 Last question. If there was ever a time when you were working for the President

16 where you needed help persuading him about something or you wanted to get through

17 tohim, seek some reinforcementfor a position you were taking, who would to whom

18 would you tun for help, knowing that that person would potentially be influential with

19 the President? Who did you perceive as an influencer that could help you get the

20 President to do or not do something?

2 A Eric Herschmann

2 Q Tell memore about that. Why?

2 A Eric Herschmann had -- you know, | believe he had the President's respect.

24 Youknow, | don't know a lot about Eric, but what | do knows that, you know, he - you

25 know, not even sure what Eric's specific role was, you know, towards the latter days of
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1 the administration or the campaign, but, you know, he was someone who would not be

2 afraid to tell the President the truth in a forceful way.

3 1 don't think Eric needed the job. You know, so many people needed the job or

4 wanted the access, craved the access. Ericdidn't you know, didn't need either, and

5 with that came a lot of freedom to speak very bluntly, if need be. So, if at times, you

6 know,a message had to be delivered from a different voice than mine, Eric was always a

7 very strong truth teller.

5 Q Yeah. Iappreciate that. Was there anyone else like that, Mr. Stepien,

9 that played a similar role,a truth teller that the President — who the President respected?

10 A That! utilized?

1 Q Yes. Oryoudid or you would thinkto utilize if you were trying to convince

12 him ofa particularposition.

13 A No. Atthat point --at that late point in the campaign, thinking over the

14 115 days left there weren't many. | was often the one, you know, doing it myself. So

15 Id count Eric as the top and, you know, maybe only ally| used in that regard.

16 Q  Gotit. Okay. Allright. | don't have anything else.

FY We have one more discrete area, andJES ™ colleague, and this is

18 really focused on sort of the Trump digital operation and fundraising. And | know you

19 didn't havea ton of visisilty into that, butJJ nas some specific questions about
20 howthe campaign was organized.

2 Mr. Marino, | think t's

2 What do you think?

2 sll. Oh, no, no. I'm not even going to speculate on time at this point,

24 and i'm so sorry to be standing between you and dinner.

2 viel My question is, do you want to take a break for § minutes or just
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1 march through to the finish?

2 Mr. Marino. ~ Any idea about how long you'll be?

3 Ms 1 would sayprobablyatleast20 or 30 minutes

a Mr. Marino. And at most?

5 vis Jl Oh, no, no. It depends really on how long these answers take. |

6 don'tknow his knowledge here. To be honest with you, some of this is asking him

7 because of his role. We think possibly he might know, f i's not hi, who the right

8 people would be, so there may just be like some super helpful direction here.

9 Mr. Marino. So let's just take § minutes.

10 vs Jl Okay. Thanks.

1 MEE Thankyou. And we arereally are close. | know we've been here

12 alongtime, and | appreciate your indulgence. We're trying to get it all done today.

13 Mr. Marino. Yeah. We very much ~ let's gooff the record forasec.

1a mr EB Yeah. Let'sdothat. The court reporter can go off the record.

15 (Discussion off the record.]
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1
2 [sa7pem)
3 ms. Jl Excuse me. I'msorry. We're back on the record at 5:46. |think |

a forgot to say that. Apologies.

s orsJR
5 Q Earlier on today, one of the things that you kind of mentioned was that you
7 inherited kind of processes that were already in place. And | don't want to put words in

8 your mouth, but it was kind of like you the train was moving and you kind of jumped on
9 board

10 One of those processes that | wanted to ask that you inherited was a vendor called

11 American Made Media Consultants. Are you familar with that company?
2 A tam
13 Q Andwhatis your understanding -- I'mjust going to call it AMMC for short.

14 Butwhatis your understandingof who AMMC is?
15 A My understanding is that AMMC was a -- there was always a concern that

16 people were makingor had theability to make too much money offof and/or from the

17 campaigns,
18 So as opposed to -- this was as described to me, or as | read -- as a way to limit a

19 TV buyer's or media buyer's ability to make healthy commission or to reduce a buyer's

20 commission, AMMC was set up to have all buying flow through one entity to have -- to
21 make sure the campaign was - or help the campaign save money on that front.

2 Q Anda minute ago you said as it was described to you. Who described the
3 AMMCtoyou?
24 A Aslread. Brad, Brad Parscale. |recall talking about AMMC. Brad

25 Parscale, my predecessor.
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1 Q And was there anyone else who talked with AMMC to you?

2 A No

3 Q And did you have any involvement with them? Did you ever speak to

4 anyone from AMMC?

5 A Ibelieve it was a board was created, from my understanding, onwhich

6 familiar people to me served as board members. If I recall, Lara Trump was a board

7 member. John Pence was a board member.

8 I believethethought that they would keep an eye on the goings-on and to ensure

9 that the intended goal to reduce costs and save the campaign money was actually

10 happening.

1 Sol did speakwith Lara, but never about AMMC. |did speakwith John, but

12 neverabout AMMC. Sol did speak with them, but not on that topic.

13 Q Did you ever - and | understand you're saying those are the board members

14 you're familiar with, but were there any actual employees that you dealt with from

15 AMMCthatyou remember?

16 A Ihada hard time differentiating AMMC versus people who worked for Brad,

17 ifthat made sense. He had a whole operation of people working for him in Florida.

18 1didn't necessarily understand what they did or what purpose they served or what

19 function they executed. Sol don't know if those people that worked for Brad were

20 also were working for AMMC. | didn't understand the intersection or all of that, if that

21 makes sense.

2 Q  No,itdoes. Are you familiar with somebody named Sean Dollman?

23 A Yes

2 Q Okay. Andisit your understanding that he worked for AMMC?

2 A It's my understanding that Sean worked for the -like the Trump campaign.
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1 Ithink he was the - was he the CFO? | believe he was the CFOof the campaign.

2 Q  Butyou're not awareof any employment that he had with AMMC or any role

3 that he had with AMMC?

4 A Ibelieve he was also, now that you've jogged my memory, a board member,

5 like Lara, like John. 1 think he sat on the board that was created.

6 Q And do you know somebody named Bradley Crate?

7 A knowofBradleyCrate. | havenever met him.

8 Q Have you ever heard of him being associated with AMMC?

9 A Thavenot. He works my interaction with Bradley is he works fora

10 Treasury compliance firm called Red Curve Solutions, that when | have -- when we're

11 runninga campaign fora client in a certain State we often hire Red Curve to serve as that

12 campaign's treasurer and to handle their accounting and compliance needs.

13 That's not usually Brad, but - or Bradley - but someone who works for Bradley's

1 firm

15 Q  Sol'm going to apologize now because I'm probably the least political

16 acumen person on the team. So | mayask you some superbasic questions. And it's

17 really not to be rude, it's just because | need you to teach me just alittle bit.

18 But when you're saying like the compliance aspect, do you mean like the FEC

19 filings with the expenditures that a treasurer for an entity would make?

0 A Yes Yes.

2 a okay.

2 A Accepting donations, reporting said donations, filing reports with the FEC,

3 ves

2 Q While you were on the campaign --or while you were campaign manager, do

25 you know who had the authority to approve spending from the campaign to AMMC?
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1 A Idon't. know that Sean Dollman could have served that role. ~ Within

2 headquarters, that would be the person, | believe.

3 Q Do you know who Sean Dolman reported to?

a A Who did Sean Dollman report to?

5 I don't know. | mean, | worked close - you know, let me take a step back.

6 When took over the campaign, | considered the campaign budgetto be the most

7 important thing | had to worry about. So put incharge Justin Clark in addition to

8 making him my deputy campaign manager. | said, "I need you to really look at the

9 budget, fixthe budget.” Have to create a budget because a budget didn't exist when we

10 tookover.

1 S01 know Justin spent a lot of time asking Sean questions. So if he had a report, |

12 guessit wouldbeJustin, merely because of Justin's budgetary function that | asked him to

13 undertake.

1a Q And justif you could clarify something. Our understandingwas that that

15 was actually one of the reasons that Mr. Kushner suggested you be brought on, was

16 because of your kindof budget acumen and his concerns about the campaign budget. Is

17 thatfair or no?

1 A Idon't think it was necessarily my budget acumen. | think it was lackof

19 confidence in my predecessor's budget acumen.

1) Q That's fair aswell.

2 Did you work with Mr. Kushner?

2 Mr. Marino. And so tastefully stated.

2 vis Vm sorry?

2 Mr. Marino. And so tastefully stated.

2 wsHll. veah.
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2 ors J
2 Q Did you work with Mr. Kushner on the campaign budget? Was he involved

3 inthatprocessatall
4 A He asked for updates on the campaign budget, yes.

< Q How often would you say he asked for updates?

. A Weekly, youknow. Twice monthly. Somewhere in that timeframe. 165
7 every two weeks. Once every week as we got closer to the campaign ending.

8 Q And howfamiliar were you with the process? And this is where | may get

9 some terms messed up. But in terms of who approves spending for the campaign

10 versus who approves spending from the joint fundraising committee.

u A believe Sean Dollman approved expenditures from the campaign self.
12 He may have also had that role on the joint fundraising as well. I'mlessclear on that. |

13 apologize.

" And know you said that you kind of started to wind downafer the lection.
15 And | don't want to puta specific date on that because | think you've covered it. But do

16 you know if AMMC remained in place for kindof post-election advertising buys?

uv A dont knowthat, 1 dont dot know that occured o not, | don’
18 know if, honestly, the campaign utilized AMMC for that, for that role.

QI know eater talked ot about kind of ke the ad media buying. That
20 waslike lot concern think, in terms of budget, ike budget sues. But my
2a understanding was a lot of that ad buying actually went through AMMC, that they were

2 thelargestvendorforthe campaign.
23 Did youdealwith that at all, ordid you see that in your review of the budget?

24 A I mean, any campaign's, at least on the Presidential level, any Presidential

25 campaign’ largest ne em would be ts TV buying purchase. So1t's no surprise to me
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1 that whoever was buying TV would be the largest vendor for the campaign.

2 Q  Soletmeaskita different way because maybe, like, my — the way I'm seeing

3 itisn'tlike the way that it'spracticallydone.

4 Was your engagement with kind of like the actual vendors that you were buying

5 from and not necessarily like the intermediary AMMC? Like you actually saw how much

6 wasgoingto, like, this station or this station or this station?

7 A When took over, we brought in someone or actually, yeah, we hired

8 somebody, Kay Lindor (ph), to kind of be the person in headquarters who would help

9 craft the campaign's TV buying.

10 So the most specific got on the buy is to say let's spend ~ let's purchase X

11 numberofTV points in the St. Petersburg media market. That's as deep down as | got.

2 Q 50 you never — and | apologize because | think AMMC may have been digital,

13 notTVads. But you never kind of dug down into who AMMC was actually paying? Did

14 you ever diginto that?

15 A Itwas my understanding, and maybe its not the case, but | believed to be,

16 that AMMC would be the one interacting with TV stations to place the buy.

7 Q  Soisitfair to say that would be a Sean Dollman question?

18 A Idon'tknow. Imean, are you asking a question about Sean in regard to his

19 role as CFO on the campaign or his role as [inaudible] with AMMC?

0 Q Well, | guess what I'm trying to figure out, I think AMMC was the number

21 one vendorof the campaign by like a huge magnitude.

2 And so I'm trying to figure out kind of like in termsof when you're spending time

23 onthe budget, like how is that kind of like a — how is a giant piece of it something that

24 you're either not aware of or not dealing with? Is somebody else dealing with it?

2 Like how is the structure of this giant vendor being handled like from a supervision
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1 like who's paying this role? Does that make sense?

2 A Yeah. | would know, fora point of clarification, I'm sure that whoever

3 bought Joe Biden's campaign TV was also their campaign's largest vendor and by a large

4 number, too, or aswell. That's just the nature of that campaign exercise, it's the largest

5 budgetitem.

6 1 knew | was buying TV in St. Petersburg. To whom that check was written, how

7 that buy was placed, those were details | never — that never came to my desk. | said |

8 wanttobuya thousand points this week in St. Petersburg, and that's as far as | was dug in

9 on anything beyond the points.

10 Q Okay. That's superhelpful.

1 Questions - likeearlier when we were talking about and | want to make sure |

12 have this right ~ I think you were saying that the - when Mr. George asked you about the

13 wind-down period, | think we were talking about the meeting on like - | think it was

14 November Sth, maybe. And you were saying like, oh, the campaignwas going into

15 wind-down period.

16 1 understand that you kind of said like, hey, digital was somebody else's

17 responsibility. But what I'm trying to get a handle on, I'm hoping you can kindofhelp

18 me understand i, at the time that you're winding down, digital fundraising is ramping up,

19 And thinkyou said like, oh, during the week of November 19th - no, excuse me,

20 November 15th there was a meeting you were talking about during, | think, the 19th.

2 Lookingat that week, November 15th to 21st, would you say you were kind of = |

22 think you were saying that you were largely done by then in terms of campaign

23 management. Isthat fair?

2 A On the 13th, the President had placed Giuliani in chargeof the legal

25 operation and for most intents and purposes in charge of the campaign as it was a legal
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1 operationat that point in time. So think that describes my role at that point.

2 I think you're asking about the week of November 15 and what the digital

3 campaign was doing?

4 Q Yeah. And not to be I picked that week just because we talked so much

5 aboutit, and it was kind of an easy point in time to pick.

6 But what I'm trying to figure out is justfor that week, for example, from the 15th

7 tothe 21st the campaign sent out 104 fundraising emails and 216 texts to over 10 million

8 recipients doing fundraising.

9 If you're not over that, like who's controlling that operation?

10 A Gary Coby.

1 Q And explain that to me, because like when we looked at your emails, it looks

12 like Mr. Coby’ kind of like a plug-and-chug guy. Like is he responsible for content,

13 communications, strategy decisions?

14 A What doyou mean by "plug-and-chug"? I'm not familar with that.

15 Q Well, like, to give you an example, I think Mr. George | can pull them up,

16 but there were kind of ike conversations where Jason Miller puts up a text, like this is

17 what we're going so send for Georgia. And Coby sends it, Jason approves it, Coby putsit

18 inatext

19 A Yeah. |want tobe clear to differentiate that long string of email, the

20 Georgia chain, if you will. That was very much, as | read it, | think it was December 31st,

21 aslread that, that strikes me as a persuasion mechanism that was emailed out or texted

22 out. Youknow, that's different to me than the fundraising mechanism.

23 You know, Gary Coby wasn't necessarily in charge of crafting communications

24 strategies related to persuasion. He was very much on the fundraising side, though.

2 Q So, okay, let's doita different. Take me back, and let's just be really clear.
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1 Before the election, can you explain how does the digital fundraising process work

2 interms of who's responsible for approving it?

3 Somebody wants to send out a fundraising email. Can you just walk me through

4 like what's the process of how that gets approved and sent out?

5 A That's done entirely by the digital team. ~The only emails that | ever sought

6 toapprove before they went out were ones that were signed by -- in my name for

7 fundraising purposes.

8 Q Like if it was one of those, "Hi, this it Bill, we're trying to raise money”

9 emails?

10 A Yeah, signed by the campaign manager, you know.

u Q Got you.

2 A 1said, hey, | need toseeit. | think one went out before I like, saw it, and it

13 really upset me because you're putting something out under my name, | want to see that.

14 Sothatwas | made sure that was course corrected moving forward.

15 But outside of ones that came from my name, signed by my name, that was an

16 operation that just ran and did not have certainly oversight by me or anyone else.

7 The digital team was very empowered to do what they did. You know, they were

18 empowered to do what they did.

19 Q  Socorrect me if my understanding is wrong. It was my understanding that

20 they did need to run things by research, communications, and legal. Was that your

21 understanding?

2 A Perhaps forfactchecking purposes. You know, | guess that was a process

23 setupinadvance of me taking over. I'm glad that it was. But if that was the case, it's

24 good that it was.

2 Q So you really had zero visibility into that process and how it worked. Like it
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1 wasjusta well-oiled machine that ran when you got there and you didn't touch it?

2 A Sothere were two operations | just really was hands off.

3 One was the fundraising operation, not digital fundraising, but actual like

4 traditional event-based fundraising. That was an operation that was very messy and not

5 entirelyefficient. With 115 days left, there was no way to fix that, and I didn't try.

6 The other operation was the digital operation. You know, a lot hasbeen written

7 and talked about, about how in 2016 they were such a key to the President - President

8 Trump's success, candidate Trump's success. They were very empowered from the very

9 beginning, paid verywell, certainly more than | was paid, to do what they did.

10 And it was very - | think there was -- they were empowered to do what they did

11 And! stood clear of that process, that had been set up going all the way back to 2016.

2 And, again, | think part of that also is, that was also Parscale's expertise, certainly

13 notmine. Sothey were raising lot of money, obviously sending a lot of

14 communicationsvia text and email

15 1 didn't — it was hard tofix the | couldn't fix the fundraising operation. It

16 wasn'tworking. The fundraising aspectofthe digital operation certainly was working, at

17 leastin terms of dollars that were coming in. And | didn't seek to adjust that because

18 there was a lot has been written about how much money they did raise.

19 Q Sol understand that you | definitely hear you that it sounds like digital was

20 very autonomous and that it was led by Gary Coby. But who did Gary report to or

21 communicate with? Like who did Garyreport to?

2 A Jared Kushner.

23 Q Okay. And how often do you think they met or had communications?

2 A Idon't know.

2 Q Okay. And how did you come to know that Jared was who Coby reported
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1 we

2 A Iwas just | was made aware of - Jared made me very much aware of his

3 confidence andbeliefin the digital operation and in Gary.

a Q Did you ever have any discussions with Mr. Kushner about the digital

5 operation or how it was running or issues?

6 A No

7 Q Was it your assumption that if there were issues with digital, Mr. Kushner

8 wouldtellyou?

9 A I mean, on the campaign flowchart, Gary presumably reported to the

10 campaign manager, me. But in termsof who Gary answered to, it was not me. | was

11 nota Iwas not his answerable authority.

2 And in terms of sorry, to get back to your question. What was it?

3 Q twas more just and think actually you kind of answered it in the sense of

14 whatit sounds like you're saying is, is that it might look like Gary was under you, but

15 realistically he reported straight to Mr. Kushner.

16 A Yes

7 Q And do you know in termsofwhere Mr. Coby would get comms messaging

18 or basically direction, would that have come from Mr. Kushner?

19 A Idon't believe | don't believe so.

2 Q Where do you think ~ I'm sorry, go ahead

2 A Yeah. I think Jared monitored the performance, and the performance, the

22 dollar intake from the digital operation. But Jared wasn't suggesting messagingto Gary.

2 Q So something I'm hoping that you can explain is, if my understanding is that

24 digital fundraising has to go through communications, research, and legal, is that the
25 same communications, research, and legal that you dealt with when we talked about
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1 earlier, I think you called it ike the truth-telling squad, when you guys were looking at

2 things and doing research, are these the same research teams?

3 A No. Ithink that was asked in terms of the Arizona issue that was raised.

4 That was researchby Alex Cannon. Hewas not apartofcertainly the communications

5 orresearch. And I'm not sure - | mean, | can't imagine that the laborious process of

6 approving those hundreds of messages that you referred to, | don't think that came

7 across Alex Cannon's desk.

8 I inherited a lot on the campaign, including this process of approval. And,

9 candidly, I'm encouraged to know that therewas a process in place for it

10 Q So maybe - can you help us understand, like you ike the research

11 department, what did they do for the campaign? Like what role did they serve?

2 A Ithink technically technically, I think — the kind of the rapid response

13 operation fell under or alongside the research operation.

14 502s Joe Biden made a claim at a press conference, that would be seen by the

15 people monitoring rapid response. They would share that with the research operation

16 and say, "Hey, you know, let's research this to see f it's fact, if its fiction, if it's

17 somewhere in between." And then the campaign can see what to do with what they

18 wantedtodo witht

19 Q Were youever aware of anyone in the research department preparing

20 memos on the accuracy of fundraising messages?

2 A No

2 Q Were youever aware of anyone on research preparing any memos regarding

23 post-election claims regarding fraud?

2 A Idontknow. don't know.

2 Q Ifthe research department drafted a memo that had to do with the accuracy
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1 of those topics, who would that go to?

2 A That depends on what point we're talking. ~ You know, is this when Justin

3 Clark was leading the legal operation? Is this when Rudy Giuliani was leading the legal

4 operation? | think the time windows on that are pretty important.

5 Q 1 wouldassumeall ofthis is pre-Mr. Giuliani.

6 And | guess maybe a better way to ask it is trying to figure out, like, where is the

7 line between Mr. Murtaugh and Mr. Clark? Like what were there - like where ~ what

8 was Mr. Murtaugh responsible and what was Mr. Clark responsible for?

9 A Tim was, in addition to leading the internal communications department, he

10 was often obviously seen on TV as a campaign spokesperson. Justin very rarely made

11 any public, had any public appearances. ~ He was focused oninteractions while he was

12 stillin charge with the campaign attorneys that were spread out around the country.

13 Q Sond I'mtalking about pre-Mr. Giuliani - did the research department

14 report like did it sit in the communications department?

15 A Yes

16 Q Okay. And so they reported to Murtaugh?

7 A Yes.

18 Q Okay. Sitting here today, understanding that it was a while ago, do you

19 remember reviewing any memos that were prepared by those analysts about the

20 accuracy of election fraud claims?

2 A ldonot. Idonot.

2 Q Do yourememberany of them preparing memosor conducting research

23 regarding the claims made about the Dominion voting machines?

2 A don't recallthat. |don't I donot believe | ever saw any report created

25 onthattopic. But, you know -- Il just leave it at that. | never saw anything on that
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1 topic.

2 Q Can we pull up exhibit 22?

3 Sol wanted show you an email.  Thisis from November 12th, 2020. | think this

4 is probably I'm just going to call thisyour wind-down period, If that's okay?

5 A Yeah

6 Q  Butitlooks like there is an email from you to Murtaugh saying, "Tim, can

7 yourteam doresearch on him?" pertaining to the Arizona attorney general.

8 A Uh-huh,

9 Q 1 don't knowifyou remember what this was pertaining to

10 A dont

1 Q Okay. Did you ever ask the research team - or do you know if anyone else

12 asked the research team to weigh in on the accuracy of the fundraising emails or texts?

13 A No

14 Q 1 guess what I'm trying to figure outor what I'm hoping maybe you can help

15 me withis earlier, when you were saying that you were running down tips regarding

16 fraud and you saw your job as kindof the truth-telling squad, did you ever communicate

17 those truths to the digital fundraising team?

18 A No

19 Q So there was, would you say,li a disconnect between what the digital

20 fundraising team was pushing out and what research was finding possibly in response to

21 what you guys were looking at?

2 A Iwasn't even on | wasn't even on the campaign's distribution list to receive

23 the fundraising emails that you're talking about. ~ So | was certainly not paying attention

24 towhat they were doing.

2 Q Sol thinkearlier you said when you had the meeting on November 7th, and
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1 thisis, correct meif fm wrong, because this got very politically mechanical very quickly,

2 buti think you said that there was like a 5 to 10 percent chance of success that the legal

3 challenges would win. And| believe you were referring tothe two recounts in Arizona

4 and Georgia andthe legal challenge in Wisconsin

s Was that right? Did 1get that right?

s A Yes.

7 Q Ifthat was wildly inconsistent from what was being represented in

8 fundraising emails, whose responsibility would that be to

° Mr. Marin. Not his

10 vis Okay.

1 Mr. Marino. | mean, look, he said it like five different times. Are wenear the

12 endof the road?

13 ms. Jl No, no, because I need to get his testimony. But | appreciate it

1 Mr. Stepien, did you understand my question?

15 Mr. Marino. He's already said about ten times that he was not involved with

16 digital fundraising and that he wasn't even on theirdistribution list, They weren't

17 running things by him. That Coby wasreportingdirectly to Kushner. So you're getting

18 his testimony.

19 I'm just wondering if we are ~ you know, is there an end to this in our near future?

» wlll Yeah. No, theres.
2 sy vis. [I

2 Q What I'm trying to figure out i, like, earlier you were explaining how your

23 team was looking at these fraud tips andrunning them down and finding out the truth

24 andinvestigating them

2 And what | am trying to figure out is, as the campaign manager, do you know who
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1 would have been responsible for doing the same thing for digital fundraising, or was that

2 notbeing done atall?

3 A Idontknow. | know was not involved in the crafting or approval or

4 oversight over fundraising emails, and I'm not sure who was.

s Q  1got the impression from you that you were saying it would be Gary Coby,
6 andtothe extentthat Gary Coby reported to Mr. Kushner, Mr. Kushner. lsthat fair?

7 A 1alsosaid that JaredKushner was not involved in the crafting of messaging.

8 Buttothe extent that Gary Coby oversaw the operation, it would be Gary Coby. You are

9 correcton that point. But | wanted to correct the record on Kushner because|

10 specifically said he was not involved in - at that level of detail

1 Q So would only Gary Coby know where the content of digital fundraising

12 emails and texts come from?

3 Mr. Marino. just object to that question. | mean, what he has told you is that

14 hedoesn'tknow. But-

5 visJl} That's fair. But he understood the structure. And I'm just asking

16 him, based on his understanding of the structure, is that where he's saying you would

17. have to ask Gary Coby to know where the content came from.

18 Mr. Steplen. 1 don't know where the content came from.

19 msl. Okay.

2 The

2 Mr.Marino. Let's take§ minutes. ~All right?

2 vs. [Jl ov

2 Mr. Marino. Thanks.

2 Recess.]
x welll We'e backon the recordat622 p.m.
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1 ov vs.I:
2 Q  Sojusta coupleof additional questions.

3 Can you — if we could go to exhibit 26. believe you produced this in your
a materials. | think it was your Bates number 18. It was basically like a 2020 recount

5 binder.

. Were you part of the planningfor the election day operations plan?
7 A No.
8 Q Notatall?

9 A There was an operation devoted to election day operations. They were

10 charged with that responsibility.

u Q Was thistheonlyelection day operations plan tha the campaign had, or had
12 there been kind of previous drafts or suggestions for EDO plans?

13 A I'm notfamiliarwith any.

Qn April 2019, did you ever receive a proposed EDO plan?
15 A Idon't recall, but it's quite a ways back.

16 Q Yeah. Do you remember discussions where $3 million would be spent,

17 roughly half by the campaign, half by the RNC, on EDO operations. Do you remember
18 that being proposed?

19 A No.

2 Q Do yourememberhavinganydiscussionswith the RNC in 2019 about EDO
2 planning?

2 A ldonot.
23 Q Did you have any discussions with Mr. Kushner about EDO planning?

2 A 1donot recal, no.
25 Q Do you happen to knowat the timeof the election, because thisis actually
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1 something that's somewhat difficult to figure out, but do you happen to know how much

2 cashon hand you had at the time oftheelection? Like how much was left over?

3 A No.

4 Q  Noidea? Not evena ballpark?

5 A Noidea. Notevena ballpark. Hopefuly,as close to zero as possible.

6 But the exact number, | do not know.

7 Q Who would have known that number, if you know?

8 A Campaign treasurer, | assume.

9 Q Isthat-who was that?

10 A I mean, | guess that would be the treasury and compliance team, Sean

11 Dollman, perhaps, Jason Young, who worked in that operation. ~ But | was unaware.

2 Q And do you remember having anydiscussions -- | totally understand that you

13 weren't necessarily involved in digital fundraising - but do you remember either right

14 before the election or at the time of the election or immediately afterwards, do you

15 remember having any discussions about fundraising strategies?

16 A That's kind of a, forgive me, kind ofa broad question.

7 Q Yeah. No, that'sfair.

18 As the campaign manager at the time of the election, did you have any

19 discussions well,let'sjust do this. Rightafter the election, were there discussions

20 about what was the strategy for fundraising post-election?

2 A Iwas not focused on fundraising after the election. | was focused on

22 running down vote counts and trying to have the clearest picture of pathways to victory,

23 ornot. Fundraising was not fundraising was not on my mind.

2 Q Do you happen to know whose mind it would have been on post-election,

25 who was running the fundraising for the campaign at that point?
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1 A assume, only an assumption, it was the same as before election day. So

2 Gary Coby.

3 Q Okay. Can we pull up exhibit 34, please?

a 1 think we talked about this earlier. This is the email that Mr. Clark sent you and

5 Mr.Miller about the grifters.

s But I want to scroll down, if you can, to pages, | think i's 40 and 42, if you can go

7 allthe way tothe bottom. | thinkit's - yeah, I think it might be the very first one.

5 Yeah, it says, "It is unclear if there is budget for this" | think it’s 40 to 42.

9 Yeah, there we go. Okay. Great. Sorry. Apologies for that.

10 If you could look at page 42.

n There we go. Okay. No,toofar. It's right at the top of the next one. Okay.

2 50 Mr. Clark writes, "Let us know those answers as we proceed with an analysis.

13 AsMatt mentioned yesterday, it is unclear if there is budget for this so we need to know

14 odds of success.”

15 1 think this email was on December 24th, roughly, in 2020. Do you know where

16 he would have been getting the budgetthat he's referring to there?

FY A ldonot. Atthat point | was far removed from this day-to-day and payment

18 of tings like for things like this.

19 Q  Soifat that point in time in December, late December 2020, if they had

20 raised $200 millon in the ast two months for an election defense fund, would that

21 money not be that budget for legal?

2 A Idont know.

2 Q so they may have nothing to do with each other?

2 A Ortheymay. don't know either way.

2 Q Oh, you wouldn't okay, you don't knoweither way. ~ Okay.
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1 Did you have any discussion with anyone about the cost of post-election legal

2 fees?

3 A Pertaining to?

a Q Who would pay them, how much they would be, like how they would be

5 handled?

s A Foranyone in particular?

7 Q Anybody.

5 A Postelection legal fees? For these lawyers? Are you talking legal fees

9 pertaining to these lawyers?

10 Q Who would pay for recounts? Who would pay for lawsuits? Who would

11 payfor tigation? Like, who would pay for the legal fees post-election?

2 A Never had a conversation on that topic.

3 Q Who would be responsible for that, if you know?

1a A ltseems like it would be the people in charge of the legal effort, which by

15 that point in time seems like it was largely Mayor Giuliani and his operation.

16 Q Before the 13th and Mr. Giuliani took over, would it have been Mr. Clark?

FY A Presumably.

18 Q Okay. Butthis emailis in December,and Mr. Clarkis still saying it'sunclear

19 ifthereis budget. Soin December, is he still the person who's knowledgeable about the

20 legal budget?

2 A Itseemslike he- it seemsto be - itseems like hehassome it seems like

22 hehas some knowledge on this topic, but | can't speak beyond what | see on this page.

2 Q And you didn't have any conversationswith him about who may have been

24 directing the legal budget or what involvement he may have had in the legal budget?

2 A No.
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1 Q Did you ever have any discussions with anyane on the campaign or in the

2 administration regarding the creation of theoffical legal defense fund?

3 A No.

a Q Had you ever heard of it prior to me asking that question?

5 A The official legal defense funds?

s Q Excuse me, the official election defense fund, | apologize, the official election

7 defense fund

5 A 1know that there were ~ | heard conceptionally about such a fund, but

9 specifically no. And leave it at that. = Specifically, no.

10 Q When you said that heard discussions about - I thinkyou just said you heard

11 discussions about a fund, do you remember who you heard ~ like who discussed that

12 withyou or how you heard about it?

13 A Byreading about it.

1 Q Okay. So outsideof reading public reporting,did you have any knowledge?

15 A No.

16 QI believe you were sort of still involved in November, before November 13th.

17 Did you have any involvement in the discussions regardingforming the Save America

18 PAC?

19 A No

2 Q Did you have any discussions with anyone about moving proceeds from the

21 Joint Fundraising Committee to Save America or the RNC?

2 A I mean, there were budgetary ~ there were budget discussions regarding

23 certain campaign accounts, whether RNC or campaign or and | was party to those

24 discussions. But yes, 501 was, yes, party to those discussions.

2 Q Can youtell me about those?
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1 A Anything specific|need to focus in on?

2 Q Well, actually, | want to be specific, but | have a feeling you knowbetter than

3 Ido probably what the structure was, because as you mentioned earlier, | think you said

4 like there were all these, like, Trump-affiliated entities.

5 50 to theextent that you were winding down and kind of ike making the decisions

6 about what went where, to the extent that you can kind of explain it, that would be super

7 helpful.

8 A Atwhat point in the campaign are we talking?

9 Q Thiswould have been right after the election, probably early November -

10 want to say probably around November 9th?

u A No,at that point in time|wasnot involved in budget discussions

2 Q  Atwhat point did you become involved in budget discussions?

13 A Iwas |attended budget meetings where we reviewed how much money.

14 we had, what accounts had money, and the like,but that was all pre-election day. |

15 was

16 Q  Didyou-

1” AI cared about the budget solely focusing on how much money the campaign

18 hadtospend.

19 Q Yes, did you have any of those discussions post-election?

20 A No.

2 Q Did you have any discussions about how the money -- any donated moneys

22 would be splitafter the election?

23 A No.

2 Q YourIbelieve your - thepolitical consulting company that you said you

25 created with Mr. Clarks called National Public Affairs?
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1 A Correct.

2 Q You didsomeconsulting work, | believe, for Save America between July and

3 December2021?

a A Correct.

5 Q Can youtell me what that work was?

6 A Sure. Weekly political updates from political happenings, campaigns,

7 elections, and races on a weekly basis.

8 Q sol believe you got a disbursement for about $60,000 for the work that you

9 did for Save America between July and December. So it was about $60,000 for, |think,

10 6months. Soit'sabout $10,000 month. Is that how much the weekly update costs?

1 A I mean, we're paid $10,000 a month, you know. But I'm not putting a price

12 tagonaweekly update. Attimes, I think, more of that is involved than a weekly update.

13 You know, we provide political opinions and political updates and weigh in on certain

14 political decisionmaking.

15 Sol wouldn't minimize it to $10,000 a month for a weekly political.

16 Mr. Marino. You said that's a $10,000amonth retainer?

FY Mr. Stepien. = Yeah.

1 BY Ms.I:

19 Q Okay. And lwasjust—if it was a $10,000 a month retainer for everything, |

20 wasjust trying to figure out, because you said it was for a weekly update. So that's what

21 Iwas just trying to figure out.

2 A Iresponded with averyspecific thing that | do every week. | know my

23 opinions and updates arevery valuable, but | wouldn't put that at $10,000 for my for

24 merely my update.

2 Q Well, it could be the best weekly update in the world. 1 don't know. Who
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1 amlitojudge?

2 Did you do any work for them between January and June of 2021?

3 A Januaryand June of 212 | don't know when | am not sure when we.

4 offically beganouragreement with the entity. So,| mean, we started before June. |

5 justdon'tknow how much before June.

6 Q Are you awareof any other contributions that the Save the America PAC

7 made to other individuals that you may know or be aware of?

8 A Can you be more specific?

9 Q sure. For example, | believe Mark Meadows has a, what is it, charity -- not

10 acharty. Itslikea business, | guess. | guessit's maybe likea political consulting. He

11 gotamillion dollars, | believe, recently. Were you aware of that, the disbursement,

12 from the Save America PAC?

13 A Ibelieve read about I believe | -- what | know is what | read publicly.

14 a okay.

15 A Iwas not involved in any of that decisionmaking.

16 Q Okay. And just out of curiosity, do you remember when your discussions

17 with Save America started in termsofwhen they kind of hired you to start doing work for

18 them?

19 A dont. Iwould--I'm going to ballparkit here and say early spring, | think.

0 Q Is that sorry, wait, early spring. ~ Like if you had to put a month - ke, I'm

21 sorry, |just am terrible with seasons because | grew up in Florida and they're not a thing

2 there

23 A I'm completely - thereis a concrete answer to this question, which I'm not

24 givingyou. I'll say March, April, sounds right. It could have been a little before, alittle

25 bitafter,but that's my best ballpark for you right now.
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1 Q Okay. Can you give us just one second?

2 A sure
3 [Discussionoff the record.)
a wirJ We are five minutes away, and | appreciate your indulgence, Mr.
5 Stepien
6 Let me just a couple things to pick up on in response to some of the things you
7 sad inresponse toJavestons.
8 Does your consulting work for the Save America PAC include advice about where

9 to distribute funds, other entities to which Save America should give as part of an overall

10 politcal strategy?
1 Mr. Stepien. No.
2 wel You mentioned earlier that the campaign ~ back in the campaign
13 period that you were managing, there was event-based fundraising, there was digital

14 fundraising.
15 (Can you give me a sense as to the relative value of each? Is itfair to saydigital

16 fundraising was much more successful or contributed a largershare of the campaign's
17 overall budget than the event-based fundraising?
18 Mr. Stepien. Yes.

1 Mr. Marino, Holdone second, please
20 [Discussion off the record.)

2 Mr. Marino. Sorry about that.

2 rfl No. that's okay.

5 BY MR
2 Q think just to restate, I'm just trying to get a sense of the sort of relative
25 return of event-based versus digital fundraising during the campaign period prior to the
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1 election.

2 A Okay. The campaign relied heavily on the digital operation and not at all on

3 the ll call traditional or event-based operation.

4 Q Allright. And how does that compare, Mr. Stepien, to the prior

5 Presidential campaigns on which you worked? You mentioned you worked on the

6 McCain campaign and the Bush campaigns. Is that a change, sort ofamore recent

7 development in Presidential campaign fundraising? ~ Or just help me understand how

8 thatfits into history.

9 A Yeah, it's a good question. There is a natural evolution certainly from Bush

10 and McCain and Romney to current day. ~ [Inaudible] digitally than ever, and will say the

11 samething 4 years from now.

2 However, the traditional Il just keep calling i the traditional fundraising

13 operation just was - even accepting and embracing the evolutionof digital fundraising

14 tobe more so than ever, the traditional fundraising operation, itwas inefficient, it was

15 mired with personality conflicts. Someone even thought that maybe they spent as

16 much money as they raised.

7 Sol couldn't rely at al on anything coming from the traditional fundraising

18 operation.

19 Q Ise. Soacouple different things going on there. ~Generally,the

20 evolution of political fundraising istilting more and more to the digital. That's true,

21 really, on both sides, right? That's not strictly a Republican thing?

2 A Yes Correct.

23 Q  Butit sounds like in addition to that, with respect to the Trump reelection

24 campaign, the traditional fundraising, | think you called it a mess or messy. It just was

25 particularly inefficient or didn't really make much money. Is that right?
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1 A Correct.

2 Q Okay. And that sounds like something you inherited. That's not

3 something you created. That was the situation when you tookover for Mr. Parscale.

a A Correct.

s Q Okay. Soit sounds ike digital fundraising is the primary source of, by a lot,
6 byanorderof magnitude, the primary fuel forall theTV adsand all the campaign

7 spending that the campaign did. Is that right?

5 A Yeah. There was also, you know, the President often did fundraising on

9 behalf of the RNC to support many of their operations as well. So | don't want to give

10 the impression that it was only digital because he did spend quite a bit of time at these

11 things for - on behalf of the ANC.

2 Q Right. So some of that money on the traditional events didn't go to the

13 reelect President Trump campaign, it went to the Republican National Committee and

14 supported other candidates and political activity?

15 A Correct. And, in fact, that was often — it was kind ofa ttle bit of a strain

16 the number of events that the President kept getting asked to do on behalf of the RNC.

7 Q Yeh

1 A Soyeah,itwas yes, that's correct.

19 Q Okay. Did the RNC have any role in the digital operation that you described

20 before? | know you didn't have a lot of visibility into it, Mr. Coby did. But do you know

21 ifthe RNC contributed personnel or had any role in that part of the fundraising

2 apparatus?

2 A don't believe so. 1 believe they had theirownthing that theydid, | think

24 dependingofwhat the Trump campaign did.

2 Q Okay. Our understanding is that digital fundraising sometimes is done by
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1 contractors who actually get a percentage of the money that is raised by a particular

2 email or text. Is that accurate? Am | -- is that -- do you know if that's true?

s A Thats scare
4 Q And do you know whether or not the --

$ A Itdepends on the vendor and the contract, obviously. But | just want to

6 oethat standard disclaimer.
7 Q Okay. And do you know whether or not Mr. Coby, the Coby-run digital

8 fundraising operation for the Trump reelection campaign utilized vendors that actually

9 themselves were incentivized to take a percentage of the haul, the return on those ads?

10 A Never reviewed those contracts.

u Q kav. Soyou don't know whether they existed or not? Were those
12 vendors used, or were they not used?

13 A I don't know if outside vendors were used. Andif they were, I'm not sure

B towtheyusrecmpensied.
I" ovis J
16 Q Were you aware of anyofthe vendors being owned by Mr. Coby himself that

7 the campaign used?
18 A Yeah. know that Gary had his own operation, yeah. Gary had his own

19 operation, his own thing, yes.

» Q Sovou knew ththe ad His own companies that wherevendors tothe
2a digital fundraising program that he was supervising?

2 A ves
23 Q Who would have been responsible for kind of like overseeing that or kind of

28 monioringor knowing hat was kosher?
» A People who signed the contracts, whic pressed me, sume.
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1 a okay.

2 Mr.JE Yeah, it sounds like whenIB was asking you questions about

3 reviewofdigital content, you didn't have any personal knowledge, Mr. Stepien, as to

4 whether that content was reviewed by legal or research or any other sort of arm of the

5 campaign. Is that right, asa sense | had from your prior answers?
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1

2 [6:47 p.m.)

3 A Yeah. 1--1-Ihope that there's some, you know, sort of review process in

4 place, you know, with any communication that a campaign is is ~ Is putting out,

5 whether itbe aTV ad or - or, you know, an email. But, you know, many of the

6 processes thatl inherited were, you know, suboptimal. So I'm - I'm encouraged, you

7 know, to know that those things were in place.

8 sy mr. [I

9 Q  Buttobe clear, it sounds like you were not at the time during the campaign

10 aware as to whether or not that review actuallydidordid not take place. Is that right?

1 A took overacampaign that had been running for 3.5 years by the time | took

2 over

13 Q Yeah

1a A And, you know,| I'm sure there was a lot | didn't know that went on in the

15 campaign. So-

16 Q Yeah

FY A ~1hope that, you know, people are signingoff on, you know, content and

18 review.

19 Q Do youknow whether there's a difference between a television ad? It

20 sounds ike you had a lot more visibility on the sort of traditional -- | think you described

21 these advertisings as meant to influence opinion, not to raise money. But do you know

22 whether there's a difference between how that content was evaluated for sort of legal or

23 research purposes versus digital content?

2 A Yes. Ihada--you know, | hada role in looking at TV ads and approvingTV

25 ads and know that lawyers did as well. Sol, you know, personally had a different role
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1 inthetwo.
2 Q Allright. So you were clear from your vantage point as campaign manager

3 absolutly legal an research review of traditional broadcast messaging but didnt know
4 at the time as to whether similar review took place over the digital fundraising content?

5 A comect
s a Isthat okay.
; orwisJ:
8 Q  Butreal quick. Is it your understanding that the digital fundraising emails.

9 didn't influence opinion? It's almost like you're separating the content of the digital

10 fundraising emails. Because, like, earlier when you were talking about TV ads, well, they

11 were toinfluenceopinion politically. Butwas it your impressionthat thedigital
12 fundraising emails didn't influence politically?

13 A The goal ofdigital fundraising was to raise money.

1 Q That's the sole goal?
15 A From my understanding, from a nondigital, you know -- from a nondigital

16 perspective from where | stand, that's my view of what their goal is.

Q  Sothisis super helpful because, agan, politic, no dea. But as a campaign
18 ‘manager, is there any perception about the importance of the content of -- digital

19 fundraising s such abigpart ofthe campaign process. 1s there anyperceptionof the
20 importance of the content of those communications?

2 A Isthere any importancetothe content?
2 Q Yeah, their value in terms of politcal sway or the impact that thas om voters
23 like in terms of, like, their messaging or, you know, the ramifications of what's in them?

24 A I'mnota-- didn't -- I'm not a digital person. | didn't work in the digital

3 operation. Iwo assume thet they were, you know, tying to rase money and care
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1 mostabout raising money and not swaying opinion, but that's not — it's not and wasn't

2 myrealm in the campaign.

3 Q That's helpful to know. Thank you.

a oy vr.IR
5 Q Let's talk now about sort of election day forward. Why in your view,

6 Mr.Stepien, did the campaign continue to raise money after November 7th when the AP

7 had declared the race over and you had assessed its likelihood ofachange in that

8 outcome at such a minimal, you know, 5, 10 percent level?

9 A Don't know if that was to fundraise on behalf of a future candidacy. | don't

10 knowif that was to fundraise on behalf ofother candidatesordisburse monies to

11 candidatesortopartybuild.

2 Mr. Marino. Don't speculate.

13 Mr.Stepien. Yeah. There

1 ove.J
15 Q don't want you speculating. I'm just wondering actually | appreciate

16 Mr. Marino's clarification.

FY Did you have any conversations in your role as campaign manager with anyone,

18 the President or others, about whether or not to and how to raise money after the

19 election had runits course and had been called for President Biden?

1) A No.

2 Q The campaign, do you have any sense as to how the messaging, the actual

22 content of the digital fundraising changed frompre-to postelection? Did you have any.

23 visibility into the content of those email and text messages that were sent out to

24 potential contributors?

2 A Can you repeat the question? I'm sorry.
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1 Q Yeah, it was a bad question. Did you have any visibility into the - what the

2 content, the change in content was pre- to then postelection?

3 Mr. Marino. For digital fundraising?

a Me Yes.

5 Mr. Stepien. 1did not. [did not. | would assume that

6 Mr. Marino. Don't assume.

7 Mr. Stepien. It would only be an assumption. ~ Sorry.

s BY MRI

9 Q Yeah. And, again, | don't want you to assume either. | can just tell ou,

10 can represent to you that it changed from reelect President Trump, he's done great things

11 for America, to stop the steal,fight the fraud, we can't letthe Democratssteal this

12 election.

13 And my questioniswhether you had any discussions with anyone about the

14 intentionality of that messaging, the veracity of those claims and that digital content?

15 A ldidnot.

16 Q Do you have any idea where all of the money - and asMs[lll said, it was

17 hundreds of millions of dollars that came in postelection through the digital fundraising

18 apparatus. Do you have any idea where that money went, what it was used for?

19 A Ibelieve that many of those dollars are still on hand, but that's only based on

20 whatlread.

2 Q  msorry. Many of those dollars were what?

2 A Avestillon hand and not spent, not disbursed.

23 Q  stilonhand. see.

2 Mr. Marino. You're getting the benefit of what Mr. Stepien knows from reading

25 the paper.
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1 Mr. Stepien. Yeah.
2 orvieJR
3 Q And I guess, again, I'mjust trying to pinpoint what you knew in your role
a then either directly or that you heard from other — people with whom you worked on the

5 campaign.
6 A There was no I had no knowledge or insight. | had no conversations
7 regarding postelection fundraising strategy, what would be said, how it would be said,

8 what would be done with those monies, none of that --

9 Q Yeah.

10 A --any insight or knowledge of this.

1 Q Okay. Last question from me. You said before ~ and | appreciated your

12 candor — that part of the reason you became a bystander was because the strategy, it

13 ‘was stuff with which you were not comfortable or you didn't any longer want to be

14 associated with some ofthe things that were being said and done by the crazies, team
15 crazy, for lack of a better word.

16 Is the digital fundraising apparatus with respect to Stop the Steal and the

17 incessant fundraising around that theme, is that part, Mr. Stepien,of the things with
18 which you were uncomfortable that forced you to step back?

19 Mr. Marino. [Jl he's testified that he didn't have any involvement or

20 knowledgeof that. So don't know how that could be partofthat, but
n MirJL Well, let me just ask. | appreciate that, Mr. Marino. ut
2 Mr. Marino. just want - | understand what you're saying and | and you're
23 accurately characterizing his prior testimony. But | just -- | want to be careful with, you

24 know, making certain that we're getting his personal knowledge on the subject.

2s MJ. Yeah. To the extent you had any personal knowledge of Stop the
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1 Steal fundraising, was that one of those things that with which you had problems that

2 caused you to step back from your role as the head of the campaign?
3 Mr. Stepien. To be honest, no, | didn't | did't know about the content. |

4 didn't have visibility into the content. 1 didn't approve the content. As noted, | wasn't

5 even on the campaign's email ist. So | wasn't even seeing the content on the - on the
6 backend onceitwassent out.

7 Mr.||] Yeah.

8 Mr. Stepien. Sol had you know, | had — you know, had personal reasons for,
9 youknow, stepping away. But the digital operation just based on that lack of visibility

10 was not one of those factors.
1 ME. understand. That'sit. That really was my last question. See,

2 toldyou

3 svvsJl

14 Q just want to go back and clarify something, because| had this down in my

15 notes but don't think t's right. Did you say that at the time that at the date of the

16 election, you did not know whether there was deb or cash on hand? You had no idea
17 how much money the campaign had?

1 A What I was saying wasour goal was to spend as closely down to zero as

19 possible and
2 Q And-

n A and leave the campaign not with debt nor with, you know, a sizeable
22 amountof money left. Our goal, any campaign's goal should be to spend as closely

23 downtozeroaspossible. Thatwas that was our goal.

2 Q And my questions: Is do you know where you were at the time - at the
25 night of the election, do you know what that amount was?
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1 A No.

2 Q You have no idea how much money was left or whether whether you were

3 indebt or whether there was cash on hand the night of the election, you have no idea?

a A We hada a weekly budget that spent down to zero — that spent down to

5 zerobythe bythe end of election. That's the budget we followed. Those were the

6 spending plans that were followed. You know, based on the numbers we saw every

7 weekin our budget meetings, we made spending decisions and spent down based on that

8 budget downto zero. | wasn't making calls on election night asking how much money

9 wasleftor how much money wasn't left. We made budget decisions, you know, based

10 on the budget spreadsheet that was presented to us.

1 Q So was it your understanding that right before the election it was close to

12 zero?

13 Mr. Marino. ~ Doesn't know the answer to the question. He said it five times.

14 Mygoodness

15 wis Jl] Well, the only reason I'm surprised is because

16 Mr. Marino. You can be surprised till the cows come home, but that doesn't

17 change the answer.

18 msl No, no, that's fair. It's just my understanding is most cam- - let me

19 rephrase the question.

2 ov vis J
2 Q For your previous campaigns, the night of the election, did you also not have

22 anyidea how much money was left ether in debt or on hand?

2 A Ididnot say| had no idea. I said we spent as closelydown to zero as we

24 possibly could.

2 Q But you can't tell mehowclose to zero you were?
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1 A No, could not.

2 a okay.

3 A Andie

4 a okay.

5 A and | would | appreciate you saying that you don't have a lot of

6 campaign experience. But I think most people in my position on a campaign that

7 spent hundreds of millions of dollars, you know, on the election night you don't

8 have no, that's a question for the campaign treasurer to get down to that minute detail

9 on election night.

10 Q Well, and to be fair, that's why | was asking a ballpark. | was literally

11 saying, did you have an ideaofthe ballpark of where you were, and you couldn't give me

12 aballpark. I'm not I'm not trying to be unclear. | was literally trying to ask: As the

13 campaign manager, what did you know about what was on hand? | 1 thought that was

14 clear.

15 Mr. Marino, That's enough. Next question. Next question.

16 Mr. Stepien. I've answered your question to the best of my ability.

FY vis JL That'sfair

18 virSEE Okay. NEES ofl anything else?

19 Allright. Mr. Stepien, the last question we always ask everybody, it's not even a

20 question; it's just sort of an invitation. If theres anything else that you recall that might

21 be relevant to the issues that we're examining, anything we haven't asked you that you

22 think is important for us to know or anything that you need to say or you want to get on

23 therecord or clarify?

20 Mr. Stepien. No. No.

25 wr. ll Okey. Allright. Well, I'l just -- we — before we go off the
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1 record, Iljust say thank you again. | appreciate you being here. know it's been

2 long day, but | appreciateyour attention to the questions. Yeah. And we will let you

3 know sort of if we needanythingelse. It's our intention not to, to be clear.

4 Mr. Marino. That's great.

5 Mr.Stepien. Thank you.

6 MJ Allright. We can gooffthe record.

7 [Whereupon, at 7:00 p.m, the interview was concluded.)
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